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Chapter•] 

Intr9ductiqn 

1.1. The study area: An abridged profile 

At 26° 411
- 28° 7' North and 88° 541

- 91° 541 East in South Asia, Bhutan is located over 

about 20,000 miles on the eastern ridge of the great Himalayas. Naturally rugged 

mountains and deep valleys crisscross the country in every direction. Altitude-wise, its 

lower range of 2,000-5,000 feet above the sea level runs over the so called duar region, 

and followed by wide but flat valleys Qf the inner Himalayas above the sea level of 5-15 

thousand feet. Its upper range, however, comprfses of snow-capped mountain ranges 

rising up to about 24,000 feet above the sea level. 1 The great rivers like Amo Chu, Wong 

Chu, Mo Chu and Dangme Chu provide natural dr~inage to the country. It is land-locked 

in every side bordering with Tibet on the north, Tawang of Arunachal Pradesh on the 
J 

east, Sikkim on the west and with two Indian states, West Bengal and Assam on the 

south. 

Available documents indicate that civilization in Bhutan dates back at least to 

2000 B.C. Various communities from surrounding areas flocked in this kingdom to give 

rise to a cosmopolitan culture among the populace. Probably the aboriginal Bhutanese, 

the Monpa, were migrated from Tibet at first, followed by the people from Nepal and 

various Indian provinces like Arunachal Pradesh, Assam and Bengal. In 1864, it had an 

estimated population of only 20,000.2 Because of wide variation in physical features, the 

density of population also varied signifipantly within the country. While the valleys like 

1 Details of Bhutan's physical features are available in Karan, Bhutan, pp.25-27. 
2 Hasrat, History of Bhutan, p.l3. 
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Ha, Paro, Punakha, Thimphu, Bumthang and Eastern Bhutan were densely populated, the 

density abruptly fell on the north. 

Small scale subsistence farming and animal husbandry had long been the 

mainstay of the people employing above 90 percent of the workforce. For topographic 

reasons and also the hostile climate, agriculture did not flourish across the country; it was 

concentrated only in central and western segments, and indeed in the relatively plain 

lands of duars. Pastoral activities, however, predominated in the northern hemisphere.3 

Industrially, the country was utterly backward, if not primitive, accommodating only 

some cottage-level activities. Border trade had been there but it was confined to a few 

towns4 and that too, among privileged sections of the society. 

Mainstream economists, however, believe that without for~ign trade an 

underdeveloped country can not go through take-off in her development, process. To 

them, it is 'an engine of growth'. Their argument underpins that foreign trade generates 

adequate demand for domestic products and thus projects the economy to a higher 

trajectory of development. Raw material requirements of domestic industries are also met 

thereby. These possibly explain why the major trading countries in the seventeenth-

eighteenth centuries colonized many settlements in Asia and Africa. 

While mainstream writers thus treat foreign trade as a sine qua non for economic 

prosperity, the neo-Marxian writers like Andre Gunder Frank5 and Samir Amin6 

emphasize that backward countries must experience their foreign trades to develop in due 

course of time. Following Karl Marx, they argue that due to inner contradictions in the 

3 Labh, India and Bhutan, p.l2. 
4 ibid. 
5 Frank, Dependent Accumulation and Underdevelopment. 
6 Amin, Accumulation on a world scale. 
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capitalist system, every capitalist country encounters a dearth of demand at the matured 

stage of development.7 To survive with these inner contradictions, a matured capitalist 

economy takes resort to imperialism so that the falling level of domestic demand gets 

support from foreign demand. The capitalist world thus continuously accommodates in its 

development process the backward, pre-capitalist economies lyin~ in the periphery for its 

own survival. Karl Marx, however, believed that the backward peripheral countries 

would also get the benefit of foreign trade, and thus experience economic development in 

this process.8 If this analytical framework is true, the incorporation of the Bhutanese 

economy in the gl<;>bal capitalist -system was imminent at the dawn of the twentieth 

century since the British capitalist system had already been at its door-steps by that time. 

We may then reasonably expect that the Bhutanese trade with the British capitalist 

system should have a phenomenally growth in that period. This is the primary reason 

why we seek to study her trend of trade during the first quarter of the twentieth century. 

1.2. Literature survey 

Though the literature on Bhutan is rich in social and political history, her economic 

history is conspicuously lacking. In view of the interests of the present study we review 

here the literature on the country's politico-economic relation with its neighbors, 

especially India. Literature on the peripheral topics of interest such as trade routes, coins 

etc. are also touched upon. 

The richest mine of these diverse interests is, indeed, various reports of the 

political missions that the British Indian Government sent to Tibet and Bhutan during the 

7 cf, Lenin, Imperialism: The highest stage of capitalism. 
8 But Emmanuel points out that it involves 'unequal exchange' between the core and the periphery, which 
leads to what Frank calls 'development of underdevelopment'. Vide Emmanuel, Unequal Exchange, and 
Frank, Lumpen bourgeoisie and lumpen development. 
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eighteenth-nineteenth centuries. The earliest mission in this series was led by G. Bogle in 

177 4. It yielded a report rich in information on the contemporary governance of Bhu~an, 

various socio-economic facets of her people, and indeed the trade relation between 

Bhutan, Tibet, Bengal and Assam. The report was later edited by C. Markham in 1876, 

and re-edited by H. K. Kulol in 1879 incorporating some additional appendices. The 

1879 edition also contains the notebook of Thomas Manning, who traveled through 

Bhutan and Tibet in 1811 on his own interest, Also, the private letters of Bogle and 

various contempor~ry memoranda on relevant subjects are collected there from various 

manuscripts and contemporary journals. 

The report of the second political mission (1783) was published by the mission 

leader S.Turner in 1800.10 It describes various political ~nd economic affairs of Bhutan. 

We also obtain many political and economic affairs of the country including the cultural 

traits of the people residing along the route of the mission, contemporary trade customs 

and practices in different Himalayan regions as well as contemporary trade routes among, 

them. 

The successive missions were, however, led by K.K. Bose in 1815, W. Griffiths 

and R.B. Pemberton in 1837-38, and A. Eden in 1863-64. Reports of all these missions 

are compiled in Kuloy. 11 The Bose mission informs us, inter alia, about the earnings of 

the Deb Raja and the Dharma Raja of Bhutan, tax proceeds from district-level governors, 

the composition and direction of Bhutan's foreign trade, as well as the domestic mintage 

in Bhutan. Similar data and information on Bhutan are also available in Griffith. Apart 

9 Kuloy (ed.) Narratives of the Mission of George Bogle. 
10 Turner, An Account of an Ambassy to the Court of the Teshoo Lama in Tibet. 
11 Kuloy ( ed.), Political Missions to Bootan. 

i .•. 
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from the edition of Kuloy, the latter· report is also available in a separate volume12 along 

with some additional jnformation. Among the relevant topics, it deliberates on the 

country's productive activities, especially agriculture, and her trade and commerce. The 

trade routes of Bhutan with Assam and Bengal are detailed in Pemberton's report, which 

deliberates in addition to detailed accopnts of livestock, population,. and manufacturing 

a~tivities in the country with a separate section on trade and commerce, and the 

appendices enriched with various information such as those on the country's cultivation 

and vegetation, and the duar trade. This report has also been separately published.13 The 

last in this series, viz Eden's report, highlights among other matters tlie country's 

important business places like Paro, her revenue system, trade routes and trading 

activities. In addition to these missionary reports, Kuloy's edited book also contains a 

pamphlet entitled 'The Truth About Bootan', published by the Metropolitan Ptess, 

Calcutta during the second half of the 19th century. It should be noted that the earliest 

evidence on Bhutan's trade with India is found in the travelogue of Ralph Fitch who 

visited India during the last quarter of the sixteenth century. His accounts are available in 

Pemberton (1838) and also in W. Foster. 14 

'J. C., White led two missions to Bhutan. during the early twentieth century, in 1903 

and in 1907. As a political officer of the British Indian government and also in other 

capacities, he traveled the length and breadth of Bhutan and Sikkim during 1889-1910, 
. ' 

and interacted with the cross-section of their societies. Detailed accounts of those 

missions along with his personal experiences in different fields are contained in his 

12 Griffith, Bhutan. 
13 Pemberton, Report on Bootan. 
14 Foster (ed.), Early Travels in India. 
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book. 15 Various old Tibetan manuscripts and government records are also extensively 

used and referred. The country's art and industrial culture get special emphasis in this 

title. 

In the context of Indo-Bhutan relation, S. Gupta's book16 is a seminal work. It 

discusses the British foreign policy towards Bhutan during the nineteenth century, her 

contemporary trade with Bengal, Assam, Tibet and China, as well as her economic 

activities. Stray information on the Bhutanese coin is also available there. This book is 

largely based on· archival documents like political letters to and from the Secretary of 

State (18.60-1880), political letters to and from Court of Directors (1792-1859), Bhutan, 

Sikkim and Tibet series of papers, Persian correspondence, Bengal government records, 

Cooch Behar select records etc. 

Bhutan's political relation with British India during 1772-1865 is also discussed 

in A. Deb. 17 In addition to analyzing the impact of Bogle's mission on the Indo-

Bhutanese relation, this book narrates Bhutan's terrace cultivation, methods of irrigation, 

cattle raising and the available range of economic products. Bhutan's trade with Tibet, 

Bengal arid Assam during the eighteenth-nineteenth centuries is also discussed there. 

Unpublished records like foreign proceeding; (1833-1866) including correspondence to 

and from the Court of Directors, Bhutan political proceedings and the detailed official 

account of the duar war are the main source _materials of this study. 

15 White, Sikkim and Bhutan. 
16 Gupta, British Relations with Bhutan. 
17 Deb, Bhutan and India. 
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A. B. Majumdar's study, 18 also drawn heavily from the archival records, seeks to 

bring out the origil) and development of British-Bhutan relations. This study shows how 

the trading interest of the British during 1765-1895 governed its several policies towards 

Bhutan. 

Based on the reports of British political missions, many authors have indeed 

sought to portray the evolution of the political relation of Bhutan with India. P. Collister's 

study 19 is an example in point. In addition to highlighting this evolutionary process, he 

has identified the benefits that accrued to both countries on account of the emerging 

re1ationship. Although the main sources of this book are memoirs and reports of Bogle, 

Turner, Bose, Pemberton, Griffith and White, it has also used some primary sources like 

Fort William-India House Correspondences, advices from Bengal concerning Military 

Operations against the Bhutanese, correspondences between the Governor-General and 

the Deb Raja, and so on. 

The study of A. K. J. Singh20 is also an important publication in this field. It 

documents the effects of Eden's Mission on Bhutan, the Anglo-Bhutanese relations 

during 1867-72, and the British neutrality towards Bhutan's internal affairs during 1873-

98. It also discusses Britain's active interest in Bhutanese affairs during 1899-1904 as 

well as China's claim to suzerainty in Bhutan (1908-10), which led to the Punakha Treaty 

of 1910. The following political events during 1911-45 that gave shape to the modem 

Bhutan have also found place in Singh's study. 

18 Majumder, Britain and the Himalayan Kingdom ofBhotan. 
19 Collister, Bhutan and the British. 
20 Singh, Himalayan Triangle. 
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The literature on trade route is not at all rich in the global context, and for Bhutan, it 

is almost void. A 20-million strong records at the Library of Congress database 

accommodate only 134 titles on Trade Routes?1 Likewise, only 264 trade thoroughfares 

are referred in Melvyl database ofthe University of California. Most of these trade routes 

belong to what is popularly known as the Silk Roads. A review of this literature is 

available in Drege and Buhre~2, and Morris Rossabi23
• The existing literature, however, 

draws materials mainly from two distinct sources, literal sources and archaeological 

findings. While the earlier studies are based on the former sources2
\ the latter has gained 

popularity after the excavation at Xinjian~ during the early twentieth century.25 These 

two branches of literature perceive the function of trade routes from divergent plains. 

Since the literate sources recognise only the literate communities, the trade routes in such 
I 

studies inevitably highlight 'trans-civilisation' exchanges·. Archaeological evidence, on 

the other hand, is able to acknowledge additionally the activities of non-literate 

communities, and, hence, focuses on 'trans-ecological' exchanges along the silk roads 

between the people in pastoral settlements and the nomads in the steppes. A synthesis 
\ 

has, however, been on the offing with the study on the Eurasian steppe route by Franck· 

and Brownstone26
• P. D. Curtain underscores the importance of such studies by 

emphasising, "[G]oods normally pass across this ecological divide with greater intensity 

than they do in more homogeneous environment."27 David Christian, however, seeks to 

21 Ciolek, Digitising Data on Eurasian Trade Routes. 
22 Drege and Buhrer, T!le silk road Saga, Facts on File. 
23 Rossabi, 'The silk roads', pp.16-20. 
24 See, for exmple, Boulnois, The silk road. 
25 See Hopkrik, Foreign devils on the silk road. 
26 Frank and Brownstone, The silk road, pp.30-32. 
27 Curtain, Cross cultural trade in world history, p.16. 
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establish the trans-ecological exchange links along the silk roads by way of analysing the 

nature of the goods traded there.Z8 Analysing the list of trade-wares published by al-

Muqaddasi in 985 AD, he argued, "Any list of goods traded along the Silk Roads wjll 

show the presence of large amounts of steppe land or woodland products, while some of 

the goods produced in the agrarian world were made especially for export to the 

steppes."29 

Geography and history are the central~ty of the historiography of the silk roads. 

Various cities and towns located on them are identified in the literature to analyze the 

role played by trade routes in the exchanges of commodities, technologies, styles, 

religions,30 genes and disease vectors31
• In the historical perspective, the literature 

narrates How the trade routes emerged and flourished as a result of several large agrarian 

empires like the Han, Roman, Parthian and the Kusan32
, and subsequently waned with the 

rising importance ofthe sea-routes33
• 

The existing literature also attempts to develop the silk-road 'theory'. Pioneers in this 

field are A.G.Frank34
, B.K.Gills35

, J.L.Abu-Lughod36
, W.G.McNeill37 and others. The 

central hypothesis of this group of writers is available in Marshal Hodgson38
• He notes, 

28 Christain, 'Silk roads or steppe roads?', pp. 1-26. 
29 ibid. p. 7. 
3° For religious and culturallexchanges, see Bentley, Old world encounters. 
31 For the spread of disease and the exchange of gene along the silk roads, see Diamond, Guns, germs and 
steel, chap. 11. 
32 Boulnois, The silk road. 
33 For the decline ofland routes in the silk roads, vide Rossabi, 'The decline ofthe central Asian caravan 
trade'; pp. 81-102. 
34 Frank, ReOrient. 
35 Frank and Gills ( ed), The world system. 
36 Abu-Lughod, Before European hegemony. 
37 McNeill, 'World. history and the rise of the west', pp. 215-236. 
38 Hodgson, 'The great western transmutation', p. 47. 
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"Just as the first urban, literate life would have been impossible without the accumulation 

among a great many peoples qf innumerable social habits and inventions, major and 

minor, so the great modern cultural mutation presupposed the contributions of all several 
' 

Citied peoples of the eastern hemisphere."39 Frank and Gills, in particular, seek to 

establish an underlying unity of the Eurasian history, which they believe to have nurtured 

a single world system from 2000 BC onwards.40 In a similar tone, Haraprasad Ray41 

underscores the unity of trans-Himalayan civilisation, and its integration with the world 

system through the. southern silk roads where Bhutan's trade route was connected. 

B.J.Hasrat,42 however, provides some information about ancient trade routes of Bhutan. 

Five routes between Bhutan and Tibet were evident in P. P. Karan's43 book. The natures 

pf these routes were described in reports of different missions to Bhutan which we have 

mentioned already. Long-distanced trade route from Paro of Bhutan to Lhasa of Tibet 

was vividly described by Waddel44
• 

The centre for Bhutan studies publishes a bi-yearly journal, the journal of Bhutan 

Studies, which encoura~es articles on different aspects of Bhutan. The ·use of coins in this 

country around the mid-18th century, a peripheral topic of interest in this study, is 

available in an article by Ardussi and Ura45 in this journal. The article also analyses the 

contemporary tax structure and demographic profile of the country: Two more detailed 

studies on coins have appeared in the Journal of Bhutan Studies, both written by Nicholas 

39 ibid. 
4° Frank and Gill, The world system. 
41 Ray, 'Trade routes from northern India and Bangladesh to south and southwest China', pp. 118-119. 
42 Hasrat, History of Bhutan. 
43 Karan, Bhutan. 
44 Waddel, Lhasa and its Mysteries. 
45 Ardussi and Ura, 'Population and Governance in mid-18th Century Bhutan'. 
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Rhodes. One46 of his articles describes how coins were gradually introduced in Bhutan 

while the other47 deliberates on the effect of monetization on the Bhutanese society and 

the conflict between the age-old non-monetized economy and the modern monetized 

economy. 

Bhutan's foreign trade in the historical perspective has so far attracted very little 

attention in research. S. ~en's Ph.D thesis 48 is a maiden attempt. It has sought to 

-reconstruct the commercial aspect of the Indo-Bhutanese relation from the archival data 

for the period 1775-1907. Adhikary's article "Economic Transition in Bhutan: A Study 

on the Impact of Indo-Bhutan Trade and Economic Co-operations'' app-eared in Asian 

Profile is also an important work in this field. A few unpublished articles and 

monographs on this subject are, however, available in the documentation centre of Centre 

for Himalayan Studies, University ofNorth Bengal. We may refer in this context 'India-

Bhutan Trade (with special reference to the period 1990-95)' by D. Datta and 'Factors in 

foreign relations of Bhutan' by K. Labh. The centre's in-house journal Himalayan 

Miscellany has also published a number of articles on Bhutan. These are B.P.Misra's 

'Early History ofBhutan', S.Sen's 'Indo-Bhutan Trade, 1774-1815', 'Indo-Bhutan trade 

during the period 1837 to 1865 (Based on the reports of Pemberton, Griffiths, Eden and 

Rennie)', and 'The Duar War of 1865, and its Effect on the Indo-Bhutan Trade Relations' 

etc. 

46 Rhodes, 'Coin"age in Bhutan'. 
47 Rhodes, 'The Monetization of Bhutan'. 
48 Sen, Indo-Bhutan Trade Relation C. 1775-1907. 
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1.3. Plan of the study 

Th'e central theme of our study is to analyze Bhutan's trade ,with India during the 

reign of Ugyen Wangchuk (1907-26) who became the first hereditary monarch in the 

country. The evolution of trade in this land-locked country was so related to her domestic 

and foreign political environment that without a clear understanding of the latter, the 

former can not be comprehended properly. Chapter 2, therefore, seeks to evaluate the 

political events in Bhutan prior to and after the-establishment of monarchy in the country 

in 1907. We recognize here that wqile political events, both domestic and foreign, gave 

shape to the trade pattern in Bhutan, the prospect of trade with her also led to certain 

political events in this part of the Asian continent. This two-way causation between the 

political events and trade has been emphasized in this chapter. 

The channel of trade was an important parameter for the growth of trade in a land-

locked country like Bhutan in previous centuries. Keeping this mind and also because of 

the historical importance of trade route in the human civilization process, we analyse in 

Chapter 3 the trade route of Bhutan with Bengal and Assam, on the one hand, and Tibet 

on the other. Various characteristics of these trade routes including the type of pack 

animals, trade customs, and traded commodities are discussed here at length. 

Another necessary requirement for the development of trade in contemporary 

Bhutan was the usage of coins in the domestic economy. This forms the subject-matter of 

Chapter 4. It discusses at length the introduction of coins and its gradual spread during 

the previous centuries. Discussions on coin debasement and the estimation of coin during 

the reign ofUgyen Wangchuk have also been incorporated in this chapter. 

I 

I 
I 

r 

' I I 
I 
I 

I. 
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Chapters 5, 6, and 7, however, form the core of this study. They respectively 

discuss the export, import and terms of trade for Bhutan dudng 1907-26. Discussions in 

first two chapters are carried out in three respects, viz. a) trend of trade, b) direction of 

trade, and c) composition of trade. These analyses give insight into various historical 

aspects ofthe Bhutanese trade in the modern era. Chapter 7, however, analyses Bhutan's 

terms oftrade after reviewing the balance of trade, commodity-wise price movements for 

export and import, and their price elasticities. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the findings 

ofthis study. 

1.4. Sources of data 

Both primary and secondary data have been extensively used in this study. Primary data· 

have been collected from the archive at National Library, Kolkata. For the secondary qata 

and information, we have consulted various government reports and the reports of 

political missions to Bhutan and Tibet. Relevant information has also been gathered from 

various books and articles. 

f 





Chapter-2 

Political Sc~nario in Bhutan 

The East India Company's relationship with Bhutan may be traced back to the conflict 

between the Princely state of Cooch Behar and Bhutan in 1772 where the Deb Raja of 

Bhutan defeated King Khagendra Narayan ofCooch Behar. The latter's army commander 

Nazir Deo re-attacked Bhutan1 on behalf of the Prince and subsequently won the battle 

with the help of British soldiers. The relation between Bhutan and British India became 

imminent when the Deb Raja solicited the mediation of Panchen Lama of Tibet and fell 

back to the British power. This relationship, however, opened up a new vista to British 

imperialism from the last quarter of the eighteenth century onwards. While the East India 

Company's desire to promote its trade in the Himalayan kingdoms, especially Tibet, was 

one of the reasons to this end, the other reason might be its design to consolidate its 

empire . in this subcontinent against the expansion of the Russian and Chinese 

imperialism. Various political events like wars and peace-treaties followed as th~ 

Company administration in Bengal sought to realize these objectives. In the ultimate 

analysis, these political events shaped the trade relation of Bhutan with its neighbouring 

countries. The present chapter seeks to bring out these causations between various 

political events and trade relation of Bhutan during the previous centuries. 

Section 2.1 of this chapter documents various political events that led to the 

evolution of Bhutanese trade during the eighteenth-nineteenth centuries. Section 2.2 

however, traces out various political events that were intended to obstruct the expapsion 

of Russian and Chinese imperialism. Section 2.3 contains a brief conclusion. 

1 Deb, Bhutan and India, p.74. 
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2.1. Major political events prior to 1900 

The East India Company always operated on the motive of trade and for the promotion of 

British goods in overseas markets. These basic objectives of the Company explained its 

growing interest on Bhutan from the second half of the eighteenth century onwards. 

Moreover, as Bengal's route to Tibet through Nepal had already been closed by that 

period2 the Company was eager to find out an alternative trade route to Tibet and China 

via Bhutan. The relationship with Bhutan could enable the Company to access the 

markets in the Himalayan kingdoms for their goods. A letter of Warren Hastings, the-

then Governor General of East India Company, to the Court of Directors in London, 

supports this surmise. He wrote on April 4, 1771 'It ... [has] been presented to us that the 

Company may be greatly benefited in the sale of broadcloth, iron and lead and other 

European commodities by sending proper persons to reside at Rungapore to explore the 

interest of parts ofBhutan .... .' .3 Warren Hastings, indeed, took various steps in favour of 

the Bhutanese traders so that the English trades could get an access to that country. He 

also sent four political missions to Bhutan and Tibet, headed respectively by Bogle in 

·1774, Hamilton in 1776 and 1777, and Turner in 1783. 

These missions were primarily entrusted, with the job to secure permission for 

European merchants to trade in Bhutan and Tibet. The Bhutanese traders had all along 

been strongly objecting to any such concession as they apprehended that the European 

participation in this business would curtail their share in it and dampen the rate of return 

therefrom. In particular, as a principal trader in that world of business the Deb Raja was 

2 Secret Consultations, 24th February 1775, No. 4, referred in Gupta, British Relations with Bhutan, p. 44. 
3 Collister, Bhutan and the British, p.8. 
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strictly in opposition. Bogle thus revealed, "The Deb Raja made many objections to 

allowing merchants to pass through Bhutan, insisting that it had never been the custom 

[for] strangers to come into their kingdom, ... ". 4 The Deb Raja, however, rationalised his 

judgement in various ways. Once he pointed out, "[T]he inhabitants [of Bhutan] were of a 

hot and violent temper, and the country woody and mountainous; and in case of 

merchants being robbed it might occasion disputes and misunderstanding between them 

and the Companie's servants". 5 To Bogle such statements simply intended to camouflage 

his private interest: "The opposition of the Bhotias really proceeded from motives which 

they industrially concealed". 6 Similar statement was put on record by the next Deb Raja 
\ 

when Hamilton visited Bhutan. The ambassador of the-then Deb Raja carried a massage 

to Bogle against the entry of the English and other Europeans in Bhutan. 7 Bogle was, 

however, able to secure the access of non-European traders from Bengal for the purpose 

of trade in Bhutan. 8 One of the articles of the agreement between the East India Company 

and the Deb Raja of Bhutan that was concluded at that time proclaimed, '[T]he Deb Raja 

shall allow all Hindu and Musalman merchants freely to pass and repass through his 

country between Bengal and Tibet' .9 The argument also provided certain benefits to the 

. Bhutanese traders in Bengal. We may mention in this context: (1) that the Bhutanese 

traders were given to enjoy trade privileges at Rangpur in Bengal as before and they 

could also proceed, either themselves or by their gumashtas, to all places in Bengal for 

~ 

4 Public Conr., 19th April 1779, No.2, containing Bogle's report to Warren Hastings dated 30th September 
1775 referred in Gupta, British Relations with Bhutan, pp. 42-43. · 
5 ibid. 
6 ibid. 
7 Sen, Records in Oriental Languages (Bengali Letters), voL I, No. 1 referred in Majumdar, Britain and the 
Himalayan Kingdom ofBhotan, p.54. 
8 Majumdar, Britain and the Himalayan Kingdom ofBhotan, p.52. 
9 Gupta, British Relations with Bhutan, pp. 46-47. 
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the sell of horses, free from duty or any other hindrance; (2) that the contemporary duty 

levied at Rartgpur from the Bhutanese caravan was abolished; (3) there had earlier been a 

ban on the purchase of oil and dried fish in Rangpur by Bhutanese merchants. On the 

complaints received from them, Warren Hastings removed all those bans. He instructed, 

"[T]he district official should issue Perwannahs to the Zeminders and officers of the 

districts in which the Booteas have been accustomed to buy these articles, to protect and 

assist them in carrying on their trade and to allow their oil and dried fish freely to pass the 

different chokeys and gauts."; 10 (4) that the exclusive trade privilege was given to the 

Bhutanese sellers in sandal, indigo, otter skins, tobacco, betel-nut and pan; other 

merchants were thus prohibited to import these commodities into Bhutan; 11 and ( 5) that 

the government extended civic facilities to the Bhutanese and Tibetan traders who visited 

Calcutta every year in winter to sell their wares. A Buddhist temple was also constructed 

near Calcutta, which they could use as a meeting place, a place of night halt as well as for 

the purpose ofprayer. 12 

In addition to promoting trade to Tibet via Bhutan, the British Government in 

Bengal sought to enhance the commercial contact between the hill people and the 

inhabitants of the plain. In this connection, Warren Hastings advised Bogle on May 13, 

1774, "The design ofyour mission is to open a mutual and equal communication oftrade 

between the inhabitants ofBhutan and BengaL .. ".13 To this end, the British Government 

took initiatives to establish a series of trade fairs in the plain where the hill people could 

conveniently participate. We may cite in this context the trade fair at Rangpur (now in 

10 Quoted in Firminger (ed.), Bengal District Records, Rangpur, vol. I, p.5. 
11 ibid, p.47. 
12 Deb, Bhutan and India, p.138. 
13 Collister, Bhutan and the British, p. 13. 

2l:G5~8 
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Bangladesh) which Bogle initiated in 1780, and also the Titaliya fair in Jalpaiguri 

district 14 that Dr. Campbell, the first Superintendent of Parjeeling, established. This 

practice continued in the following century. Among the fairs that the British government 

set up for the interaction with the hill people, the important ones were the Phalakata trade 

fair15
, the Ali pur fair16 and the Kalimpong fair. Large number of traders from Sikkim, 

Nepal, Tibet and Bhutan used to a~nd these fairs. These annual gatherings not only 

promoted British goods to a wider market but also strengthened the Anglo-Bhutanese 

relation, and pacified instability across the border. Collister thus remarked, 

" .... Campbell's administration provided an enlightened period of comparative peace on 

the frontier during which trade between Bhutan and Company's land was encouraged". 17 

Apart from establishing these fairs, the government patronaged these fairs every year, and 

looked after their securities 18 by stationing policemen at Phalakata and Alipur 19 and 

entrusting the job for the Alipur fair to the military cantonment at Buxa.20 

The British move to promote trade with Bhutan through fairs was due to the 

contemporary trade practices and rules in Bhutan. The Bhutanese rules and regulations on 

the domestic and foreign trade had been in vogue since the time ofNgawang Namgyal in 

the seventeenth century. For domestic trade, Namgyal had laid down, "[A]ll barter or 

trading should be carried on at fair and prevailing rates and not at extortionate and 

14 Hunter, A Statistical Account of Bengal, p. 270. 
15 ibid, p. 297. 
16 ibid, p. 270. 
17 Collister, Bhutan and the British, p.78. 
18 Deb, Bhutan and India, p.63. 
19 Hunter, A Statistical Account of Bengal, p. 295. 
20 ibid, p.262. 
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preferential ones. Forced gifts of butter or salt were also strictly forbidden"? 1 For export 

and import trade he had enforced, "The headman should inspect the product of the 

country industries, and see that they are honest and solid in the make and texture. The 

merchants who h~ve the responsibility of the import trade at the differeht marts also 

satisfy that they get good things, and all traders must obey the State merchants in these 

particulars" ?2 These rules were mandatory for .all traders in Bhutan. 

'fhile the British government in Bengal had thus been striving for better trade 

with Bhutan since the 1770s, a series of political events in this Himalayan kingdom 

around the second half of the nineteenth century further added momentum to 

development. In this connection we stress specifically the annexation of Assam and 

Bengal duars during 1841-65. It is well established by now that the maintenfince of peace 

at the Assam-Bhutan frontier was the primary objective of the British administration in 

Bengal behind the annexation of duars?3 But the trade motive was also there. Around the 

mid-nineteenth century Assam became economically important due to her land and 

climatic conditions that suited uniquely for the cultivation of tea. The East India 

Company turned to Assam for tea plantation in 1833 when the Chinese Government did 

not renew the Company's monopoly right over its lucrative trade in tea. Speculations on 

tea made duars lucrative to the British since the clearance of undulating forest in this 

region was expected to generate revenue from timber, and to make the place at the same 

time ideal for the cultivation of tea. The duar tract was, indeed, rich in timber, especially 

for extensive sal forests in Sidli, Ripu and Chirang duar. To clear these tracts, the forest 

21 Hasrat, the History of Bhutan, pp.57-58. 
22 ibid. 
23 Gupta, British Relations with Bhutan, p.193. 
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tribes like Meches, Garos, Cacharis and Parbateas 24 were expected to migrate into this 

region as the labour force. Immigrants were also expected from surrounding districts 

under British administration and Cooch Behar. In addition to tea and timber, two more 

considerations were there. First, cotton was cultivated abundantly on the slopes of the 

hills, and these so-called 'hill-cottons; might be exploited for profitable ends; and second, 

the region had 'an excellent market for English cloth and brass and copper ware' .25 The 

British administration was, therefore, confident about the duar tract being eventually able 

to attract entrepreneurs for tea and cotton plantation as well as for the exploitation of 

timber. A conjecture of more than three times increment in revenue generation within one 

and a half decade was the driving force behind the annexation of this region in the British 

dominion. After a number of battles with Bhutan, the British conquered seven duars in 

Assam and eleven duars in Bengal. 

Although the Bengal Government paid a sum of Rs.50,000 to Bhutan as 

compens~tion,. the annexation of duars had serious adverse impacts on the Bhutanese 

economy in general and on· her trade in particular. Bhutan had earlier kept trade linkage 

with Assam and Bengal through these duars. Her people including the privileged class 

used to get all necessary and luxury items from these places. 26 Indeed, Bhutanese traders 

faced unprecedented hazards in business due to the economic blockade that the British 

enforced during the duar war. Also, the local people of duars, the Mechis for example, 

suffered from scarcity and starvation as they primarily survived on trade with Bhutan. 

They were on record to complain, '[W]e regret to say that owing to the scarcity of rice 

24 Proceedings of the Lieutenant Governor of Bengal, Oct, referred in Gupta, British Relations with Bhutan, 
p.141. 
25 ibid, pp. 140-141. 
26 Deb, Bhutan and India, p.118. 
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our helpless families are brought to starve. The cause of the grievances· arises from the 

war, being still continued. The merchants who had hitherto supplied us with rice and 

cotton seeds, venture not to come to our quarter now a days' .27 

In view of the resentments of the Bhutanese goVernment and her people, the 

British administration in Bengal adapted a number of measures. An annual compensation 

to the Government of Bhutan by Rs.50,000 was surely an important step to this end. 

Moreover, the British provided a series of facilities to Bhutan's trade and commerce?8 

Among other measures that were targeted to pacify the traders in Bhutan, the Bengal 

Government established weekly markets, called 'hats;, at suitable places where the 

Bhutanese traders and consumers could procure rice, cotton, dried fish, pigs, lac, tobacco 

etc. that were produced in plenty in duars. Such hats were also set up in several places in 

Darrang and Kamrup duars.29 

The duar war had far-reaching socio-political impacts m this Himalayan 

kingdom. Since an early time the Penlops (governors) were involved in fighting with 

each other leading to turmoil in domestic law and order situation. For the first time, the 

duar war motivated them to form a pressure group to initiate peace dialogue with the 

British. The Deb Raja was also in favour of such a dialogue. The chief intention of these 

Governors was obviously the prosperity of the Bhutanese trade which they themselves 

carried out heavily. This effort culminated to the Sinchula Treaty in 1865. It brought an 

end to hostilities, and provided a congenial environment for mutual peace and friendship 

between Bhutan and British India. This Treaty was based on the philosophy of laissez 

27 Referred in Sen, 'The Duar War of 1865'p p.29. 
28 Gupta, British Relations with Bhutan, p.115. 
29 ibid. 
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faire which swept the British society around the mid nineteenth century. This free trade, 

philosophy w&s containep mainly in article IX of the Treaty, which abolished the 

contemporary duty on the import and export of the Bhutanese goods in India and also on 

the British goods imported in Bhutan or transported through it. 30 

The Sinchula Treaty w~s not very successful for two basic reasons. First, the free 

trade doctrine of the Treaty was not widely acceptable to the Bhutanese society. We have 

already pointed out that the Bhutanese were suspicious about the European traders; and 

they did not allow them to trade directly in Bhutan for a long time. Possibly this fear-

psychosis developed out oftheir experience in its neighbour country of Bengal where the 

European trading community ultimately took over the political power. Secondly, some 

provisions in the above Treaty were violated by Lord Bentink and this adversely affected 

the interest of Bhutanese trade. As for example, Bentinck discontinued the allowance that 

had been provided to the leaders of trade caravans from Bhutan at Dinajpur and 

Rangpur. 31 Free accommodation of the Bhutanese at the market places was also 

discontinued. These created serious resentment among the Bhutanese traders. 

While the Sinchula Treaty could not much accelerate the Bhutanese trade for the 

above reasons, the internal political chaos that took place during 1866 to 1898 32 crippled 

trading activities in the country. Three civil wars were fought here in succession. The first 

one ran for about two years since 1866 in consequence of the conflict between the 

Wangdhiporong Dzongpen (Officer in charge of a district) and the Punakha Dzongpen; 

the second civil war broke out in 1877 as the Punakha Dzongpen revolted against the Deb 

30 Aitchison, A Collection ofTreaties, Engagements and Sanads, Vol. XIV, Part IV, p. 98. 
31 Rennie, Bhotan and the story ofthe Dooar War, pp.159-160. 
32 Singh, Himalayan Triangle, p. 330. 
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Raja; and the third one occurred in 1884 with the Deb Raja, the Thimphu Dzongpon and 

the Punakha Dzongpen on the one side, and the Torigsa, Paro Penlops and various other 

local Dzongpens on the other. Out of these civil wars the Tongsa Penlop emerged as the 

undisputed ruler of Bhutan. 

For these long-drawn internal disturbances a downward trend ushered in Bhutan's 

trade with British India during the last quarter of the nineteenth century. This is borne in 

Figure 2.1 which displays the trends of her imports and exports (along with the total for 

1879-1900). It clearly demonstrates a steady decline in all these series. Taking import and 

export together, the shrinkage is worked out at 7.44 per cent annually, from Rs.675 

thousand in 1879-80 to Rs.271 thousand in 1899-1900. To grasp these trends more 

precisely, we present below the estimated trends of the time-series of total trade (T), 

exports (X) and imports (M) for the period of 1878-79 to 1899-1900. The estimatidns are 

made on the basis ofthe least-square method. 

Yr 329097.2 
(S.E. =46298.469) 

(t= 7.108 
Sig=O.OOO) 

- 3070.217 t ......... (2.1) 
(S.E.=3525.105) 
(t= -0.871 
Sig=0.394) 

YM= 153998.7 -526.401 t .......... (2.2) 
(S.E.=19657.174) (S.E.=1496.672) 

(t= 7.834 (t= -0.352 
Sig=O.OOO) Sig=O. 729) 

R2=0.037 
F=0.759 (Sig=0.394) 

DW=1.738 · . 

R2=0.006 
F=0.124 (Sig=0.729) 
DW=1.778 

Yx= 178137.5 
(S.E.=28762.356) 

(t= 6.193 
Sig=O.OOO) 

- 2730.207 t .......... (2.3) 
. 2 

(S.E.=2189.928) R =.072 
(t= -1.247 F=l.554 (Sig=0.227) 
Sig=0.227) DW=1.592 

where t represents year. 
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Fig 2.1: Bhutan's trade during 1878-1900 

The above Estimations do not suffer from the problem of autocorrelation as the 

observed value of Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic is above the tabulated value of du in 

each case. Against the relevant tabulated value of du at 1.17 4 at 1% level, its observed 

value is 1.738 for Estimation (2.1), 1.778 for Estimation (2.2) and 1.592 for Estimation 

(2.3). However, the most revealing finding of this exercise is that the results corroborate 

negative impacts of the political events of the late nineteenth century Bhutan on her trade. 

According to our estimates, the annual rate of decline during 1878-79/ 1899-1900 was 

about Rs.526 for import and Rs.2730 for export. The latter was thus worse hit. Total trade, 

however, suffered annually by around Rs.3070. The precisions of these estimates 
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are, however, doubtful because of their high standard errors, viz. 1496, 2190 and 3525 

respectively. Moreover, the R2 and F-statistic are found very low for all the estimated 

relations indicating thereby that the relations are insignificant. Even if we do not accept a 

strong negative trend in these series, we may certainly conclude that there was stagnation 

in Bhutan's import and export trade during 1878-99 with a definite tilt to fall. And these 

tilts were, indeed, due to her internal political disturbances. 

2.~. Political events in the early 1900 

The imperial expansion of Russian during the last quarter of the nineteenth century was a 

major political event in the Asian landscape as it caused a threat to the expansion of the 

British trade in the Himalayan kingdoms. The British Government in Bengal sought to 

politically counter this potential threat by involving both Tibet and Bhutan in their 

favour. Bhutan's trading activities at the debut of the twentieth century were largely 

affected by the conflict of these imperial forces in the Himalayas. 

Recorded history informs that during the second half of the nineteenth century 

Russia had been extending her empire to Amur and Vladivostok with a view to setting up 

a naval base at the southern end. The objective was evidently to get rid of the obstacles of 

ice in her international sea route. By that time Russia became powerful in Siberia also as 

, China was reduced in strength. 33 Siberia was connected with her sea port, the Port Arthur, 

by a newly constructed trans-Siberian railway that was extended to China via Manchuria. 

This great railway was entirely supervised by the Russians so that they could have direct 

influence over a wider geographical milieu. 

33 Parker, A Historical Geography ofRussia, pp. 366-367. 
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By the fag end of the century Russia had also consolidated her political influence 

in Asia, particularly in the Mongolian domain. Her expansion became undoubtedly a real 

threat to the central Asia and the Himalayan countries. The British military officers were 

worried about the expansion of Russia towards Chinese Turkestan which was situated in 

between Russia and Tibet. To check Russian expansion towards Turkestan, the Anglo-

~ussian Pamir Boundary Settlement took place in 1895. The conflict -between the 

expansion of Russian and British imperialism was thus imminent. Indeed, the Anglo-

Russian Pamir Boundary Settlement ( 1895) that declared status quo across a . given 

corridor in the western Himalayas resolved the tension in the west;34 But in the eastern 

Himalaya, the threat of Russian expansion remained unresolved as they had already 

reached at the. door of Tibet. The British was seriously concerned apout this development 

because, as we have already pointed out, they targeted the Tibetan market as an outlet of 

British goods, especially woollen fabrics. As a matter of fact, the steady growth of Indo-

Tibet trade inspired J.C.White, the British political officer in Sikki~ to send in 1894-95 

. the specimen of British woollen fabrics to Tibet to grab that market but 'Lhasa was 

opposed to the entry of British and even Sikkimese subjects into Tibet'. As the direct 

route to Tibet through Sikkim was obstructed by the Tibetans, Bhutan gained importance 

to the British at the end of the nineteenth century. The Russians had also immense trading 

interests at Tibet. By the end of the nineteenth century she had already had an extensive 

market in that country for her products like woollen cloths and glass ware. 35 These 

markets she had occupied by competing with the Chinese goods. 36 

34 Lattimore, Studies in Frontier History, p.l68. 
35 Collister, Bhutan and the British, p.l35. 
36 ibid. 
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In 1899 when Curzon came as Viceroy, the British administration was suspicious 

about the collusion between the authorities of Russia and Tibet. 37 To check Russian 

expansion towards Tibet, Curzon decided to send in 1903 an armed mission under the 

leadership of Y ounghusband to develop relationship with the Dalai Lama, the political 

authority of Lhasa. In view of the fact that the British had previously failed to establish 

direct contact with him, Curzon sought for the assistance of U gyen Wangchuk, the 

Tongsa Pentop of Bhutan. Ugyen Wangchuk, indeed, assisted the Younghusband 

Mission in all respects. The relationship between the British administration and Tibet that 

emerged in this process culminated to the Anglo-Tibetan Convention of 1904. This 

mission had an explicit objective to promote trade. Out of nine articles that were adapted 

in the convention, as many as seven were directly or indirectly related to trade between 

Tibet and Bengal. Those articles38 wer:e: (1) new trade markets were to be developed at 

Gartok and Gyantse, (2) the questions of tea and tariff were agreed to be discussed later 

on, (3) free trade provision for quota-related articles were also to be settled later on 

mutual agreement, (4) toads to new trade marts were to be constructed, (5) a 

compensation of Rs.75,00,000 should be given to the Tibetans at the installment of Rs. 

1,00,000 per year in seventy five years, (6) the British were to occupy Chumbi valley for 

the collection of compensation and the operation of trade marts, and (7) the· Tibetans 

should destroy all forts along the Indo-Tibet border. 

That the Tongsa Pentop was instrumental in forging relationship between the 

British and Tibet both the Y ounghusband mission and the Viceroy of India sincerely 

37 Singh, Himalayan Triangle, p.334. 
38 Lamb, Britain and Chinese Central Asia, pp. 302-303. 
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acknowledged. Thus, Younghusband put on record,· "The Tongsa Penlop himself, the 

. principal man in Bhutan, accompanied the mission to Lhasa, put me into communication 

with leading men and was highly instrumental in effecting a settlement. A year ago the 

Bhutanese were strangers, today they are our enthusiastic allies". 39 In a similar tone a 
• 

contemporary document notes, "His Excellency tlie Viceroy entertains no doubt that the 

Tongsa Penlop's sound advice and exhortation to the Tibetan Government have been 

promoted by an earnest desire to establish feelings of friendship and good understanding 

between the parties to the recent Agreement".40 In recognition to the service that Bhutan 

rendered, the British extended many facilities to that country under the recommendations 

of White who led a mission to Bhutan in 1903-05. Among others White recommended: 

(1) that the Government oflndia should enhance the subsidy to Bhutan from Rs.50,000 to 

Rs.l,OO,OOO; (2) that the Sinchula Treaty of 1865 should be revised in respect of Bhutan's 

foreign relation with China and Tibet; (3) that new roads should be constructed in Bhutan 

under the financial assistance from British India; and (4) that the Indo-Bhutan trade 

relation should be improved. 41 Also, the British administration provided compliments to 

the Tongsa Penlop Ugyen Wangchuk by conferring him the title of Knight Commander 

of the Indian Empire. He was invited as a State-Guest of the Government of India, and 

given a reception similar to those provided to the Maharajas of Princely States. In 1907 

when the Bhutan Darbar decided Ugyen as the hereditary chief, the Indian Government 

immediately supported the decision. 

39 Quoted from Kohli, India and Bhutan, p.l64. 
40 ibid. 
41 Collister, Bhutan and the British, p. 155. 
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China's threat to Bhutan further pushed Bhutan closer to British India during the 

first quarter oftw~ntieth century. By the early twentieth century it was well understood in 

the British circle in Great Britain as well as in India that Russia was no longer interested 

in Tibet as she was grossly involved irt war with Japan. But since the days of the 

Younghusband mission, China had been following a policy to extend the border towards 

Tibet as well as other kingdoms in the Himalayas. In so far as Tibet was concerned, she 

was determined to invade the country with the hope to establishing her suzerainty. In a 

communication to Bhutan, China, indeed, explicitly claimed her political sovereignty 

over that country. It noted, "The Bhutanese are the subjects of the Emperor of China who 

is the Lord of Heavens, and are of the same religion as the other parts of the Empire. 

You, Deb Raja, and the two Penlops thiJ1k that you are great, but you cannot continue 

without paying attention to the orders of your rulers".42 From such a perception China 

directed the Deb Raja to develop China-Bhutan trade. The document instructed, "The 

Popon [Paymaster] will inspect" your climate, distance of places, crops etc. Transport of 

fifteen ponies and twenty coolies must be supplied. The Deb Raja must try to improve the 

trade of the country and the condition of tenantry''. 43 

Bhutan did not, however, pay any attention to those Chinese directions and, in 

fact, restricted the entry of the Popons inside Paro. Though the Maharaja of Bhutan did 

not even meet the Chinese delegation in person the British administration sought to keep 

Bhutan under a tighter grip by providing her further supports such as financial and 

engineering supports to the construction of roads, managerial supports to her tea gardens 

42 Kohli, India and Bhutan, p.176. 
43 ibid. 
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etc. These supportive gestures from the British end went a long way to improve the Indo

Bhutan political and trade relations in the early twentieth century. Necessarily, those 

relations were based on mutual trust and confidence. This policy was, however, altered 

during the period of Lord Minto (1908) who favoured direct military intervention in the 

Himalayan kingdoms to check the Chinese aggression. Therefore, the Punakha Treaty 

(1910) that was signed between British India and Bhutan promulgated the Bhutan 

government to seek mandatorily the advice of the British government in her external 

relation with other countries.44 This treaty thus enabled the British to. trade in Bhutan 

through controlling her external affairs with other countries. In fact, Bhutan's trade with 

British India showed a rising trend from the beginning of the twentieth century. 

We, thus, find that while the period 1878/79-1899/1900 was characterized with 

political instabilities in Bhutan, both internal and external, the following . period of 

1900/01-1905/06 was tranquil in both these front. Since the British India government was 

largely instrumental in her emerging external tranquility and this they did by way of 

trade-centric policies, we reasonably expect Bhutan's trade to exhibit rising tren.d in this 

period. Figure 2.2 confirms this. It shows that the period witnessed a 60.42 per cent 

annual growth in export. For export and import together, the growth was from Rs. 271 

thousand in 1899-1900 toRs. 1.27 millon in 1905-06. 

44 Aitchison, A Collection of Treaties, p. 100 
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Fig 2.2: Bhutan's trade during 1900-1906 

Rising trends in these series are precisely estimated below on the basis of the least 

square method. The notations are as before. 

YT= 284683.8 + 128956.2 t ....... (2.4) 
(S.E.=l66966.4) (S.E.=42873.004) 

(t= 1.705 (t=3.008 
Sig=0.163) Sig=0.040) 

Yx= 135752.7 + 
(S.E.=l58843.4) 

(t=0.855 
Sig=0.440) 

131559.3t ······· 
(S.E. =40787 .219) 

(t=3.226 
Sig=0.032) 

(2.5) 

YM= 148931.1 
(S.E.=22072. 782) 

(t=6.747 
Sig=0.003) 

- 2603.114 t ........ (2.6) 
(S.E.=5667.767) 
(t=- 0.459 
Sig=0.670) 

R2=0.693 
F=9.047 (Sig=0.040) 

DW=2.683 

R2=0.722 
F= 10.404 (Sig=0.032) 

DW=2.886 

R2=0.050 
F=0.211 (Sig=0.670) 

DW=l.042 
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For the estimated relations (2.4) and (2.5), the value of R2 is found moderately 

high, viz. 0.693 and 0.722 respectively. Their observed F-statistics are also found 

significant at more than 0.5 per cent level. We thus infer that these estimated 

relationships are significant. Moreover, the Durbin-Watson (DW) statistics are found 

above the tabulated du level for both the cases so that they do not suffer from the problem 

of autocorrelation. These estimations, however, indicate that Bhutan's export trade and 

total trade experienced steep upward trends during this period. Annual rates of absolute 

growth are Rs.l32 thousand and Rs.129 thousand respectively. These estimates are 

significant at 0.04 per cent and 0.03 per cent respectively from the viewpoint of Student's 

t-statistic. 

Estimation (2.6) that relates to the trend of import is, however, found insignificant 

from the viewpoints of R2 and F statistics. While R2 is as low as 0.211, the observed F

statistic is insignificant at 0.1 per cent level. Moreover, the observed DW statistic belongs 

to the inconclusive range oftabulated dL-du. Hence, the goodness of fit is very poor for 

Bhutan's import trend in this period of study. In fact, the flat segment of import series in 

Figure 2.2 presumes such results. Juxtapose to this absence of any upward trend in 

import, the upshot of Bhutan's export in the early twentieth century bears a significant 

indication. It signifies that British India sought to get political relationship with Bhutan 

by greater in-take of Bhutanese goods although Bhutan did not much enhance the import 

of goods from British India in this period. This prima facie contradicts the widely 

accepted doctrine that the economic interest always prevails over the course of political 

actions by the 'core' capitalist countries. But we should note that British India's trade 
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interest with Bhutan might have been sacrificed for political gains. But those political 

gains we~e expected to promote further trade in the long-run with Bhutan and also with 

Tibet and China. 

2.3. Conclusion 

Various political events concerning Bhutan in the eighteenth-nineteenth centuries had 

thus far-reaching bearings on her foreign trade. When the Tibetan trade route via Nepal 

was closed to the British in the late eighteenth century, the East India Company sought 

for a route to Tibet and China through Bhutan. But since Bhutan was stubborn not to 

·allow transit trade or trade in Bhutan by the European, the Company's administration in 

Bengal sent several political missions to Bhutan and Tibet. Many trade concessions were 

also granted to the Bhutanese. The Cof11pany could obtain at the end trade permissions 

for non-European traders, especially Indians. But the Duar War (1865) that the British 

indulged in for tea and related industries in and around Assam vitiated the mutual trust 

between British India and Bhutan. A series of trade-related concessions including an 

annual compensation was sanctioned to Bhutan on that occasion through the Sinchula 

Treaty (1865). But the laissez faire philosophy that the Treaty enshrined was not 

appreciated at large in the Bhutanese society. Moreover, the Bengal administration 

disobeyed some of its clauses. The Treaty could not, therefore, bring any break-through 

in trading activities between these countries. Three successive civil wars in Bhutan 

during 1866-84 further vitiated the prosperity of trade. Our trend analysis during 
' . 

i 878/79-1899/1900 has, in fact, shown that there was a secular decline in her imports and 

exports during this period. 
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The following period of 1900/01-1905/06 brought trade prosperity to Bhutan 

based on the privileges that British India granted to her. The British sanctioned those 

concessions with a view to checking the expansion of the Russian imperialism in the 

~tern Himalayas, especially the kingdoms of Tibet, Bhutan and Nepal. In fact, with the 

help of the Tongsa Penlop of Bhutan, the British mission could establish a liaison with 

Tibet. The Chinese threat to Bhutan also induced the British to keep her under a tight 

grip. Because of benevolent British policies, however, Bhutan's trade grew rapidly during 

this period. Our trend analysis suggests that her export trade took a steep upward turn 

during 1900/01-1905/06 although her import trade remained largely stagnant. 

There is no doubt that the British and the Bhutanese worked together for their 

mutual interests. The Tongsa Penlop assisted the British during the YounghusbaJ1d 

mission for several reasons. He knew that Bhutan depended on the annual subsidy given 

by the British Government, and its withdrawal might be dangerous for the Bhutanese 

economy.45 Moreover, he was very much concerned about trade, and strongly believed 

that the occupation of Chumbi valley by the British might help them straight forward in 

trade-related issues. After becoming the hereditary monarch of Bhutan in 1907, Ugyen 

Wangchuk focused on improving the country's economic conditions through various 

schemes. Those initiatives and efforts established a firm relation· between Bhutan and 

British India during his reign. How this stable political relation could induce the flow of 

trade during the first quarter of twentieth century will be discussed in the following 

chapters. 

45 Kohli, India and Bhutan, p.l60. 





Chapter-3 

Trade Routes of Bhutan * 

From the distant past, the exchanges of culture, religion, and art among principal centres 

of civilization in Europe and Asia took place because of long-distance trade. It is for 

·centuries that certain long-distance trade routes had been in use. The merchants, 

diplomats and travellers in the first century A.D. travelled the ancient world along the 

trade routes from Britain and Spain in the west to China and Japan in the east. Those 

routes enabled transfer of raw materials, food-grains and luxury goods from regions 

where they w~re produced in excess to areas where they were in short supply. Certain 

routes got their names in the process after the names of the products they carried in bulk 

for a long period. As for example, silk from China and spices :from South Asia were 

exported to both West Asia and the Mediterranean world. The means of transport of large 

volumes of silk and spices were either pack animals if it was overland or ships in oceans. 

Cities springing up along these trade routes became wealthy as they not only acted as the 

trade centers of international character but also acted as active hubs for providing 

services to traders or merchants. Some glaring examples of such cities, even on the 

periphery of the Syrian Desert, were Palmyra and Petra. These cities provided 

transportation means like caravans to traders and the service of policing along the trade 

route, and in tum became prosperous and wealthy. Such cities have also transformed into 

cultural and artistic centres providing a platform for mixing and cultural exchange among 

• Parts of this Chapter are published in 'Reconstructing Nineteenth Century Trade Route between Bhutan 
and Assam: Evidences from British Political Missions', Journal of Bhutan Studies, Vol. 13, Winter, 2005 
and 'Two Nineteenth Century Trade Routes in the Eastern Himalayas: the Bhutanese trade with Tibet and 
Bengal, Journal of Bhutan Studies, Vol. 15, Winter, 2006. 
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people of different ethnic and cultural origins. It may well be interpreted that trade routes 

of the Old world were as good as the communications highways of today's globe. 

Dissemination of aits, science, literature and culture were done by traders who were 

extremely mobile by the virtue of their profession. 1 

From the early modem era Bhutan had been carrying out regular caravan trade on 

the rugged Himalayan terrain with Tibet on the north and Bengal on the south. Side by 

side with the present jurisdiction of West Bengal, the kingdom carried out trade with 

Assam in those days. These are evident in the contemporary Bengali literature where 

several Bhutanese commodities are frequently referred, and also in the writings of foreign 

travellers. In 1626, a foreign traveller noted that Bhutan was 'well provided with Chinese 
; 

merchandise such as silk, gold and porcelain'2, and those came through Tibet. According 

to an eighteenth century document, her annual trade was worth of Rs 200 thousand with 

Bengal and R~ 150 thousand with Tibet (including China). 3 The trade continued, and 

perhaps flourished, during the nineteenth century. In this century, we are told of an 

annual event of Bhutan's royal caravan going to Lhasa, the capital of Tibet, and also her 

--
trade with Rangpur, a business city of contemporary Bengal. The trade seems largely to 

be of transit character since several export commodities --- salt, gold, tea, pearls and 

corals, for example --- were not of the Bhutanese origin. Both Bengal and Tibetan goods 

could be noticed in either route along with the Bhutanese commodities. The transit nature 

of this trade came in the limelight when the British administration in Bengal temporarily 

sealed the Bhutan border. It jeopardized the Bhutanese trade with Tibet and China since 

1 Ancient Trade Routes between Europe and Asia. 
2 Referred in Deb, Bhutan and India, p.56. 
3 Gupta, British Relations with Bhutan, p.19. 
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'in truth the Bhuteahs have nothing to give in exchange for the commodities of other 

countries. '4 It is highly probable, therefore, that the Tibetan and Chinese traders could be 

seen in the Bhutan-Bengal route, and the Bengali traders in the Bhutan-Tibet route. In 

fact, a sixteenth century merchant Ralph Fitch noted in his travelogue the movement of 

Chinese caravans in the Bhutan-Bengal trade route. The extent of Bhutan's historical 

interconnection with Assaq1 is understood from the evidence of seven duars ( doors5
) 

between these two places. All those duars were not, however, safe for long-distance 

traffic. The problem of dense forest stood on their ways, and it was compounded by the 

settlement of robbers and other anti-social people in their vicinities6
• Safety was ensured 

only in the Banska duar through which ran, as the evidence in this study suggests, a long-

distance trade route between Bhutan and Assam. 

the present chapter seeks to identify trade routes of Bhutan with Tibet, Assam 

and Bengal, and to analyse its various facets. It discusses various travel characteristics in 

these routes, and describes their origins, destinations, nodes and links. The plan of this 

study is this. Section 3.1 defines certain concepts that are involved in the trade route 

study. Section 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 identify the trade route between Bhutan and Tibet, Bhutan 

and Assam, and Bhutan and Bengal respectively along with its travel characteristics. 

Major findings of the study are summarised by way of conclusion in section 3.5. 

4 Eden, Report on the State ofBootan and on the Progress of the Mission of 1863-64, p.129. 
5 The seven duars were Ghurkola, Banska, Chapaguri, Chapakamar and Bijni in Kamrup district and Buri
guma and Kullung in Darrang district. There was another duar, Kuriapara duar, in jurisdiction ofTawang 
Rajah. For details of these duars see Robinson, Descriptive Account of Asam, p.348, p.294. 
6 Regarding the forest of one such duar Kishen Kant Bose noted that from Bijni to Wandipore the jungle 
was so high that 'an elephant or rhinoceros cannot be seen in it when standing up, ...... .In this jungle, when 
the sun shines, the heat is intolerable, and when sun ceases to shine a person cannot remain in it without a 
fire on account ofinnumberable mosquitoes and other insects with which it is filled'. See Bose, Account of 
Bootan (1815), p.355. For the details of anti-social elements, see M'Cosh, Topography of Assam, p.135. 
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3.1. Definitions on origins, destination, nodes, link path and trade route 

The trade route literature does not formally define certain frequently used concepts. The 

terms like nodes, links, paths, routes etc are loosely defined, and often used 

interchangeably. For the sake of clarity, we define certain terms to be used in this study 

borrowing them from the literature of transportation network modeling that has been 

growing fast over the past few decades. 7 There is, in fact, a conceptual identity between · 

these two fields. Similar to a transportation network, a trade route is loosely defined as a 

specific configuration of certain links connecting a given set of origin (0) and destination 

(D). Two differences are, however, noted. First, trade route usually refers to an extensive 

coverage between origin and destination across the country boundaries, often across the 

boundaries of the ·continents, which developed historically over a long period. The 

transportation network is, on the other hand, confined to a metropolis, or at best a 

conglomeration of viliages and a city. Secondly, trade routes were developed with a 

single objective ofthe flow oftrade (though used subsequently for a variety of purposes) 

whereas the transportation network is constructed for various purposes like journey to 

work-place, journey to residence, shopping and so on. In this sense, trade route. may be 

considered as a variety of tra~sportation network. We use the following terminoiogy in 

this study. 

Origin and destination: Origin is defined as an important place like a town or a city 

where commodities were assembled for long distance trade. It mightnot be the place of 

production, as understood in the present-day literature of transportation network. In 

7 Florian, 'An introduction to network models', pp. 137-152. 
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earlier days, the commodities that were exported in bulk, were produced scatteredly in 

tiny scales in the country-sides, and assembled by traders at a transit point. That transit 

point is considered here as the origin. Destination is likewise defined as a town or a city 

where the merchandise was finally sold in bulk. It might not represent the zone of 

consumption. The consumers might live away from the place where the long-distance 

trade was terminated. The word 'finally' has been incorporated in the definition to 

accommodate the possibility of changing hands in transit. 

Node: In transportation network, a link is defined as a transport infrastructure that 

connects two nodes. Thus, nodes are functionally conceived to define the link. 

Fig.3J 

In the above figure, A, B, C and D are the nodes and AB, BC and CD are links. If a node 

is changed, a different link follows. Thus, once the node is shifted from B to B1
, the link 

is also altered. But any place that comes in between two nodes, such as B11
, in the same 

link is not considered as a node in the transportation literature since it can not perform the 

function ascribed to it~ concept. A node is, however, defined here as a place in the trade 

route that assumed importance in the past owing to the infrastructure supports that it 

provided to traders such as marketing facilities, convenience and safety for taking rest, 

availability of food and drinks for the traders as also fodder for pack animals and so on. 
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Thus, a place like B11 that comes in between two nodes A and B may be considered a 

node in our study if it provided nodal services to the traders. 

Link: A transport infrastructure that connected two nodes is defined as a link. Under the 

above -definition of nodes, the direction of journey did not necessarily change even if a 

journey shifted from one link to another. 

Path: Path is defined as a set of links that connected a given set of origin and destination. 

There may be more than one path for a given 0-D. Thus, for the origin (M) and . 

destination (N), there may be two paths, such as MabN and MeN in Figure 3.2. 

+c 

Fig.3.2 

Trade Route: We are now in a position to formally define a trade route. Trade route is a_ 

historically evolved network of various paths k, kEK, for a given pair of origin and 

destination, each path consisting of a number of links a, aEA, and each link 

interconnecting two nodes, ni and nj, nb njEN. This definition corresponds to that of 

transport network. That there were a number of paths in the silk roads is recognised in the 

literature. The German geographer, Baron Ferdinand von Richthofen (1833-1905), who 
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coined the term 'silk roads', used it in plural form.8 "The plural form", according to 

Christina, "is jmportant because the Silk Roads consisted of a constantly shifting network 

ofpathways ... "9 He further noted, "[I]t is possible to trace in the writing sources several 

arterial routes [paths, in our terminology] leading from China to the west. They passed 

through modem Xinjiang (by at least three major routes), through central Asia, and then 

either through Afghanistan to Kashmir and northern India, or to the Mediterranean ... " 10
• 

The distinction between links and paths in the definition of trade route is, therefore, 

important for the sake of clarity in the literature. 

Since a trade route is, according to the above definition, constituted primarily of paths, 

links and nodes, the description of a trade route is an account ofthese constituents as well 

as their analysis from the viewpoints of the logistic supports that they provide to the 

trade. 

3.2. Bhutan-Tibet trade route 

There were four alternative routes between Bhutan and Tibet that traders used at different 

periods. Those were: Paro-Lhasa, Punakha-Gyantse-Shigatse-Lhasa, Bumthang-Lhasa 

and Tashigang-Lhasa. Though these routes had a common destination, viz.Lhasa, which 

happened to be the greatest trade centre in Tibet, they had different origins, viz. Paro, 

Punakha, Bumthang and Tashigang. These origins assumed different levels of importance 

in Bhutan's domestic trade at different historical epochs, with their rises and falls being 

occasioned by frequent enmity and rivalry among their regional chieftains. There were, 

8 The term he used is Die Seidenstrassen. Vide Drege and Buhrer, The silk road Saga Facts on File, p.6. 
9 Christania, 'Silk roads or steppe roads?', p.2. . 
10 ibid. 
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indeed, road linkages amongst them so that gradual diversion of trade from one centre to 

another was possible. All the routes were not, however, competitive. For instance, the 

Tashigang-Lhasa route was meant for Assam-bound traffic whereas the Paro-Lhasa route 

carried Tibetan traffic that were destined to Bengal. The present study takes up the Paro-

Lhasa route in view of the availability of requisite data and information, and also the 

thrust area of this study that includes the Bhutan-Tibet route side by side the Bhutan-

Bengal route. 

Both in Bhutan and Tibet, the state was grossly involved in the country's external 

trade so that the benefit of trade went largely to the king, his nobles and other associates 

including the monasteries. On the Bhutanese trade Peter C<;>llister observed, "[A]ny trade 

in more valuable goods was entirely for the benefit of the Deb Raja and principal 

officers". 11 In Tibet, they were, according to F.Grenard, the great nobles and monasteries 

'who together with the state were the only merchants on a large scale' 12
• Other 

similarities were also noticed in the ownership and execution of foreign trade in these 

countries. First, since the big merchants like the king or his nobles did not participate in 

the detailed execution of trade, they used to employ trade agents and professional persons 

to accompany the caravans. These people, therefore, got a share of trade benefits. 

Secondly, both countries allowed small merchants to carry out trade on their own. They 

traded mostly with their counterparts in the neighbour countries, but sometimes with their 

big merchants as well. In the cross-border trade these small merchants disposed of their 

wares in transit points with a view either to avoiding the hazards in the forward trade, or 

11 Collister, Bhutan and the British, p.21. 
12 Grenard, ,Tibet, p.286. 
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in submission to the prevailing custom. The prevailing custom was that a particular group 

of merchants dominated a given stretch of the route. Thus, for example, the Bumthang 

merchants controlled the trade route from Bumthang to Lhasa while the merchants of 

Punakha controlled trade in between Gyantse and Shingatse,. and monopolised the 

carrying trade up the valley of the river Mo Chu to Lingshi La. 13 Lastly, although the 

major trade was c~rried out by the state in both the countries, production was left entirely 

to private enterprises. Productive activities, basically primary in nature, were undertaken 

by farmers who sold their output in local markets to the state agents, the Lamas, the 

grandees and foreign traders. Traders had no large stake in production. Purchasing goods 

from local markets, they 'fit out large caravans to carry it to places at several months' 

march.' 14 

Although temperature during the winter dipped into the freezing zone in the 

Himalayan kingdoms, it was by far the best season for caravan trade. The scope of rain 

was least; also the river beds were dry so that the caravans could smoothly proceed along 

those beds minimizing their toil and fatalities. Food was cheap, especially barely, meat 

and wine, and easily available in the route-side localities.15 Also, this was the season 

when farm activities were slack, and farmers had time to vend their crops and to opt for 

subsidiary jobs. In Tibet, for example, farmers in winter 'proceeded to northern Tibet to 

lay in their stock of salt, obtained from the salt lakes that found there. Then these men 

start for Bhutan, Nepal or Sikkim, to sell their goods in those places.' 16 Despite snow and 

13 Karan, Bhutan, p.47. 
14 Grenard, Tibet, p.286. 
15 Das, Journey to Lhasa and Central Tibet, p.85. 
16 Kawaguchi, Three Years in Tibet, p.458. 
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frost in the route, therefore, 'winter was the best season to travel to Lhasa' 17 for the 

purpose of trade. The average temperature was around 2° C in this season. 

Caravans were led,. human beings apart, by a host of animals like mules, ponies, 

horses, yaks, sheep etc. who could negotiate the narrow rugged paths in mountains. On 

the point or pack animals, however, differences were noticed between the Bhutanese and 

Tibetan caravans. Horses dominated the caravans of Tibet as those were low-cost animals 

there. Because of their cheapness; even the Tibetan farmers employed them for carrying 

loads from the field- a feature never found in Bhutan.18 Bhutanese caravans, on the other 

hand, were dominated by human beings, especially the woman folk. Turner wrote, "The 

modes of conveyance here [in Tibet] for baggage are altogether different from the usage 
~ 

of the inhabitants of Bootan, where every thing, without exception, is loaded upon the 

shoulders of the people, and where, to their shame be it spoken, the women bear the 

heavi~st share of so laborious an employmfmt."19 Similar was the opinion of Bogle. He 

reported, "The only way of transporting goods in this hilly country [Bhutan] is by 

coolies."20 Unlike porters in the plain who carried loads on the head, Bhutanese porters 

fastened the burden upon their backs with a short stick in hand to support it at the time of 

rest. Even a girl of eighteen years of age could carry a weight of 70-75 pounds, and 

marched at 15-18 miles speed a day. This job was not, however, class-specific in the 

Bhutanese society. When caravans passed through a village, its dwellers were recruited at 

the behest of its headman, and were relieved at the next convenient village of recruitment. 

There was no market rate of wage for this unskilled job; the pleasure of the caravan-

17 Das, Journey to Lhasa and Central Tibet, p.85. 
18 Mehra, Bhutan, p.l8. 
19 Turner, An Account of an Embassy to the Court of the Teshoo Lama in Tibet, p.208. 
20 Ramphell, Bhutan through the Ages, vol. 2, p.148. 
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master was all what determined it. "This is a service so well established that the people 

submit to it without murmuring. Neither sex, nor youth, nor age exempt them from it."21 

Both the Bhutanese and the Tibetans extensively used yaks in their caravans. 

Because of their heavy body weight and shorter legs, these animals could easily negotiate 

the rugged mountain passes against strong winds and water currents. They were also least 

selective in their diet, being satiated with whatever grass, soft or hard, was available 

wayside. The caravan-master was thus relieved of arranging fodder when yaks were in 

job. They evidently marched 9-10 miles a day in mountains and at about 16 miles on the 

plain though horses could run at double this speed?2 Caravans of sheep were, however, 

generally popular among the nomads. in hills. Similar to other historical trade routes in 

the world, the traders in these Himalayan tracks preferred larger size of caravans 

presumably on account of the economies of scale and also out of fear from brigands. A 

source suggests that each caravan in these routes consisted at least of eight hundred 

animals and ninety men. 23 

Exports from Bhutan consisted of her domestic products like rice, woollen cloth, 

munjeet (a type of dye) and wrought iron as well as imported products from Bengal such 

as English broad cloth, indigo, tobacco, coral, leather and sandal-wood. Since Tibet was 

sterile in grain crops, her people necessitated for their livelihood the import of rice, both 

boiled and parched, along with wheat and flour. While much of these imports were 

domestically consumed, some foodgrains were also re-exported 'for the Chinese 

21 ibid. 
22 Grenard, Tibet, p.289. 
23 ibid, p.287. 
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functionaries and officials' ?4 Next to food came garments in importance, especially 

woollen products and broad cloths. These imported garments were fashion only among 

the nobles, including the lamas, as the common people were to satisfy themselves with 

coarse woollen dresses and cloths, woven domestically. Imported woollen cloths found in 

addition an extensive outlet in temple decorations. For their cotton garments, however, 

Tibetan women preferred white colour, in addition to light-blue and russet,25 and to 

sustain whiteness in cloths perhaps, the imported indigo was in great demand. For the 

industrial purpose, again, Tibet imported wrought iron that was manufactured in Bhutan 

out of her own deposits of iron ore at Paro. This was used for the manufacture of small 

arms in an arsenal located at Dib near Che-Cho-Ling.26 

Bhutan's import from Tibet consisted of raw wool, musk, tea, silver, gold, 

embroidered silk piece-goods and .rock salt. Some of these were domestically available in 

Tibet while others were Chinese in origin. Among the domestic products, gold was an 

important mineral that was deposited in the form of gold dust at Thokjalung and 

Chakchak in the Ngare province in western Tibet to some extent, and richly in its central 

provinces. It so abounded in the country that, according to Hue and Gabet, even 'the 

common shepherds have become acquainted with the art of purifying these precious 

metals'27
• Another important item was musk that hunters gathered from deer. Musk deer 

inhabited in plenty across the forests in Kong-bo, Tsari and Lo where dwellers hunted 

them to barter against their daily necessities and ornaments. Although it had low market 

price in those places, especially at Lo, exorbitant transportation costs were involved 

24 ibid, p.295. 
25 Kawaguchi, Three Years in Tibet, pp. 452-453. 
26 ibid, p.447. 
27 Referred in Macaulay, 'Memorandum on our Relation with Tibet', p.l9. 
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because of high risk and danger from highway robbery--{)nly 'uncommonly adventurous 

[people] proceeded thither to get a supply from the natives'. 28 Tibetan rock salt was also 

an item of import in Bhutan which she largely re-exported to Bengal. Bengal had no other 

source than this though it had high demand on account of prevailing socio-religious and 

medicinal practices. As noted above, these salts were extensively available in north Tibet. 

Last but not the least, Tibet was a bulk exporter of raw wool. Rearing of sheep that was a 

household activity in Tibet substantially generated raw wool. It was partly used 

domestically in the thriving woollen industry at Lhasa and its surrounding districts, and 

partly exported to neighbouring countries. About 1500 mule-packs of wool were annually 

exported to Bhutan in the late nineteenth century.29 

Paro: The origin 

Paro was historically developed as a fort town in a valley. The fort, locally called dzong, 

was constructed more than four centuries ago for the protection of cultivators and also to 

appoint government officials such as penlops and dzongpons to administer the country. 

Under the dzong' s protection from wars, internal disorder and natural calamities, an 

extensive human settlement encompassing various economic activities and institutions 

including market was developed within a periphery of quarter a mile from this dzong. 

There were long stretches of good arable land in the valley, especially at its lower 

elevations and in the plain, which afforded the cultivation of rice and wheat. Also, its hill 

contour a few kilometres away contained significant quantity of iron that was extracted in 

a naive way for the purpose of construction and industries. Local people separated iron 

28 Kawaguchi, Three Years in Tibet, p. 450. 
29 ibid, p.448. 
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from sandy soils by using a magnet, and heaped it for sale as iron dust. 30 In fact, a nearby 

hill was called Chakolah, i.e. Iron Mountain, because of its irQn deposit. In the late 

nineteenth century, there was an iron ore mine at a distance of two days' journey from 

Paro. 

Owing to its locational advantages, Paro emerged as an important trade centre in 

the eastern Himalayas. It was connected in the north with Phari, an important commercial 

· town ofTibet,31 and in the south with Rangpur in Bengal. While describing its locational 

advantage in the eastern Himalayan trade, Eden observed, "Paro from its situation should 

be one of the largest cities in the East; situated in a perfectly level plain, easy of access 

from the low country, ..... only two easy marches by an· excellent road from one of the 

chief marts in Thibet, it ought to be the entrepot of the trade of Thibet, Tartary, China, 

and India".32 Because of these advantages Paro's market place was dotted with a large 

number of big depots containing various imported products like broad-cloth, cotton-

goods, cutlery, rice, corals, tea, spices, leather, and miscellaneous articles of European · 

manufactures along with rock-salt, musk, gold-dust, borax, and silk. 

Lhasa: The destination 

Lhasa was the ·largest as well as the oldest city of Tibet that was set up in about AD 400 

by King Srong-tsan-Gampo. The major domestic products such as gold, raw wool, 

woollen products, rock salt and musk that Lhasa exported, have already been discussed. 

Among other domestic products that found vent from this place were borax, drugs, 

ponies~ brass utensils and incense sticks. Apart from these domestic goods, a variety of 

30 Eden, Report on the State ofBootan, p.92. 
31 ibid, p.90. 
32 ibid, 
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foreign goods were available in Lhasa because of her excellent linkages with two major 

countries in Asia, viz. India and China, and this ensured her a unique destination for trade 

between Bhutan and Tibet. On the east, it was connected with China from primeval time. 

From this path went an extension westwards of Lhasa towards Kashmir and India 

providing it accessibility to those places. On the north-east, it had a road link with China 

extending to Manchuria, and on the west with Leh, 'the capital of the farthest outlying 

province of Kashmir-Ladak'.33 Its southern border was connected with a number of 

places in Bhutan, that we have already noted, and also with Nepal and Sikkim. 

Lhasa's well-knitted road network with the Himalayan kingdoms generated two 

important characteristics for her trade. Firstly, a number of non-Tibetan merchants, 

especially Kashmiris, came to settle in Lhasa, and ran trading enterprises. Akin to the role 

of the')ews in European trade, the Kashmiris used to play a pivotal role in the east 

Himalayan trade over China, Tibet, Nepal, Bhutan and Bengal.34 Secondly, commodities 

from several countries adorned the markets of Lhasa giving it a cosmopolitan character. 

China provided it with tea, silk, carpet and porcelain articles, and Mongolia supplied it 

leather, saddlery, sheep and horses. Rice, sugar, musk and tobacco came from Bhutan and 

Sikkim, and broadcloth, indigo, brass-works, coral, pearls, sugar, spices and drugs from 

Nepal. Though a number of goods from Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim were made in India, 

Indian goods were also supplied there directly through Ladak. In response to the demand 

from travelling traders in the city, however, a number of hotels and inns sprang up in 

Lhasa. On the fringe of its every market place one encountered a chain of eateries where 

33 Holdich, Tibet, p.44. 
34 Collister, Bhutan and the British, p.21. 
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various meats and flour predominated. 35 These eateries revealed the non-resident 

character of the trading community at Lhasa. 

· Nodes and links 

From Paro the first resting place for Tibet-bound caravans from Bhutan was 14 km away 

at Dakya Dzong (vide Map 2), a walled fort that was constructed to combat the Tibetan 

invasion. The intermediate road, moderately ascending, ran through a valley of pines, and 

horses. Agriculture was only for subsistence there. The dzong, however, provided shelter 

to travelling traders along with their animals in stables. Taking night stay there, they 

proceeded along the valley towards a Tibetan border, the village Sana, on the same 

ascending road. Dwellers in this . border mostly wove coarse woollens, again with 

agriculture as their subsidiary livelihood. There was a guard house there 'where a party of 

Booteah was stationed, who permit no one to pass their frontier, without a passport from 

the Daeb [Deb Raja]' .36 

Crossing the border the journey gradually entered into a difficult phase with the 

road passing through a chain of snow-capped mountains and dense forests. These high 

inclines were favourite habitats of chowry-tailed cattle which the natives haunted to 

gather chowry to sell. For taking short rest in this tedious journey often did the travellers 

sit in cavities of the rocks that sprang naturally on the way. Such a natural shed was 

Gassa, which, as Turner noted, 'served as a resting place for travellers passing to and 

fro. ' 37 About 2 l km march ahead this path led traders to Phari, the first node in Tibet. The 

land here was rocky so that cultiv~ttion was impossible. Only hunting and gathering were 

35 Landon, Lhasa, pp. 275-276. 
36 Turner, An Account of an Embassy to the Court of the Teshoo Lama in Tibet, p.183. 
37 ibid, p.193. . 
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the means of livelihood. Chowry-tailed animal and musk deer were in plenty, and the 

local people earned on them. There was, however, a fortress in that place where travellers 

took night shelter. Alternatively, they could proceed five km farther to Chugya to rest at 

the Chasa Goompha where Phari Lama stayed. He was the most influential person among 

the herds, and also the governor of a vast range of rocks and deserts. 

The next important commercial town in this route was Gyantse, 132 km from 

Chugya. Several villages stood on this way for the caravans to stay at night. Those were 

Tuna, Dochen, Chalu, Shamda, Kangamar, and Saogang with distances from each other 

varying in· the range of 12-24 km. Most of them were insignificant hamlets at the 

mountains' lap. Only Kangmar and Saogang had some importance in the contemporary 

business. The former's importance was due to its strategic location as a junction of two 

paths, one proceeding directly to Lhasa and the other via Gyantse (vide Map 2). Since the 

former was a shorter path, the Lhasa-bound travellers preferred it in most cases. The 

importance of Saogang was due to the existence of an old fort, and also a monastery, 

where traders could stay comfortably at night. The road in this stretch, however, ran 

mostly through valleys. Some of these valleys were extensive while others were narrow. 

They were cultivable somewhere but dry and rocky elsewhere totally unfit for cultivation. 

Many springs and lakes came up on the way, and they were hot beds of superstition in the 

locality. People could read, for example, the evil design of the forthcoming events from 

the Lake Ramtchieu. Again, a hot spring in between Saogang and Kangamar was 

believed to cure all the diseases under the sky. Turner wrote, "The virtues attributed to 

this spring, were various and powerful, not being confined to invalids of any particular 

description, but extending to all the sick and aged, whether they seek a cure from 
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infirmity or from disease."38 Whatever be their superstitious values, there is no doubt that 

these springs and lakes provided much-needed water to the moving caravans in this route. 

The caravan thus reached Gyantse, the 'dominating peak'. It was one of the 

earliest settlements in Tibet where goods from south Asia were exchanged with those 

from central Asia. It had road connections with India, Nepal and Bhutan on the one end, 

and Ladak and central Asia on the other. Caravans, therefore, regularly visited this place 

from Ladak, Nepal and upper Tibet with goods such as gold, borax, salt, wool, musk and 

furs for exchange with the central Asian commodities like tea, tobacco, sugar, cotton 

goods and hardware. Gyantse itself was a great producer of woollen cloth and carpets, 
\ 

and the third largest market for these products in Tibet. For the purpose of exchange, 

however, traders flocked in an open place at the entrance of a great pagoda. The 

Monastery levied taxes on goods transacted there, and also on the buildings that . . 

surrounded the market accommodating various business activities. Some of the caravans 

coming from Bhutan terminated here while others progressed further. 

38 ibid, p.220. 
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The next three important nodes were Gobzhi, Ralung and Ngartse (vide Map 2). 

The distance between Gyantse and Gobzhi was about 24 km, and that between Gobzhi 

and Ralung about 21 km, both of which were covered in a day's march. For longer 

distance between Ralung and Ngartse, viz. 30 km, the caravans often took a halt at Zara, 

11 km from Ralung. Gobzhi in the Tibetan language, however, signifies 'the four doors'. 

The place, indeed, represented a gateway to four different routes, three important trade 

paths to Lhasa _and a fourth of lesser significance39
, and these gave It a place of 

prominence in the contemporary map of trade. A fort stood there to protect the caravan. 

-Trade apart, the settlement also thrived in agriculture with its surroundings cultivated 

extensively with barley, p'eas and mustards. Some medicinal plants, especially larkspur 

a~d aconite, were also gathered and processed here for export to India.40 Ralung, the next 

--node, was not, however, that much important from the viewpoint of trade. It was the 

headquarters of the Dukpa Sect of Buddhism that controlled all the monasteries and 

temples of Bhutan, as well as the Governor of Tongsa who was the temporal 

representative of the Dharma Raja, the spiritual head of Bhutan.41 The caravan traders 

found it a convenient place for rest at night. Ngartse was also preferred for the sake of 

security and convenience that was ensured by an existing fort. 

Four more nodes, however, followed at Yarsig, Toma-lung, Chusul and Nethang 

(vide Map 2). Their respective distances from one another were 17 km, 20 km, 11 km and 

32 km. Of these, Yarsig and Chusul were more important from the v~ewpoint of trade. 

Y arsig was significant as it was directly linked to Shigatse, a commercial town of Tibet. 

39 Waddel, Lhasa and its Mysteries, p.280. 
40 ibid, p.281. 
41 ibid, pp. 283-284. 
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Some Bhutanese caravans visited Shigatse instead of Lhasa, and also some Bhutan -

bound trades were originated there. Chusul was comparatively a larger human settlement 

where houses were built of stones. It housed two forts, one of which was the old castle of 

Chusul. Waddel remarked, "These two forts had evidently been of enormous strength, 

and this marvelously strong natural position ... [commanded] effectually the trade routes 

from India, Nepal, Bhutan and Shigatse to Lhasa."42 Nethang was, however, historically a 

religious place where a number of monasteries and shrines were situated. Of the twa 

remarkable shrines in this place, one was attributed to the King Ralpachan, who ruled 

during the ninth century A.D., and the other was the tomb of Atisha, the great Buddhist 

monk from India who migrated to Tibet in 1038 A.D., and reformed Lamaism. 

Similar to the previous stretch, the road ran here mostly through disjoint valleys 

along the rivers that endowed them. While the journey through the valleys was smooth, it 

became difficult at the confluences of valleys, which were often occupied by the passes 

or hills. Such a difficult journey was confronted in a nine-km path on a mountain between 

Gobzhi and Ralung. Waddel noted thatmore often than not goods fell from· pack animals 

in this steep road, and 'the falling of any load delayed the whole of the column behind 

it' .43 Similar challenges were encountered along the Kharo pass between Ralung and 

Ngartse, and along the Kamba pass between Ngartse and Toma-lung. There was another 

three-km stretch away from Chusul where the road ran beneath overhanging granite 

cliffs. So accident-prone was this stretch that on a stone the people engraved their 

goddess of mercy, the Tara, 'who guards the traveller from the dangers of the falling 

42 ibid, p.317. 
43 ibid, p.282. 
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rocks, and of the seething waters below his path'. 44 

From Nethang travellers were to go for 21 km to reach Lhasa. The journey 

continued to be risk-prone, and became still more hazardous as the road advanced 
) 

through ·undulating terrains of mountains. On this difficult leg was engraved, perhaps for 

the sake of eternal blessings, a massive rock-sculpture of sitting Buddha facing Lhasa. 

Only two km ahead of the destination the road finally entered a fertile valley with all 

evidences of advanced cultivation. The journey became relaxing passing by the side of 

scattered villages, monasteries as well as wild flowering plants that were much to the 

resemblance with European wild flowers. 

3.3. Bhutan-Assam trade route 

Traffic in the Bhutan-Assam trade route accommodates traders of two different origins. 

There were the Bhutanese traders who travelled down to Assam for the disposal of 

Bhutanese goods, and treaded back with the Assamese wares to count profit in both ways. 

The people of Assam were not interested in this journey45
• The uncomfortable terrain and 

climate in the hills might have prevented them from such ventures. Secondly, the 

Tibetans used this route as a path in the Tibet-Assam trade route, a broader network that 

formed an important leg of the southern 'silk roads'46
• There was, however, another path 

in the Tibet-Assam route that by-passed Bhutan. It ran via Tawang, a place directly 

controlled from Lhasa, to Hajo in Assam through the Kooreah parrah duar47
• Originating 

from Tawang a road, however, traversed to Tashigang in Bhutan to serve as a link 

44 ibid, p.316. 
45 This is deducted from the evidence that the hill traders returned back from Assam with merchandise. See 
Hunter A Statistical Account of Assam, vol. 1, p. 143. This is also no evidence in the literature that 
Assamese traders visited the hills. 
46 Ray, 'Trade routes from northern India', pp.118-119. 
47 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p.78 .. 
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between the two paths of the Tibet-Assam route. These inner-connectivities with Tibet 

explained why the Tibetan traders, the Kumpas48
, dominated traffic in the Bhutan-Assam 

route. It should be noted that the Kumpas were so predominant in this route that some 

authorities considered as the Kumpas even those Bhutanese who lived in tents or in 

temporary booths, and were employed in the carrying trade down this passage49
• While 

going to Bhutan under a political mission, Pemberton noticed several caravans of the 

Kumpas proceeding towards Assam. The missionary counted as many as 400 Kumpas in 

a single stretch of the route50
• According to his estimate, more than 2,000 kumpas were 

regularly involved in this trade route. 

This traffic was not perennial in nature since the bulk of the Assam-bound 

commodities were traded through seasonal fairs 51
• Though,. in most instances, the fairs in 

Assam were symbolic to some religious festivity, those were by and large the spots of 

commerce. Assam's annual fair, however, took place generally in the winter, and this 

timing was convenient for journey in the Bhutan-Assam trade route. Roads were least 

hazardous during this season. Numerous hilly streams and torrents criss-crossed the route 

putting challenges to journey during the monsoon. But in winter, they were tame and 

could be crossed by traders and their animals in safe along with their trade-wares. Many 

of them even got dried so that traders walked along their beds comfortably rather than 

going up and down through the uneven terrain of the mountain. The weather in winter 

was also conducive for journey in this region. This factor should be appreciated in view 

48 Kumpa was the southern portion of Tibet lying between the right bank of the river Tsanpo and the 
northern ridges ofBhutan. See for details Rennie, Bhotan and the Story of the Doar War, p.7. 
49 Robinson, Descriptive Account of Assam, p.347. 
50 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p.19. 
51 Hunter, A Statistical Account of Assam, pp. 143-145. 
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of heavy rainfall in the places en route the journey. The average rainfall was 254 em in 

the hills and 178 em in the plain during the rainy season52 that extended over seven 

months from March onwards53
• The travellers should, therefor~, complete their journey 

before the monsoon set in. In his tour-diary Pemberton wrote, ~~They [the Kumpas] return 

homewards during the months of February and March, taking care to leave plains before 

the return of the hot weathers or rains, of both of which they entertain the most serious 

apprehensions. "54 

Pack animals were the only means of transport in this mountainous route. Ponies and 

mules were employed more frequently for the purpose. Bhutan breed the best pony,. 

namely the Bhutia Tangun breed55
, in the early nineteenth century, and those were 

evidently in great demand even in the plains of Bengal. Traders preferred this animal as 

they could easily negotiate the rugged terrain of the route; seeking assistance only in 

steep ascents and descents. Griffiths noted that the Bhutanese ponies were spirited, and 

understood their duties perfectly. In the line of the march, they proceeded orderly 

especially when the road was uneasy. They could march in such roads at a speed of about 

2.5-3.2 km per hour. "In difficult ascents", he observed, ''they are assisted by pushing up 

and in descents they are equally assisted by vigorously pulling at the tai1."56 In later 

years, however, their quality was deteriorated for the want of well-built stallion which 

were exclusively employed in officialdom, and they became, according to Eden, 'vicious, 

52 Imperial Gazetter oflndia, vol. XI, p.l83. 
53 Hunter, A Statistical Account of Assam, p. 95. 
54 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p.79. 
55 Eden, Report on the State ofBootan, p.l24. 
56 Griffiths, Journal of the Missions to Bootan in 1837-38, p.328. 
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obstinate, weedy, wretched, animals compared with those ofThibet and Sikhim.'57 Their 

prices also became 'exorbitant' as the mares began to be widely used for the purpose of 

domestic carriage in the countryside. The mules were, however, relatively cheaper. 

· Sometimes, they were raised by crossbreeding the Bhutanese pony and the Tibetan ass, 

but more frequently, they were imported from Phari in Tibet. Their price in Tibet was 

reportedly as cheap as Rs60-70. 58 They were 'really magnificent', as Eden described, and 

he 'never saw finer or handsomer animals of this class.'59 But these mules were more 

vicious and less manageable than the ponies. Ponies and mules apart, sheep, goats and 

asses were also found plying in this route with cargo. Available information suggests that 

the 'Tibetan breeds were superior in this class of beasts. The Tibetan sheep, for example, 

could carry a load of 15-20 kg each as against the carrying capacity of 6-12 kg for the 

Bhutanese sheep and goat.60 The ass was, however, the most robust animal capable of 

carrying about 40 kg each. But they were employed exclusively for carrying salt in this 

route. The Kumpas of Tibet also employed the ewes and the yak as the beast of burden 

but their uses were limited. 

A striking variety was evident in the commodities of exchange between Bhutan and 

Assam. Table 3.1 gives a glimpse of this diversity. It is compiled from available 

information about three contemporary fairs in Assam where the Bhutanese traders largely 

5.1 Eden, Report on the State ofBootan and on the Progress of the Mission of 1863-64, p.l24. 
58 ibid. . 
59 ibid. 
60 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p:70. 
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participated. These figures, however, exclude the barter trade that was reportedly 

extensive in such fairs61
• 

Table 3.1: The commodities of exchange between Bhutan and Assam 

Bhutanese commodities Assamese commodities 

Name Amount Value(in Rs) Name Amount Value (in Rs.) 

Ponies 27 nos. 16,000 Paddy 7,596mds 6,207 

Sheep 131 nos. 393 Rice 6,443 mds 12,596 

Dogs 25 nos. 226 Tobacco 36 

Yak tails 165 nos. 143 Betel nuts 1,249 pans 278 

Bee-wax 158 mds 6,335 Molasses 21 mds 63 

Lac 126mds 1,209 Dried fishes 198 mds 1,958 

Dye 11,563 bundles 79 Eria silk cloth 1,207pcs 9,907 

Chillies 223mds 716 Cotton cloth 1,467pcs 3,136 

Spices 1,354mds 3,207 Other cloths 2638 pes 9,471 

Walnuts 10,000 nos 31 Brass pots 950 nos 1,887 

Rock salt 18,825 Iron bars 275 pes 202 

Gold 120 tola 2,400 Others 1,685 

Blankets 6,673 nos 19,484 

Musks 451 

Bhutiarags 841 nos. 421 

Others 5,183 

Total 75,103 Total 47,426 

Source: W.W.Hunter, A Statistical Account of Assam, Vol. 1, 1879, pp.l43-145 

The table shows that ponies, rock salt, blankets, bee-~ax, spi~s. and gold 
. ' . 

dominated the Bhutanese commodities of exchange, and that the. Bhutanese. traders 
·. \ 

purchased mainly paddy, rice, eria silk cloth, and various types of cotton cloths~· .,The 

Kacharee tribe of Assam reportedly wove certain varieties of cloth like dunko !epa cloth 

and kharu cloth, included under 'other cloth' in the table, exclusively for· sale to the 

61 Hunter A Statistical Account of Assam, vol. 1, pp. 143-145. 
. ·~ . ' 

I' 
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Bhutanese traders62
• The nature of commodities in this exchange, however, indicates that 

this trade route gave rise to trans-ecological exchanges. Majority of the goods that Assam 

exported through this route, as evident in Table 3.1, were the products of advanced 

human civilisation. The goods from the other end of the route were more of the kind of 

'stepeeland or woodland products'. We may cite "in this context the products like ponies, 

yak tails, ~heep, dogs etc as the products of the pastoral civilisation, and lac, dye, spice, 

bee-wax, raw rubber, walnuts, chillies etc as the forest products. While discussing the 

nature of this exchange Pemberton referred to the list of goods as provided by Ralph 

Fitch· in Hakluyt Voyages (1583), and remarked, "[H]owever wonderful the variety of 

articles which the improved manufacturing skill of Europe now enables the merchants of 

Bengal to offer in barter for the produce brought down by those of Tibet and Bhutan; the 

latter bring to the market, in diminished quantities, only the same goods which they 

imported three centuries ago."63 The Bhutan-Assam trade route thus corroborates the 

hypothesis of Curtin that historically the commodities usually passed across the 

ecological divide. 

From the tour-dairy of the missions we gather a fair knowledge about the 

comparative speeds of travel at different stretches of this trade route. The speed of traffic 

in this route is expected to correspond to that of the missions since they made the journey 

with the similar types of animals as the traders. But two qualifications should be noted in 

this contest that might cause variations in travelling speeds between them. First, the 

missionaries carried with them only their provisions whereas the traders moved along 

62 ibid, p.l44. 
63 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p.81. 
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their cargo. Second, the missionaries were completely foreigners to this land and climate; 

in contrast, the traders were regular visitors in this route. But since these factors affect 

our estimation in opposite directions, our judgment is largely balanced. Speed is here 

measured as the distance travelled per day assuming that each march, as reported in 

Griffiths's tour-dairy, began at dawn and ended at dusk. With a total distance of 168 km 

covered in 11 marches64
, the mean speed in this route comes to around 15.3 km per day. 

Wide variations from this mean value is expected to occur at different stretches of the 

route because of the differences in their gradients, as seen in the aimexed map (vide Map 

3). We have estimated that in the hilly terrain, the speed was less than 14 km per day. On 

the plain, in contrast, it was around 17 km a day. Pemberton himself estimated that the 

average speed per day was nine miles five furlong (i.e. around 14.5 km) for a journey in 

the hilly terrain between Dewangiri and Poonakha, a distance of about 400 kms. In 

respect of this estimate, he observed, "[I]n so difficult a country, with heavily laden 

collies, [it] is as much as can be calculated upon with any certainty, at that season of the 

64 Griffith, Bhutan 1837-1838. 
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year, in which the journey was effected."65 The speed indeed fell drastically if the journey 

was conducted in rainy days. 

Tashigang: The origin 

Tashigang was the origin of the Bhutan-Assam trade route. It was an important place of 

Bhutan where Raja Chhogyal Minjur Tempa, the third Deb66
, built a three-storied dzong 

facing the river Manas in 1667 after extending his authority to eastern Bhutan67
• As the 

dzong rendered protection to the people from. wars and naturaJ calamities, human 

settlements used to spring up densely in and around sUch dzongs. Tasgong's prosperity 

in the contemporary Bhutan also emerged .out of such a development process. By the 

nineteenth century, it became a populous settlement with an extended hinterland all 

around. Because of this, and also since the dzong participated in the border trade68
, 

markets were developed there with supplies of both the Bhutanese and Tibetan 

commodities69
• Tashigang, however, contributed a few commodities to those 

transactions. Although there were good arable lands in its surrounding villages, surplus 

production seldom occurred. Among the articles of export that were produced locally, 

stick-lac 70 was an important item. It was procured substantively from the valley of 

Tashigang. Tashigang was also famous for straight iron swords, known as das 71
, three 

feet in length with spear and arrow head, which the neighbouring countries highly 

65 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p.40. 
66 The Deb Raja was the Prime Minister of Bhutan. He was the principal organ of the Government. Under 
his control there were·four Governors or Pilo of four regions, Punakha, Paro, Wandipoor and.Tongsa. See 
Baboo Kishen Kant Bose: Account ofBootan (1815), pp.342-346. 
67 Das, The Dragon Country, p.70. 
68 Boot, 'The Dzongs ofBhutan', p.99. .": · b 
69 An important market emerged below the Tashigang dzong. See Karan, Bhutan, p.64. 
70 White, Sikkim and Bhutan, p.l90. 
71 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p.75. 
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acclaimed for. Iron ores locally available in the hills at the northern foot of the castle 

were used for this purpose. These apart, munjeet and natural wax were collected from 

forests in its vicinities andjubrung (a spice) was procured from the north-east mountain 

for the purpose of export. But the majority of the products that went down the route came 

from Tibet_ 

In fact, Tashigang's importance as the origin was ensured by its road connections 

with Tibet, as adumbrated above. There were two paths between Tashigang and Lhasa, 

the capital of Tibet, through the valley of the river Manas (vide Map 4). One of them ran 

via Tawang72
• In between Tashigang and Tawang there were two rivers, the Gamri-chu 

and the Tawang-chu, intercepted by a steep spur. A three-day march upstream the 

Tawang-chu-led to the Bhutan-Tibet Border at Dong Shima where a bridge was available 

to cross the flowing river. From Tawang a road went to Tsona dzong, and thence to 

Lhasa. The bulk of the Tibetan trade was conveyed over this path to the plain. There was 

another path in between Tashigang and Lha~a. The northern hinterland of Tashigang was 

dotted with villages. From one such village, Tashi yangtsi, ran a road along the Ging-la to 

Lhasa via Donkar. According to White, the Ging-la path was 'an easy and good trade 

route' 73 which the Assam-bound Tibetan traders used extensively during the winter. The 

Tibetan merchants, however, brought with them coloured carpet (especially red), gold 

dust, rock salt, chowries, musk, Chinese silk, dye and bee-wax. The Bhutanese traders 

used to purchase woollen cloths, rock salts and ponies from Tibet for the Assa1p-bound 

trade. 

72 ibid, p.78. 
73 White, Sikkim and Bhutan, p.194. 
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Some products were, however, added to the merchandise in the route. The 

products like walnuts, musk and caoutchouc (raw rubber) were available mainly in the 

lower ranges (below 3,000 feet above the sea level). Sometimes, the travelling traders 

added those to their merchandise from the places like Dewangiri; 74 but more often, local 

traders joined the caravans with those commodities. 

Tibetan traders apart, merchants of many distant places used to visit this route when 

the communication between Bhutan and Assam was open through the jurisdiction of the 

Paro Penlop. The contemporary trade route75 passed through Kashmir, Nepal, the 

Mooraug, Benaras, Sikkim, Bhutan and Assam, and this constituted the southern leg of 

the Silk Roads. It ensured as much as four times greater traffic in the Bhutan-Assam trade 

route than what plied during the nineteenth century. Both Bogle and Pemberton, 

however, noted that the trade had diminished in the wake of 'the jealousy of the Chinese 

administration' who sought to restrict the flow of British produce in her market. 

Pemberton observed, "[T]he suspicious and monopolising spirit of the Chinese Viceroy 

of Gortope is represented as almost effectually paralysing the operation of his own 

subjects, and excluding them from the advantages which would inevitably result from an 

unrestricted admission of British produce to the boundless regions of Tartary and 

Tibet."76 The Paro Penlop also contributed to this decay by an attempt to monopolise this 

trade in exclusion of other merchants. 

74 The place is presently called Deothang. 
75 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p.80. 
76 ibid. 
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Hajo: The destination 

The traders terminated their journey at_ Hajo in Assam. Located on the north bank of the 

Brahmaputra in the erstwhile Kamrup district, the place enjoyed perennial water transport 

facilities deep into the province of Bengal. Hill traders disposed their commodities in the 

Hajo market where the people congregated during the winter on the occasion of a 

religious _fair at the Mahamuni temple. The temple attracted the Hindus and the Buddhists 

alike. The Hindus believed that a visit to this temple during this festival removed all the 

sins of their misdeeds. The people of the Brahminical faith, therefore, thronged on this 

occasion 'from all parts oflndia'. The Buddhists were equally zealous about this place on 

the faith that one of their great prophets and legislators was present there. William 

Robinson described, "The pious Buddhist too, imbued with the some faith, leaves his 

home in the distant regions of China and Thibet, and crossing the pathless tracts of the 

snowy Himalayas, burdened with the load of his offences, hastens to make obeisance at 

the shrine ofhis country's deity, and departs in joy and gladness, lightened ofhis load."77 

As at the other ends of the country, the fair at Hajo had a predominant commercial 

character. The Bhutanese and the Tibetan traders sold off their commodities in this fair to 

the visiting pilgrims as well as traders. They were, however, less interested in Indian 

currency in exchange although the currency prevailed largely in Bhutan during the first 

half of the nineteenth century78
• For making their return journey profitable, they procured 

the Assamese commodities as much as possible. Available information from three 

contemporary fairs shows that from the proceeds of their sales, the hill merchants 

77 Robinson, Descriptive Account of Asam, p.259. 
78 Rhodes, 'Coinage in Bhutan', pp.lOS-107. 
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retained only 35. percent in currency, and purchased the Assamese goods by the rest.79 

Staying for about three months at Hajo, these hill traders trekked back along the route in 

caravans. 

Not that all hill traffic wa~ terminated at Hajo. Though it attracted the lion's share, a 

few of them were diverted to other annual fairs at the base of the Bhutan hills. One such 

fair was held at Udalgiri in Darang district of Assam during February or March. Hunter 

described it as an important fair from the viewpoint of 'trade with the Bhutias, and other 

hill people living beyond the boundary [of Assam]'. He wrote, "It is attended by Bhutias, 

Tibetan, and Kamputis, as well as by the people of the plains from all the surrounding 

Districts, and a few Manipuris."80 Similar fairs were also held at Kherkeria and at 

Doimara. Though these places belonged to the territory of Bhutan, a large number of 

people from Assam participated in those fairs giving rise to trade relation was ensured 

between Bhutan and Assam. 

Nodes and links 

Away from Tashigang the first resting place for the traders was Rongtung, around 10 km 

from the origin. It appears from the annexed map (vide Map 3) that the difference in 

altitude between these places was around 2,000 feet so that the journey was steep up the 

hills. Following the waves of the mountains, the connecting link assumed a zigzag 

direction. From Tashigang it descended gradually for a stretch of about three km along 

the course of the river Manas running around 1 ,000 feet above its bed. The road 

subsequently met the river Bamri, crossed it at its confluence with another torrent without 

79 See Table 3.1 above. 
80 Hunter, A Statistical Account of Assam, vol. 1, p.143. 
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any support of a bridge, and then became very steep upwards for a little long while. The 

steepness lessened only at the approach towards Rongtung. The roadsides were not, 

however, uniform all along. Till its stretch to the river Bamri, the wayside places were 

largely barren, vegetated only with coarse grasses, stunted shrubs and occasionally with 

long-leaf pines. A few villages sparsely occurred about the Bamri, and as the road 

reached nearby Rongtung, the terrace cultivation appeared in sight. Rongtung was 

basically an agrarian settlement where rice was cultivated in the summer, and barley or 

wheat during the winter. There was the Castle of Rongtung nearby a stream. Traders in 

this route took a night-rest here for further journey onwards. 

The next leg of journey was from Rongtung to Balphay, a distance of around 10 km. 

The journey continued to be ascending as Balphay was 1,600 feet above Rongtung (vide 

Map 3). The link was very undulating in this area along the slope of the hills causing the 

journey hazardous. From Rongtung, ,the road inclined steeply, and only after crossing 

some depressions, it got a relatively plain stretch through the woods of oak. The woods 

were neither dense nor continuous, scattering rather here and there on the downs. Beyond 

those woods, a sharp inclination followed again, quite abruptly this time, leading the road 

to a height of 10,000 feet above the sea level. The journey was difficult as well as 

hazardous. It was particularly so at some places where the road ran along the edges of 

barren summits that were covered only with brown and low grasses. At the fag end of the 

journey, there was descent for about 2,000 feet. In its downward course, the road met a 

pagoda at a height of 8,000 feet above the.sea level before finally entering Balphay from 

its north-east. The place, however, provided good accommodation. Most of the houses 

were well-built, covered with split bamboo and secured by rattans. Such precautions were 
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necessary in this place as violent winds blew here during the winter from the south and 

the south-east. Cultivation was not, however, very developed. The limited lands that were 

put into cultivation were meant primarily for turnips, radishes and barely. The quality of 

their yields showed that the soil and climate were not Very suitable for agriculture. 

From Balphay the journey proceeded to Sasee for about 18 km through a headlong 

fall from 6,804 feet above the sea level to 4,325 feet (vide Map 3). The connecting road 

from Balphay descended steeply for over 2,500 feet up to the river Jiri. This link was 

conspicuously narrow here, and ran through the .decomposed flank of a mountain. An 

absence of mind might cause fatal to a traveller. Griffiths noted, "It was of such a nature 

that a slip of any sort would in many places [of the road] have precipitated one several 

hundred feet."81 The road then ran downwards over the bed ofthe river Jiri for little more 

than a kilometre. This course was available only during the winter when the river became 

dry. Leaving the riverbed behind, the link took a tum for a continuous upsway excepting 

a down of 500 feet, and encountered again the river Jiri. Crossing the river fmally led the 

road to Sasee. The place was not at all a prosperous settlement in the third decade of the 

nineteenth century. The houses were not as organised as one found in Balphay. 

Cultivation was also little undertaken, and was confined mainly to barley, buckwheat and 

hemp: 

The next node on the route was Khengumpa, approximately 16 km away from Sasee. 

Given the difference of longitude between these nodes (vide Map 3), the link had to 

ascend by 2,700 feet. But the latter segment of the road was much steeper than this as its 

81 Griffiths, Journal ofthe Mission to Bootan in 1837-38, p.280. 
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former stretch was descending. Initially the road from Sasee went downwards up to the 

river Dimree. The river remained considerably wide even in winter but could be crossed 

along with the laden animals. There was another torrent a few kilometres away but it 

remained dry in winter. In between these rivers, the road ran undulating. But after 

crossing the torrent it became very steep upwards, and continued to be so till Khengumpa . . 

was reached. The journey on this link in caravan was difficult especially when it 

proceeded through the open ridges of spurs at the approach of Khengumpa. The roadsides 

were not, however, monotonous in vegetation. It varied from the Bapeel vegetation near 

Sasee through the humid and sub-tropical trees near Khengumpa There were the woods 

of fir as well as the forest of oak resembling, according to Griffiths, 'much our well 

known English oak' 82
• Khengumpa was also a smaller settlement but agriculture was 

relatively developed. There were a number of valleys surrounding this node where 

cultivation flourished. There were also plantations of tobacco and Bobosa ( Clensine 

Coracana) in gardens attached to the dwelling houses. 

The journey t~en proceeded to Rydong. Around 18 km away from Khengumpa this 

settlement grew on the bottom of a rather narrow valley. Travelling traders used this node 

as the final halting place before reaching at the plain. The inhabitants took agriculture as 

the mainstay of their livelihood. A good deal of barley cultivation came to notice in this 

place durjng the winter. In contrast to the previous journey, however, travel from 

Khengumpa to Rydong was descending. It was from 7,000 feet above sea level to 1,900 

feet. From the outskirts of Khengumpa the road was steep and rugged passing along the 

open ridges of the mountains or the narrow rock-corridors. During this journey the 

82 ibid, p.279. 
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mountain vegetation gradually disappeared and the looks of the plain came to notice as 

the road approached Rydong. 

From Rydong the route went for about 11 km to reach Dewangiri. It was the last 

halting place in Bhutan. There was no human settlement on the waysides. The journey 

was easy as the road was inclined very gently, and also because of the bridge that was 

constructed on the river Diu. It was mandatory -for the visiting traders to Assam that they 

should return back within a stipulated time. According to the custom of this border town, 

the local king allowed the traders to cross the border only when they left their brethren at 

the town as security. These temporary inhabitants constituted a large segment of 

population in this place during the trade season. Dewangiri was, however, a densely 

populated place. The people were mostly Bhutanese living in simple huts. A few stone

built houses were also there during the first half of the nineteenth century. Such houses 

were generally three-storied. The owners used to occupy the middle floor while the 

second floor was divided into several compartments for the purpose of rent. The ground 

floor was left for cooking. Water was, however, scarce as no stream or spring ran nearby . 

. The local people brought water from distant places by aqueducts made of hollow trunks 

of small trees. Dewangiri had a special attraction for temple. There were a number of 

Buddhist temples where the travelling traders, by virtue of their faith, should visit for 

blessings. An extensive market was developed in this node for exchanging the hill 

products with the products of the plain. The people from Assam, especially the . 

Kacharees, assembled in this market to trade on barter their own products like rice and 

dried fish for the munjeet. 
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The next halting place was Ghoorgong, around 13 km away from Dewangiri. The 

road descended steeply at its initial stretch, and boulders scattering on the way frequently 

obstructed the journey. Soon it met the Durunga, a river that remained dry in winter. 

Similar to the river Jiri, this river bed was used in winter by the caravans to march for a 

few kilometres. Along the river course they left the hills and entered Ghoorgong from its 

west. This first node in Assam was very close to the hills, and the intermediate gentle 

slope was covered with fine sward. There was hardly any cultivation in and around this 

place presumably because of unfriendly soils. The people perhaps lived on pasturing. 

Leaving Ghoorgong the route advanced to Hazareegong. This was a 13-km journey. 

No land on the waysides was cultivated; nor was there any trace of villages. Only the 

woods of simool emerged occasionally in sight. The interception of river was also 

minimal. Only once the river Mutanga crossed the connecting road. Though this river 

remained wide and violent during the rainy season, it was almost without water during 

the winter so that the caravans could cross it without much inconvenience. Hazareegong 

was, however, predominated by the Bhutanese although it belonged to Assam. 

Agriculture could not flourish here, as the soils were less fertile. There was one resting-

place at Hazareegong, locally called wam-ghur, where travellers took rest at night. 

From Hazareegong the road went to Dhamdhama at a distance of about 15 km. The 

waysides were plain as before, and covered with dense reed and grass jungle. Only a few 

small and impoverished· villages came on the way. This stretch of land earlier 

accommodated some large villages, but those were destroyed, as Pemberton noted, 'from 
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the effects of the hostile invasion by our troops under Captain Bogle in 1836'83
• The 

connecting road bore a sign of negligence albiet its jurisdiction under the British 

governance. It got better maintenance only at the proximity of the mainland. A small but 

rapid stream, however, intercepted the road twice with a bed of pebbles. Fewer 

inconveniences were met to negotiate these interceptions. But difficulties cropped up to 

cross another river, the Noa Nuddee, at the fag end of the link. Because of its sandbank 

and quick sands, any venture on foot involv:ed risks. Even in winter, the river flowed at a 

speed of around 5 kmph for a width of 70 yards. Elephants were usually employed here 

to ferry. On the bank of this river, Dhamdhama was situated. It was basically an agrarian 

settlement where people cultivated rice as the main crop, and the oilseeds and sugarcane 

to some extent. 

From Dhamdhama the caravans advanced about16 km for the next halt at Nalbari. 

There was neither any river nor any long stretch of woods on the way. The waysides were 

dotted with villages, which, as Griffiths described, were concealed under the bamboo 

bushes from the views of the travellers. These villages also caught the notice of 

Pemberton. He noted, "All the fruit trees common to Bengal were found growing in 

profusion around the houses of the inhabitants; the herds of cattle were numerous and in 

the finest condition, and everything bespoke happiness and content."84 Nalbari was, 

however, a busy commercial centre. A good number of migrant Marwari merchants 

settled here during .the nineteenth century. These merchants owned several warehouses 

for long-distance trade, and dealt mainly with visiting traders. 

83 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p.39. 
84 ibid. 
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The 27-km journey in the last leg, i.e. from Nalbari to Hajo, ran amidst extensively 

cultivated fields and the clusters of village, much similar to the preceding roadsides. 

There were also a number of jheels, the big ponds, well stocked with waterfowl and 

waders. The otherwise easy journey on this plain was, however, circumvented by as 

many as four rivers, at least two of which threw challenges to cross. 

3.4. Bhutan-Bengal trade route 

The Bhutan-Bengal trade route claims antiquity on the strength of evidence from the 

seventeenth century foreign traveller Ralph Fitch. It came to further limelight and got the 

state patronage in Bengal during the eighteenth-nineteenth centuries because of the 

colonial government that looked after the trading interest of British goods in general and 

that of the English East India Company in particular. We have already discussed in 

chapter 2 that the route's importance to the British administration was due to their interest 

not in Bhutan per se but in Tibet and China as well that were accessible from Bhutan. We 

have also explained that the Bengal government supported the Bhutanese trade in Bengal 

in various ways. 

There were eleven entry points, locally called duars, between erstwhile Bengal 

and Bhutan. Out of these, five duars belonged to the district of Jalpaiguri in Bengal and 

six to the district of Goalpara in Assam during the nineteenth century. The duars with 

Bengal were Lakhimpur, Kumargram, Balla, Chamurchi and Buxa. The caravans from 

Bhutan travelled mostly through the duars Kumargram, Chamurchi and Buxa because of 

the lack of penetrability at Lakhimpur and Balla. There was, however; a controversy 

regarding the popularity of Buxa vis-a-vis Chamurchi as a duar to Bhutan. Pemberton 

believed that traders disliked Buxa because of its steep, narrow and uneven paths, which 
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caused fatal even to pack animals. According to him, "It appears that the merchants who 

convey their goods from Tibet and Bootan to the town of Rungpoor in the plains, all 

travel from the northern frontier of the latter country through the districts subject to the 

Paro Pilo, ... and instead of crossing, as was generally supposed, to the left bank of the 

Tchinchoo, near the confluence of that river with the Hatchoo, continue to travel along 

the right bank, by a route which leads to a village called Doona, between Dalimkotta and 

Cheemurchee. It is described, as infinitely more easy of access than the .road by Buxa 

Dooar, .... "85 Turner, however, did not agree with him. He believed that the journey of 

caravans that used the Buxa duar involved lower costs. Other authorities also confirmed 

the preference of the Buxa duar among travelling traders. The duar at Kumargram was, 

however, important because of its connection with Kalikhola, a big trade centre in Bhutan 

that was situated at a tri-junction between Bengal, Assam and Bhutan. 

Although the Bhutan-Assam trade route was conspicuous by the absence of 

traders from the plain, Bengali traders frequently travelled in the Bhutan-Bengal route 

side by side the hilly traders like the Bhutanese and the Tibetans. George Bogle vouched 

this in a letter to the Governor-general of India in 177486
• A contemporary Bengali 

pilgrim also confirmed the presence of plain traders in this hilly route. He noted, "Many 

Bengal merchants had made their way through Bhutan to Tibet."87 Moreover, available 

evidence confirms that traders from the plain were not discouraged by authorities either 

in Bhutan or in Tibet. According to a source, "Many merchants had . . . brought their 

commodities to market . . . The authorities were most heartily disposed to continue the 

85 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p.48. 
86 Markham, Narrative of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet and of the journey of Thomas Manning to 
Lhasa, p.53. 
87 Quoted in Collister, Bhutan and the British, p.23. 
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commercial intercourse. There were no complaints of impediment or loss."88 This was a 

significant development in the nineteenth century in view of the earlier attitude of the 

Deb Raja to exclude traders from the plain in this route. 

Simi~ar to other trade routes in this region, the Bhutan-Bengal route became 

active and vibrant only in the winter season. According to the Collector of Rangpur, "The 

Bootan caravans generally arrive at Rungpoor in F~bruary and March, and return to their 

country in May and June."89 Note that monsoon arrived _in the sub-Himalayan Bengal 

around early June so that the caravans from Bhutan scheduled their departure from this 

place prior to its onset. 

The beasts of burden in this route had close similarity with those in the Bhutan-

Assam trade route90
• Cart was, however, never used here for transportation presumably 

because of its risk and inconvenience in an inclined road. Rather, the practice was to 

suspend goods' on both sides of the animals through a connector of jute ropes, called taat. 

The people accompanying those beasts were called bolodia.91 

From a contemporary source Pemberton prepared a list of Bhutan's import and 

export from Bengal. It appears from the list that the principal export items included 

tangun, munjeet, blankets, cow-tails, wax, musk, walnuts, lac, China silk, and s~lver. 

Tangun was by far the most significant item. An estimated number of 400-500 tanguns 

were annually sold in Bengal and fetched about Rs 30,000-40,000.92 Munjee( came next 

88 Gupta, British Relations with Bhutan, p.54. 
89 Quoted in Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p. 77. 
90 Vide pp. 58-59. 
91 Barman, Uttar Banglar Sekal 0 Amar Jiban Smiriti, p.ll. 
92 Firminger (ed.), Bengal District Records, Rangpur, vol. I, p.46. 
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in importance with its annual value of trade standing at Rs 7000.93 It was extensively 

used in Bengal's cotton textile industry. Other important items were blankets and cow-

tails amounting in value to Rs 2580 and Rs 550 per annum respectively.94 Bhutan's 

import from Bengal included chiefly broadcloth, indigo, goat skins, and copper. There 

were also imports of endy cloth, coarse cloth, googol, sandal wood, country gun-powder, 

dried-fish, tobacco, betel-nut, cloves, nutmegs, cardamom, nukher, camphor and sugar. It 

is noteworthy that Bhutan's trade balance with Rangpur ran deficit in most years with 

import exceeding export. 

Paro: The origin 

It was the origin of the Bhutan-Bengal trade route. Since we have already described the 

place in detail in Section 3.2 we avoid its repetition here. The destination of this route, 

and its nodes and links are discussed below. 

Rangpur: The destination 

Rangpur gained eminence as a destination of hill traffic on the strength of its transport 

linkage with important commercial towns and cities in the country. Its transportation was 

entirely river-borne. The river Tista on the bank of which the town was situated was 

linked witp the Brahmaputra on the west and the Mahananda on the east. The Mahananda 

in tum flew into the Ganges. Rangpur was thus endowed with the transportation facilities 

of two great rivers of Eastern India, the Ganges and the Brahmaputra. Because of these 

linkages Rangpur emerged as a centre of exchange between the hill products coming 

from Bhutan and Tibet, on the one hand, and the products available in eastern India, on 

93 Martin, Eastern Bengal, vol. v, p.710. 
94 ibid, pp.?I0-711. 
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the other. 

The principal commodities that the Bhutanese traders purchased from Rangpur 

were broadcloth and indigo. The imported English broadcloths in Calcutta were made 

' 

available in plenty in Rangpur so that the hill markets in Bhutan and Tibet for English 

products could be explored from Rangpur. In fact, this was the business strategy of the 

East India Company, which they nurtured by posting their agents at Rangpur. The other 

product of significance, viz. indigo, was manufactured in Rangpur itsel£ About 13,000 

acres of land were annually put into cultivation in this district during the mid-nineteenth 

century.95 While the big manufacturers sent their output directly to Calcutta, the smaller 

ones sold their products to the local user-industry and the Bhutanese traders. The 

Bhutanese demand for this commodity may be as~essed from the fact that when the 

Rangpur fair was discontinued in 1832, about 1000 maunds of indigo were to be brought 

from Rangpur to Jalpaiguri mainly for sale to Bhutanese traders.96 

The exchange of goods from the hills took place in fairs that sprang up at different 

places in this region. Those fairs were generally held in winter and continued roughly for 

four weeks. The biggest one took place at Darwani where, according to a contemporary 

source, around 50,000 visitors participated. In addition to the traditional products, various 

live animals like elephants, camel, sheep etc were sold here from the neighbouring states 

like Bihar. Similar fairs were also held at Panga, Barabhita, Badarganj, Birat and 

Rangpur. The Rangpur fair was, however, sponsored by the government, who provided 

the entire organisational expenditures. Bogle started this fair in 1780. There were no state 

95 Hunter, A Statistical Account of Bengal, p.246. 
96 ibid. 
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interventions or intervention of any local bodies in the affairs of these fairs. Bhutanese 

merchants were, as Bogle remarked in 1780, 'left to the freedom of their own will in 

buying and selling, [and] went away very well satisfied.'97 

Nodes and links 

From Paro Bengal-bound caravans descended along the banks of the river Pa-chu in the 

south-east direction, and took a halt 16 km away at Paku, which was situated at the 

confluence of the Pa-chu and Ma-chu. On the wayside valley of the river grew a few 

prosperous villages where inhabitants were mostly arm-guards and officials of the Paro 

forL98 Sometimes, the caravans halted at the village Essana, close to Paku, which was 

basically an agrarian settlement. Paku had its importance in the contemporary business 

network because of its roac;l linkage, in addition to the present one, with Tassisudon 

(presently called Thimpu), the capital of Bhutan (vide Map 5). From Paku, however, the 

caravans changed their direction, and proceeded southward towards the border of Bengal. 

97 Quoted in Deb, Bhutan and India, p.cliii. 
98 Eden, Report on the State ofBootan and on the Progress of the Mission of 1863-64, p.91. 
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BENGAL-BHUTAN TRADE ROUTE 
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A political economic analysis of lndo-Birutan trade, Deptt. of (:ommerce, Nortlr Bengal University 

The first place of commercial interest in this route was Buxa, a place on the 

Cooch Begar-Bhutan border around 110 km from Paku. In between Paku and Buxa there 

' 
were several villages where caravans might halt at night. More prominent among such 

villages were Chupcha, Chukha, Murichom and Jaigugu (vide Map 5) with successive 

distances at 27 km, 28 km, 20 km and 19 km. Travelling traders preferred Chupcha and 

Chukha for the existence of castles there where they felt safe at night. Murichom and 
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Jaigugu were, however, prosperous agricultural settlements, and traders could rest there 

at night along with their pack animals. The road in this stretch ran through the slopes of 

mountains and narrow valleys along the river-bed. Some mountains were almost barren 
\ 

while others were cultivated on the jhum technology. The importance of this stretch of 

the route is understood from the existence of an iron suspension bridge over the river 

Teemboo in between Chukha and Murichom. It was 147ft in length and 6ft in breadth, 

and could be raised vertically up to about seven feet. 

Every caravan, however, took a halt at the commercial hubs of Buxa. It was 

sitllated at the base of several mountains, and spacious enough to accommodate a great 

body of human settlement. Turner described it as 'a place of great natural strength~. He 

continued, "[B]eing a frontier station of these mountains, [it] has been rendered still 

stronger by the aid of art, which has been most ingeniously employed to strike off the 

summit of the hill, and to level an extensive space, capable of affording accommodation 

to a body of men, sufficiently numerous for the defence of this difficult pass, against all 

assult". 99 Because of the importance of this place as the entry point of their trading world, 

Bhutanese. traders performed various rituals at Buxa. One such ritual was to cut off the 

tails of their horses. Obviously, it disfigured the appearance of tangans, and accordingly, 

depreciated their market value. The British government in Bengal, however, persuaded 

them to abolish the custom by providing liberal rewards. There was a hearsay that for this 

liberal reward of the government the place was referred as the 'bounteous pass' or the 

Buxa duar. 100 

99 Turner, An Account of An Embassy to the Court of the Teshoo Lama in Tibet, pp. 39-40. 
100 ibid, p.40. 
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The next important commercial town in this route was Cooch Behar, around 48 

km away from Buxa. Unable to cover up this distance in a day, the caravans used to take 

brakes at Minagoung and Chichakotta villages that stood on the way between Buxa and 

Cooch Behar. While Chichakotta housed a fort that attracted the travellers to stay at 

night, Minagoung was preferred as a halting place by the Bhutanese caravans as well as 

Buxa-bound traders from the plain. In this stretch from Buxa to Cooch Behar, however, 

the hilly terrain got flatter and plain. The slope declined so gently that, as Griffith 

described, 'the boundaries of the Hills and those of the Plains were but ill-defined' 101
• 

Consequently, the journey in this segment was smooth and comfortable in contrast to the 

hazards of the previous legs. The connecting road sometimes ran through the heart of 

dense foothill forests, sometimes over grass land, and occasionally by the side of wild 

pineapple orchards. In the season, pineapples were available here in plenty, and Turner 

reported that 'no less than twenty may be bought for a rupee, about the value of half a 

Many traders from Bhutan terminated their journey at Cooch Behar disposing 

their wares. It was a commercial centre that developed. from the sixteenth century 

onwards as a centre of exchange among various traders from Tibet, Bhutan, Sikkim and 

India. In addition to various agricultural products that grew in and around Cooch Behar, 

several merchandises also came from Patna, Rajmahal and Gaur103 for sale to the 

Bhutanese traders. Hunter noted, "The Bhutia trade with Bengal was carried on formerly, 

as now, through territory occup1ed by Koch chiefs; and when a party ofBhutias arrived in 

101 Griffiths, Journal of the Missions to Bootan in 1837-38, p.302. 
102 Turner, An Account of An Embassy to the Court of the Teshoo Lama in Tibet, pp. 13-14. 
103 Deb, Bhutan and India, p.55. 
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Kuch Behar, it was customary that they should be maintained at public expense". 104 This 

explains the importance ofBhutanese traders in the commerce ofCooch Behar. 

The last leg of journey was from Cooch Behar to Rangpur, and that covered a 

distance' of approximately 82 km. Since this was an extensive human settlement, the 

caravans did not find any difficulty to find out their places of rest at night. Often did they 

stay at places like Ghiddildow, P~hargange, Badaldanga, Mangalhaut, Saftabarry and 

Calamatty. Most of these were agrarian villages. Only Mangalhaut was a large 

manufacturing town that stood at the border of Rangpur and Cooch behar. Excepting 

innumerable rivers that the caravans were to cross, there was no hazard in this journey. 

3.5. Conclusion 

Trade' routes of Bhutan with Tibet, Assam and Bengal that this chapter elaborates were 

thus very active during the nineteenth century. The Bhutan-Tibet trade route that ran 

about 410 km from Paro to Lhasa belonged largely to the territory of Tibet with Bhutan 

accounting f~r only one eighth part of this stretch and three links out of 26. It was 

thoroughly a mountain route posing various hazards and threats to travelling traders. That 

was why the speed of caravans here was as low as less than 16 kin a day on the average. 

There were, however, three other contemporary trade routes between Bhutan and Tibet, 

which originated from different places of Bhutan but were all destined to Lhasa. All these 

trade routes treaded through mountain passes and river valleys. The route we have 

studied contained four such passes, viz. Tremo, Tang, Kharo and Kampa. 

The Bhutan-Assam trade route ran around 170 km from Tashigang to Hajo with its 

intermediate stretch distributed almost equally between the hills and the plain. The route 

104 Hunter, Statistical Account ofthe State ofKuch Behar, pp.412-413. 
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consisted of eleven links out of which six belonged to the hill terrain and five in the plain. 

Journey on the mountain links was tedious, and involved a good amount of risk. 

Obstacles in the plain were, however, created by the rivers which did not go dry even in 

winter. Most of the rivers in the hills, however, remained dry in winter. so that the 

travellers walked over their beds in caravans. There were two paths connecting Tibet with 

this route through the valley <;>fthe Manas. Those were: a) a path via Tashigang and b) a 

path via Donkar through the Ging Ia. 

In contrast to the Bhutan-Tibet or the Bhutan-Assam trade routes, the Bhutan-Bengal 

trade route belonged mostly to the plain. Only a part of its 268-km long stretch from Paro 

to Rangpur had alternating inclinations of hilly terrain. Gently climbing down from the 

mountain, it passed amidst century-old human settlements in the plain. Expectedly, the 

average speed of caravans in this route was on a higher side, viz. about 21 km per day as 

against 14.5 km per day in the Bhutan-Assam route, and 16 km a day in the Bhutan-Tibet 

route. 

Caravans used to ply on these routes only during the winter because of favourable 

climate and also to take advantage of dry river courses. Pack animals that were used were 

mules, ponies, yaks, sheep etc. In hilly terrains, yaks, ponies and mules were extensively 

employed because of their great strength. Choice· of pack animals, however, varied 

according to the nationality of caravans. These were definite preference to horses in the 

Tibetan caravans, ponies in the Bhutanese caravans to Bengal, and sheep among the 

nomads. Human beings were also employed for transportation of goods in the Bhutanese 

caravans. There were also variations across these trade routes. 
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Bhutan's export list included rice, woolen cloths, munjeet and certain imported 

products from Bengal in the Bhutan-Tibet route, ponies, rock salt, blankets, spices and 

gold in the Bhutan-Assam route, and tangun, munjeet, blankets, cow-tails, wax, musk, 

walnuts, lac and certain Chinese products in the Bhutan-Bengal route. Imports through 

these respective routes were raw wool, musk, tea, silver, gold, rock salt and silk goods; 

paddy, riCe, silk cl9th and cotton cloths; and broad cloth, indigo,. goat skins find copper. A 

number <>f imported items such as gold, silver,. rock salt, musk etc. were meant for re

export indicating the transit nature of the Bhutanese trade. The nature of the commodities 

traded in these routes indicates that they gave rise to trans-ecological exchanges in 

conformity with the hypothesis of Curtin. 





Chapter-4 

Coinage in Bhutan during Nineteenth-twentieth centuries 

Although coins are a rich source of information to the historians for the bearing of 

historic themes in their characters, patterns and uses, only a few researches have yet been 

conducted on this subject with- reference to Bhutan. Being a small, landlocked and 

pastoral economy, this country started the use of precious metals as money in the late 

sixteenth century .1 But its use could not spread through the length and breadth of the 

economy even during the following two centuries due to the scarcity of this medium of 

exchange. Barter was the rule of the market. That the inadequacy of money limited the 

monetization of the economy was borne in the fact that there was no inhibition in the 

society against the use of money. Wherever money was available, it was used. In fact, 

both the barter and money-using economy went hand in hand for long in Bhutan. 

Whereas the majority of population made their payment of tax in kind like kira (women's 

garment), butter and grain, a small fraction of population comprising the privileged class 

paid their taxes in coin. They also used coin in gift and in trade, specifically in foreign 

trade. These coins were made up of precious metals, especially silver. The mintage and 

circulation of coin, however, underwent significant improvement during the reign of 

Ugyen Wangchuk (1907-26). 

In this background, one of the principal objectives of the present chapter is to 

examine the degree of monetization in Bhutanese economy in the early period down to 

the first quarter of twentieth century. Section 4.1 narrates this development. Section 4.2 

1 Rhodes, 'The Monetisation of Bhutan', p.80. 

r 
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explains the types of coins struck in Bhutan during the eighteenth-nineteenth centuries. 

Section 4.3 deals with the types of coin that were used during the reign of Ugyen 

Wangchuk. This section also seeks to estimate the addition of money in circulation 

during this period. Major findings of the study are summarized by way of conclusions in 

section 4.4. 

4.1. Degree of monetization duriqg seventeenth-eighteenth centuries 

Because of the absenee of any mint in Bhutan, coins used to come into this country from 

border countries. It was through trading that Bhutan acquired them from its neighbours 

like Nepal, Tibet, Cooch Behar and Assam. As Nepal had its own mint, its coins 

dominated in almost all Irrmalayan kingdoms like Tibet, Sikkim and Bhutan. Even Tibet 

used to strike her coins from Nepal and it continued for about 200 years since the 1570. 

Only in the 1790s, China established a mint at Lhasa in Tibet where production continued 

till 1836. As Tibet and China were the trading partners of Bhutan, the latter undoubtedly 

obtained coins from those countries. During the eighteenth century the coins of Cooch 

Behar were also available in Bhutan. Those so-called Narayani Rupees circulated 

throughout north Bengal, including Rangpur, and also in the surrounding nations like 

Nepal, Bhutan, and Sikkim.2 Also current were the octagonal-shaped silver coins of 

Assam that entered Bhutan through the Bhutanese trade route to Hazo and those 

remained in circulation well through the first quarter of the nineteenth century. Along 

with the coins of Cooch Behar and Assam, French Arkot rupees, struck in Pondicherry, 

also entered Bhutan from the French trading station at Goalpara in Assam. 

2 http:/ /coochbehar.nic.in/HTMfiles/Narayani_ currency .html. 
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Another channel of coin inflow in Bhutan was the regular subsidy that the British 

Indian Government gave to Bhutan. It was a type of bounty that was paid as a 

compensation for the annexation of the duars. Initially the amount was Rs. 50,000 per 

annum, subsequently increased toRs 100,000 in 1910. 

Money also flew into Bhutan from the duar region and there were many channels 

of it. firstly, the governors and s,ecretaries in Bhutan received money from the Soubha 

(Bhutanese offieers under the Pentops who were in charge of the duars and the mountain 

passes leading to Bhutan) ofBengal duars. From the Soubha ofBuxa duar, for example, 

the governor ofThimphu (Tassisudon) annually received Rs. 800.3 Secondly, money was 

used as a bn"be that duar cattle owners paid to the Bhutanese sepoys (guards) deputed at 

the Bhutan-Bengal frontier. Indeed, a large number of cattle-owners lived in this belt, and 

this was confirmed by the large quantity of milk products, especially butter, that was 

regularly exported from this place. As the amount of tax per milch cow was fairly high, 

the cattle-owners evaded tax by bribing to sepoys in the border. Thirdly, by allowing 

duar inhabitants to cut trees and bamboos from the forest, the Bhutanese administrators 

earned money from them. We add that in Balla and Buxa duar region the Bhutanese 

officials imposed taxes on the cultivators to be paid in terms ofmoney.4 

While foreign currencies were earned by way of exporting merchandise and 

otherwise, imports gave way to their leakage. For importation of food stuffs from Cooch 

Behar, Bhutan made her payment in money. Mostly Narayani Rupees were sent for the 

purpose. In 1837 yearly demands from Buxa duar, Ghurkolla duar and Bijni duar were to 

3 Bose, Account ofBootan (1815), p.345. 
4 Gupta, British Relations with Bhutan, p.205. 
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the tune of 9010, 3950 and 2604 Narayani Rupees respectively.5 The commodity 

exchange was also in vogue but it was only at a much lesser extent. In view of these 

leakages, however, we should take up the balance of trade to account for the 

accumulation of currency that the foreign trade generated. To this end, we note that only 

with Assam, Bhutan's balance of trade on the private account was about Rs.27,687 per 

annum in the late ninet~enth century6
• Private traders apart, the Dharma Raja anp the Deb 

Raja ofBhqtan were the main traders. They used to invest a11nually a sum of Rs.25-30 

thousand and Rs.40 thousand respectively during the first quarter of nineteenth century7
• 

Once money came in by the route of trade or otherwise, it started circulating 

among c:frfferent segments of the economy. The circulation of money in Bhutan took 

place mainly between the Government and the people of Bhut~n. Intra-people 

transactions of coin were few and far between. As in the initial monetization process in 

other countries, the payment of tax in cash was the principal channel of money 

circulation from the public to the government. It is true that until the later half of the 

twentieth century the majority of Bhutanese population paid the tax in kind. But the 

payment of tax in money had also been prevalent in Bhutan for long. The enthronement 

record of the Dharma Raja showed that in 1747, twenty six percent of tax-paying 

households in western Bhutan paid their taxes in coin.8 Also, the cattle-owners were to 

pay tax in cash and the rate was· 6 Narayani rupees per milch cow.9 Indeed, the 

government . always encouraged to this mode of tax payment by discriminating the 

5 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, pp.l00-101. 
6 Vide Table 3.1, 
7 Bose, Account ofBootan (1815), p.343. 
8 Ardussi, 'Population and Governance in mid-18th century Bhutan', p.48. 
9 Eden, Report on the State ofBootan and on the Progress of the Mission of 1863-64, p.ll2. 
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payment of gifts among tax-payers in cash and kind. Evidences show that for the 

payment of tax in coins every agricultural household, locally called lonthrel, received a 

gift 'of one silver coin while another category of agricultural households, called mathrel, 

and other serf families received only a half silver coin.10 

Governors who collected tax paid the same in cash as tributes to the Deb Raja. It 

is evident that the Deb Raja used to receive Rs.3,500, Rs.1 ,000, Rs.4,000 and Rs.3,000 

from the governors of Paro, Wandipoor, Tongsa, and Tagna respectively as the yearly 

tribute. 11 The Deb Raja also got the proceeds of fine for criminal offences. In Bhutan, the 

'punishment for the most heinous offences may be condoned on payment of a fine' 12 and 

it was Rs..l26 per murder~ Also the Dharma Raja received cash from various sources such 

as from the appointment of the Officers of State at the rate of Rs. 2,000, and also from 

various religious ceremonies. 

We have adumbrated above that tax-payers in cash received the gift from the 

governmenL In fact, the payment of gift in cash by the government in various occasions 

was a regular practice in Bhutan for long. Gift giving wa5 often described as 'the cement 

that holds society together' 13 and as 'a means of drawing hierarchical lines between 

wealthy and poor, powerful and weak, and honorable and dishonorable' .14 Indeed, 

repeated gifting led to the circulation and redistribution of money within a community. 

Available records show that in 1680, the fourth Deb Raja distributed 2000 silver coins 

among the citizens, and in 1707, the eighth Deb Raja distributed one silver coin each to 

10 Ardussi, 'Population and Governance in mid-18th century Bhutan', p.43. 
11 Bose, Account ofBootan (1815), p.346. 
12 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p.56. 
13 http://www .accessmylibrary.com/coms2/summary _ 0286-9340604 _ ITM 
14 ibid. 
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all citizens, including the monks. Similarly, the thirteenth Deb Raja distributed silver 

coins eight times during his reign (1744-63) among the citizens, each time a silver coin 

per recipient, 15 and the nineteenth Deb four times during his reign 1823-31. Such gift 

giving, indeed, popularized the hierarchical rule, and it continued even after the 

establishment of monarchism in the early tWentieth century. Not only Ugyen Wangchuk, 

the first Maharaja of Bhutan, distributed ~ilver coins as ceremopial gifts but he also 

introduced the payment of gift by a newly appointed attendant in his regime at the rate of 

three copper coins to the king directly, 16 and the custom of paying gift in silver coin by a 

high ranking traveler to his host, in appreciation for the hospitality received. 

Apart from the circulation of coins between the government and the public, 

money was used in transaction with foreign traders. Indeed, monetary transactions were 

frequent in the market places at Paragong, Tassisudon, and Punakha where foreign 

traders were dominant. In addition to silver coins, copper coins were gradually introduced 

iii these markets but those were confined to the transactions among the local people .. 

From the above narration it is clear that the economy of Bhutan became 

monetized to sm:ne extent during the eighteenth-nineteenth centuries. According to one 

estimate, total population in Bhutan was 261,340 in 1747, 312,500 in 1796 and 468,750 

possibly in 1831 while tax paying households are estimated at 27,223,40,000 and 60,000 

in respective years. 17 Since, on the average, each household paid one Narayani Rupee 

(equivalent to one-third of Indian Rupee), tax payment in cash comes to Rs.9,074, 

Rs.16,666 and Rs.20,000 in those respective years. The use of money in the payment of 

15 Rhodes, 'Coinage in Bhutan', p. 86. 
16 Rhodes, 'The Monetisation of Bhutan', p.86. 
17 Ardussi, 'Population and Governance in mid-18th Century Bhutan', p.54. 
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tax thus grew at the rate of 1.69 per cent per annum during 1747-96 and 0.57 during 
' 

1796-1831. Therefore, the monetization in tax seems to have picked up during 17 4 7-96 

but it significantly slowed down later on. On the whole, however, Bhutan experienced 

only 1.13 per cent rate of monetization in tax revenue during 17 4 7-1831, which 

undoubtedly belonged to very slow trajectory. 

4.2. Bhutanese coins during the eighteenth-nineteenth centuries 

Bhutanese people had prejudice against the establishment of mint. This feeling was so 

strong that in spite of its necessity, Bhutan never set up mint on her own for long. 'She 

rather struck coins from the mint of Cooch Behar. Turner mentioned " ... [L ]ocal 

prejudices against the establishment of a mint, have given the narainee [Narayani] in 

these regions [Bhutan], as well as in those [Cooch Behar] where it is struck, a common 

currency, though both countries were perfectly independent of each other, and totally . 

different in their language and manner''. 18 Fine silver conteht of Cooch Behar coin and its 

easy availability might be another reason for Bhutan~s apathy towards the minting 

institution. The coins of Cooch Behar which consistently weighed about 4.7 g contained 

80 percent fine silver. 19 Assaying of these coins at Calcutta mint showed their fineness at 

79.2-86.7 percent. Though this guaranteed the age-old acceptance of the Narayani in 

Bhutan, it came all of a sudden to an end when the British consolidated their power in 

North Bengal, and forcibly closed the mint of Cooch Behar for the sake of uniformity in 

coins in and around the British Empire. 

18 Turner, An Account of an Ambassy to the Court of the Teshoo Lama in Tibet, pp.l43-144. 
19 Rhodes, •coinage in Bhutan', p.90. 
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After the closure of Cooch Behar mint, however, Bhutan went for her own coin 

under the nomenclature of Deb Rupee. Pemberton commented in 1838, "The coin ... .is 

almost entirely confined to a silver one called 'Deba,' nominally of the value of the 

Company's half-Rupee".Z0 Several mints were established in Bhutan around that period; 

initially at Paro, Tongsa and Tagna, and then at Punakha and Thimphu as well. In the 

contemporary Bhutan, the mint~ge right was, however, reserved for the Dharma Raja, the 

Deb Raja and the Penlops. There is evidence that in the beginning those domestic coins 

had good metal content. Excepting for a few large coins that weighed about 11.5g, the 

early Deb Rupee had a consistent weight of 4.5g with 80 percent fineness.Z 1 Two silver 

coins of 1790-1820 were recently found in Bhutan weighing 4.7g and 4.8g respectively, 

similar to the Narayani Rupee.Z2 The data-base of American Numismatic Society 

incorporates nine surviving silver coins ofBhutan for 1820-1835. Out ofthem, five coins 

had weights in the range of 4.6-4. 7 grams, two within 4.4-4.5 grams, and the rest below 

thereof. Between the upper and the lower values of these weights, the difference is 

worked out at less than 10.5 per cent. It may, therefore, be concluded that a uniform and 

standard mintage practice was followed in different mints of Bhutan during the late 

eighteenth century. 

But there was a .sharp deterioration in this practice thereafter. Evidences 

corroborate that the deterioration started by 1830 itself. In that year, 1044 Deb Rupees 

were assayed at Calcutta Mint, and their results indicated fineness at only 56.25-58.33 per 

20 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p.64. 
21 Rhodes, 'Coinage in Bhutan', p.92. 
22 American Numismatic Society's Data Base, http://data.numismatics.org/cgi-bin/objsearch 
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cent.23 Thus, fr~m 80 per cent in the early phase of coinage, the fineness deteriorated to 

50 per cent later on. To account for this deterioration we note that in the absence of any 

state control on minting in Bhutan, the fineness of coins depended solely on the integrity 

of the Soubha. They maintained such integrity initially for the sake of introducing new 

coins in the society. But once those were accepted at large, higher profitability dominated 

. their decisions: While noting the bad fmeness of Bhutanese coins, Rhodes comrp.ented, 

"[A ]s the degree of purity of the metal is entirely dependent on the personal honesty of 

the Soobah, so great a variety is found in the standard value of the coin".24 

Debasement of Bhutanese coins in the nineteenth century was also probably 

triggered by growing scarcity of minting metal in that country. In view of no silver mine 

in Bhutan, she acquired it by way of trade with other countries, especially Tibet. But 

since her trade was severely affected in the context of her political instability during the 

nineteenth century, silver became scarce in that country, and gave rise to malpractices in 

mintage. A parallel development out ofthis shortage was the introduction of silver-coated 

copper coins in Bhutan around that period, which were replaced very soon by pure 

copper coins.25 Those coins were minted by the Penlops, other local rulers as well as 

privately by the owners of copper fields in the country. Though unacceptable in foreign 

trade, those coins largely subserved domestic transactions mainly at retail levels. Many 

such coins for the period 1820-1910 have been collected at American Numismatic 

Society. Table 4.1 summarizes the details of contemporary coins available there. 

23 Rhodes, 'Coinage in Bhutan', p.94. 
24 Pemberton, Report on Bootan, p.65. 
25 Rhodes, 'Th.e Monetisation of Bhutan', p.85. 
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Table 4.1: Weight range of copper coins in Bhutan minted during1820-1910 

Year of Weight range Variation Mean Weight Rate ofDebasement 
Coinage (in gram) (in gram) 

1820-1835 5.23-3.15 66.03% 4.190 
1840-1864 4.32-3.61 19.67% 3.965 -5.36% 
1865-1900 4.50-1.89 138.09% 3.195 -19.41% 
1900-1909 3.81-1.19 220.17% 2.500 -21.75% 
1910 3.14-1.17 168.84% 2.155 -13.80% 

Source: American Numismatic Society's Data Base 

A wic;le variation in the weight of Bhutanese copper coins is thus evident in the 

table. Both intra-period and inter-period variations are present in these data. The intra-

period coin variations are, however; seen to have been increasing over the period. As 

against 19.67 percent variation for the coins of 1840-65, it was about 138 percent for 

those of 1865-1910, 220 per cent for these of 1900-10, and 168 per cent for 1910. Inter-

period variations in their values indicate that there was steady debasement of such coins. 

At the mean level of weight there was a debasement of 5.36 percent during 1840-64, 

19.41 per cent during 1865-1900 and 21.75 per cent during 1900-10. Thus, both in 

respect of silver· and copper metals, Bhut~nese coins sharply deteriorated in fineness 

during the nineteenth and the early twentieth century. 

Although deterioration in fineness signified a falling standard of Bhutanese coins, 

it served a great economic interest, viz. that money did not flow out of the economy. It 

was frequent in the previous centuries of metallic standard that money slipped out of the 

countries where standard currencies were struck. Similar was the experience in Cooch 

Behar, which witnessed an exodus of the Narayani Rupee to the Himalayan Kingdoms 

suffering thereby from its scarcity. But Bhutan's currency, once struck, remained in 

domestic circulation for long. 
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4.3. Bhutanese coins during 1907-26 

Coinage in Bhutan improved significantly during the reign of Ugyen Wangchuk (1907-

26) who took several measures to this end. He himself visited Calcutta Mint in 1906 to 

enrich his vision for currency reform in his own country. In the first place, he entrusted 

Calcutta Mint with the job of supplying the dies of Bhutanese coins in 1909 according to 

the design to pe supplied by Bhutan?6 This measure undoubtedly standardized coinage at 

a higher degree of fineness. Secondly, for the sake of adequate control over minting, the 

right to mintage was given only to two authorities, viz. the Paro Penlop Tsering Penjor 

and Gongzim Ugyen Dorji. Ugyen Wangehuk also struck coins at his own mint located at 

Yudrong Choling. Using fine silver or by melting Betam (Tibetan coins) at his own mint, 

he struck what was called Norbhu Phubchen. 27 A few silver coins were also minted in a 

flan of Tibetan coin that the Chinese struck in Lhasa in 191 0, weighing about eight 

grams. Thirdly, Tsering Penjor was also given the responsibility for the innovation in 

coin design. Under his guidance, artistic quality of coins was designed with Bhutanese 

own emblem on it.28 

Most of the workers in Bhutan's mints were Cooch Beharis whose predecessors 

had been captured as slaves in 1860 by Jigme Namgyal, the father ofUgyen Wangchuk. 

Those people mostly settled at Tongsa and married local girls. Some of them also settled 

near the copper mines located in different places of Bhutan to work in mines or in copper 

mints that w~re run privately.29 

26 Rhodes, 'Coinage in Bhutan', p.l09. 
27 Rhodes, 'The Monetisation ofBhutan', p.86. 
28 ibid, p.IOO. 
29 ibid, p.99. 
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Silver coins apart, brass and copper currencies were also minted in Bhutan. A 

number of such currencies minted during 1900-1928 have been collected at the American 

Numismatic Society. Table 4.2 classifies them on the basis of their weights. 

Table 4.2: Weight-wise number of copper coins during 1900-28. 

Weight ranges 1.0-2.0 2.0-3.0 3.0-4.0 4.0-5.0 5.0-6.0 6.0-7.0 Total 

(gram) 

Number of 25 21 28 10 3 88 

coins (28.41) (23.86) (31.82) (11.36) (3.41) (1.14) (100) 

Source: American Numismatic Society's Data Base 

This table indicates that copper coins dominated the low-end currency market 

with about 85 per cent of such coins weighing below four grams. Only about 15 per cent 

were weighted at 4-7 grams. Pr~dominance of lower denomination in copper coins 

possibly followed froJ;n the fact that such coins were transacted in petty retail trade rath~r 

than in wholesale or foreign trade during the Wangchuk's regime. 

Apart from minting on her own, Bhutan continued to receive the traditional flow 

of specie from her neighbors. Both India and China contributed to this flow. The Chinese 

silver coins that entered in eastern Bhutan were called Gormo as they were round shaped. 

Also entered in large quantities the coins called Betam, which were struck at Lhasa 

These were, however, largely debased silver coins forming 'the main coin in circulation 

until well into the reign of the second king.' 30 They were about 50 percent fine and two 

such coins were equivalent to one fine silver Bhutanese coin. 

Our analysis thus shows that accretion to money supply in Bhutan took place 

from two sources: i) mintage of bullion which the country imported, and ii) import of 

30 ibid, p.1 06. 
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specie that occurred due to surplus balance of trade. To estimate the additional money 

supply from the former source, we report in Table 4.3 the import and export of treasure in 

Bhutan during 1900-25. The starting year of the period under study coincides with the era 

of domestic peace in this kingdom. 

Table 4.3: Net import of treasure during 1900-25 
(in Rs.) 

Year Bhutan's Treasure import from Bhutan's Treasure export to British Net import value of 

British India India treasure 

1900-01 2,025 -2,025 

1901-02 45 -45 

1902-03 105 105 

1903-04 180 180 

1904-05 

1905-06 7,265 -1.).65 

1906-07 1,336 1,363 -27 

1907-08 5,457 3,180 2,277 

1908-09 - 10,040 1,855 8,185 

1909-10 3,021 900 2,121 

1910-11 1,859 7,300 -5,441 

1911-12 51,896 4,650 47,246 

1912-13 2,700 1,570 1,130 

1913-14 ~758 9,123 -4,365 

1914-15 4,ll2 88,561 -84,449 

1915-16 4,035 7,138 -3,103 

1916-17 4,448 6,990 -2,542 

1917-18 19,035 - 19,035 

1918-19 4,615 5,040 -425 

1919-20 3,689 1,035 2,654 

1920-21 3,234 5,355 -2,121 

1921-22 7,196 800 6,396 

1922-23 11,439 16,480 - 5,041 

1923-24 7,103 7,103 

1924-25 9,108 9,108 

Total 140,331 189,710 

Source: dsal.uchicago.edu/statistics/1894 _ exceV1894.165 .XLS, dsal.uchicago.edu/statistics/1894 _ exceV1894.166.XLS 
and various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by land of British India with Foreign Countries for twelve months, 
April1907 to March 1925. 
N.B. '-' indicates nil 
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There had thus been regular inflow and outflow of treasure from 1906-07 

onwards. For the pre-war period (1907-14) the average import of treasure was Rs.l1,390 

while its export stood at Rs.2,796 on the average. These series moved, however, 

differently during World War I. The former depressed by about 70 per cent on the 

average during the war period. Though it revived by around 102 per cent in the post-war 

period; it could not reach the pre-war level even in 1924-25. For the export series, 

however, we encounter a steep rate of growth, viz. 806 per cent during the war period and 

then deceleration by about 84 per cent after the war. These opposite directions of the 

movements of the series. are not difficult to explain. Huge requirement of resource in 

British India during World War I not only reduced the import of treasure in Bhutan but 

also increased its inflow from that country. It may be added in this context that the king 

Ugyen Wangchuk contributed Rs.100 thousand to British India on that occasion. 

Province-wise Bhutan's transaction of treasure with B.ritish India, presented in 

Table 4.4, shows that while Bhutan regularly imported and exported treasure from Bengal 

throughout Ugyen Wangchuk's reign, it was irregular with Assam and Eastern Bengal. In 

so far as the later transaction was concerned (vide Columns 3 and 5 of Table 4.4), Bhutan 

only imported it from those places during 1907-12 while during 1913-23 she was solely 

an exporter. In aggregate, however, Bengal's transaction with Bhutan accounted from 67-

70 per cent ofBhutan's export and import of treasure. 

Net positive import of treasure is considered here to mean for mintage. But the 

negative net import of treasure does not curtail the supply of money. It used to be 

adjusted perhaps with the surplus balance oftrade. The year 1911-12 is, however, omitted 
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from ail calculations as it represented an unusual year when very high exodus of treasure 

took place. 

Table 4.4: Bhutan's treasure import from and export to Bengal and Assam & Eastern 

Bengal 

(in Rs.) 
Year Bhutan's Bhutan's Bhutan's Bhutan's · Bhutan's net Bhutan's net 

treasure treasure treasure treasure. treasure treasure import 
import import export to export to import from from Assam 
from from Bengal Assam ancl Bengal and Eastern 

Bengal Assam and Eastern Bengal 
Eastern Bengal 
Bengal 

1907-08 1,964 3,493 3,180 -1,216 3,493 

1908-09 1,490 8,550 1,855 -365 8,550 

1909-10 490 2,531 900 -410 2,531 

1910-11 1,600 259 7,300 -5,700 259 

1911-12 20,865 31,031 4,650 16,215 31,031 

1912-13 2,70Q 1,570 1,130 

1913-14 4,758 4,600 4,523 158 -4,523 

1914-15 4,112 87,050 1,511 - 82,938 - 1,511 

1915-16 4;035 1,000 6,138 3,035 . - 6,138 

1916-17 4,448 2,000 4,990 2,448 -4,990 

1917-18 8,635 10,400 -3,635 -10,400 

1918-19 4,615 2,100 2,940 2,515 -2,940 

1919-20 3,689 300 735 3,389 -735 

1920-21 3,234 500 4,855 2,734 -4,855 

1921-22 7,196 800 7,196 -800 

1922-23 11,439 100 16,380 11,339 -16,380 

1923-24 7,103 7,103 

1924-25 9,108 9,108 

Total 92,846 45,864 125,740 53,272 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by land of British India with Foreign Countries for twelve 
months, Aprill907 to March 1925. 
N.B. '-' indicates nil 

( 
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Out of the imported treasure a part was always used for the purpose of making 

jewelleries and pan-boxes in Bhutan. Due to non-availability of relevant data we consider 

that 33 per cent of the same were used for this purpose.31 Table 4.5 estimates the coinage 

in Bhutan from the imported treasure. We have considered the average weight of 

Bhutanese silver coin (Ma Tam) is 4.5 gram,32 and one metric ton of silver is equivalent 

to Indian rupees 90324.80 

Table 4.5: Estimation of coinage in Bhutan out of imported treasure 

Year Net import value Value of silver Value of silver Net weight of Number of 

(I) of treasure in used injewellary used in minting silver coins (in Bhutanese silver 

Rupees making (in (in Rupees) gram) coins (inMa Tam) 

(2) Rupees) (4) (5) (6) 

(3) 

1902-03 105 35 70 775 172 

1903-04 180 60 120 1,329 295 

1907-os 2,277 759 1,518 16,806 3,735 

1908-09 8,185 2,728 5,457 60,415 13,426 

1909-10 2,121 707 1,414 15,655 3,479 

1912-13 1,130 377 7,53 8,337 1,853 

1919-20 2,654 885 1,769 19,585 4,352 

1921-22 6,396 2,132 4,264 47,207 10,490 

1923-24 7,103 2,367 4,736 52,433 11,651 

1924-25 9,108 3,036 6,072 67,224 14,939 

Total 39,259 13,086 26,173 289,766 64,392 

Source: Computed from Table 4.3 

31 Evidence of Stewart Pixley, Q.No. 175-179. 
32 

Calculated from American Numismatic Society's Data Base. 
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The accretion of specie from the balance of payment has been estimated as 

follows. We first obtain the surplus trade balance of Bhutan during 1907-25 from our 

analysis in Chapter 7 (vide Column 2 of Table 4.6). From this series we deduct the 

negative net import of treasure on the basis of the presumption that it was financed out of 

trade surplus. Column 4 of Table 4.6 shows the increase in money supply of Bhutan due 

t9 favorable balance of payment. J\.dding it up with fresh coin!;lge from imported bullion, 

we get year-wise total increase in -Bhutan's money supply. 

Table 4.6 shows that money supply did not smoothly increase in Bhutan during 

1900'-25. Increasing by Ma Tam 13,155,598 per annum during 1900-07, it slumped to Ma 

Tam 2;299,026 per annum during 1907-Il. A steady-state growth followed during 1912-

18 when it was as high as Ma Tam 17,116,107 per annum. In the following period of 

1918-25, the rate of accretion stood at Ma Tam 14,980,037 per annum. On the whole, our 

estimate indicates that Bhutan's money supply increased by Ma Tam 13,427,921.22 every 

year, i.e. by Indian Rs. 483,405,163.82 per year. 

lt 
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Table 4.6: Estimation of additional coins in Bhutan during 1900-25 
Year Surplus Proceeds Net amount of Equivalent Ma Fresh Total addition 
(1) Balance of of balance coins from Tam oflndian coinage (in of coins (in 

trade (in of trade trade balance rupee* (in Ma MaTam) MaTam) 
Indian required (in Indian Rs.) Tam) (6) (7) 
Rs.) to finance (4) (5) 
(2) net export 

of treasure 
(in Indian 

Rs.) 
(3) 

1900-01 7,913 2,025 5,888 211,968 211,968 

1901-02 19,397 45 19,J52 696,672 696,672 

1902-03 19,043. 19,043 685,548 172 685,720 

1903-04 45,472 45,472 1,636,992 295 1,637,287 

1904-05 547,448 547,448 19,708,128 19,708,128 

1905-06 1,049,424 7,265 1,042,159 37,517,724 37,517,724 

1906-07 878,685 27 878,658 31,631,688 31,631,688 

1907-08 87,281 87,281 3,142,116 3,735 3,145,851 

1908-09 34,319 34,319 1,235,484 13,426 1,248,910 

1909-10 38,659 38,659 1,391,124 3,479 1,395,203 

1910-11 100,056 5,441 94,615 3,406,140 3,406,140 

1912-13 399,195 399,195 14,371,020 1,853 14,372,873 

1913-14 302,402 4,365 298,037 10,729,332 10,729,332 

1914-15 413,862 84,449 329,413 11,858,868 11,858,868 

1915-16 488,031 3,103 484,928 17,457,408 17,457,408 

1916-17 283,688 2,542. 281,146 10,121,256 10,121,256 

1917-18 1,078,949 19,035 1,059,914 38,156,904 38,156,904 

1918-19 233,113 425 232,688 8,376,768 8,376,768 

1919-20 187,258 187,258 6,741,288 4,352 6,745,640 

1920-21 412,067 2,121 409,946 14,758,056 14,758,056 

1921-22 433,796 433,796 15,616,656 10,490 15,627,146 

1922-23 549,305 5,041 544,264 19,593,504 19,593,504 

1923-24 557,391 557,391 20,066,076 11,651 20,077,727 

1924-25 546,291 546,291 19,666,476 14,939 19,681,415 

Total 8,713,045 135,854 8,577,191 308,777,796 64,392 308,842,188 

Source: dsal.uchicago.edulstatistics/1894 _ exceV1894.165 .XLS, dsal.uchicago.edulstatistics/1894 _ exceV1894.166.XLS 
and various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by land of British India with Foreign Countries for twelve months, 
Aprill907 to March 1925. 
N.B. '-' indicates nil,* 1 Rupee = 36 Ma Tam. 
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4.4. Conclusion 

During the seventeenth-eighteenth centuries, foreign coins like Tibetan coins, Assamese 

coins and Narayani coins of Cooch Behar were in circulation in Bhutan. These coins 

flowed in from various sources, mainly the country's trading activities with her 

neighbours and subsidies given by the British Government. Within the country the 

circulation of currency took place between ~he government and the public. While the 

public gave it to the government in the form of tax, the government many a times 

provided the public with currency on auspicious occasions. Coins were not, however, 

exchanged in petty retail transactions; their-uses were confined to- large business centres 

of the country where foreign traders participated. However, we have estimated that 

Bhutan's taxpayment was monetized at the rate of 1.13 per cent per annum during 1747-

1831. 

From the first half of the nineteenth century Bhutan started striking her own silver 

coin, the Deb Rupee. Initially this currency had a consistent weight with 80 per cent 

fineness but due to the shortage of silver and the dishonesty of minting authorities, the 

fineness deteriorated. The silver shortage also gave rise to the use of copper coins in the 

country. This study reveals that copper coins also deteriorated during the nineteenth and. 

the early twentieth century. 

A standard form of the Bhutanese coin emerged only after the enthronement of 

Bhutan's first monarch U gyen W angchuk. He regularized this system · by various 

measures such as the confinement of minting privileges to limited authorities, 

standardization of coins, and the use of dies manufactured at Calcutta mint. 
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Bhutan's currencies in use, however, came from two sources, foreign sources 

(since foreign coins, especially Indians, were accepted in all transactions) and domestic 

mints which minted the imported treasure and the proceeds of trade balance. This study 

has estimated th~t during 1900-25 total accretion of the Bhutanese coin was of the order 

of Ma Tam 308,842,188. Out ofthese, Ma Tam 64,392 were minted in the country, and 

Ma Tam 308,777,796 came from Britisq Indja. 





Chapter-S 

Trend of Trade during 1907-26: Export 

Though the Bhutanese trade with India had been in a flourishing state dj.lring the 
I - • 

sixteenth-nineteenth centuries, it got added impetus at the debut of the twentieth century 

because of succ~ssive international and domestic events in this Himalayan kingdom. We 

have already narrated that political activities around Bhutan, especially by Russia, made 

the British interested to forge a trade relation of India with that country. While an outside 

impetus had thus been burgeqning for her trade to make a break through, the election of 

the Tongsa Penlop, Ugyen Wangchuk in 1907 as the first Maharaja of Bhutan added 

further fuel to it as he was a supporter of trade and development in the domestic 

economy. It is, therefore, expected that trade flourished in Bhutan under the reign of 

Ugyen Wangchuk (1907-1926). Our_ objective in this chapter is to analyse this trend of 

trade in general, and that of export trade in particular. 

The organization of the study is as follows. In section 5.1 we analyse the trend of 

merchandise export of Bhutan to British India during the reign of U gyen Wangchuk. 

Section 5.2 deals with the destination of export trade of Bhutan. Section 5.3 makes an 

attempt to analyse the composition_ of exports. The main findings are summarized in 

section 5.4. 

5.1. Trend analysis for 1907-25 

We present the export series for 1907-08 I 1924-25 in Table 5.1 along with its 3 yearly 

moving averages. 
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Table 5.1: Export trade of Bhutan during 1907-1925 
(in Rs.) 

Year Merchandise Merchandise Exports Year Merchandise Merchandise Exports 

3-yearly moving average 3-yearly moving average 

1907-08 341,452 1916-17 1,328,103 1,622,861.00 

1908-09 300,377 278,643.33 1917-18 1,938,250 1,391,217.33 

1909-10 194,101 229,404.33 1918-19 907,299 1,123,004.67 

1910-11 193,735 359,582.33 1919-20 523,465 867,849.33 

1911-12 690,911 801,113.33 1920-21 1,172,784 849,936.33 

1912-13 1,518,694 1,425,861.00 1921-22 853,560 1,145,393.00 

1913-14 2,067,978 1,918,924.67 1922-23 1,409,835 1,076,580.33 

1914-15 2,170,102 1 ,946, 770.00 1923-24 966,346 1,043,850.67 

1915-16 1,602,230 1,700,145.00 1924-25 755,371 

Total 18,934,593 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign Countries for 
twelve months, April 1907 to March 1925 

For better understanding of the series, the above series are plotted in Fig 5.1 
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Fig 5. 1: Bhutan's export trade during 1907-25 
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Three distinct phases are discernable in the series, i) 1907-08 I 1914-15, ii) the 

war period of 1914-15 I I-919-20, and-iii}the post-War period of 1919-20 I 1924-25. The 

first sub-period clearly witnessea a more-or-less steady expansion of Bhutan's export 

business. In Rupee terms, it underwent as much as 76.51 per cent annual rate of growth 

on the average for seven consecutive years. Achieving such a higl:i rate of growth, her 

export touched at two million rupees in 1914-15 from a meagre qase of about Rs.341 

thousand in 1907-08. There should not be any dispute, therefore, against the hypothesis 

that the King Ugyen Wangchuk's regime gave a boost to Bhutan's export trade in the 

early twentieth century. 

World War I, however., applied a break to this development possibly because most 

of Bhutan's traditional products were no felt-need articles in war zones. War needs 

having then predominated over civilian requirements, Bhutan's ~xport to British India 

decelerated by more than 15 per cent per annum during 1914-15 I 1919-20. 

The post-War period, however, gives some relief to Bhutan in this respect. From 

Rs.523 thousand in 1919-20 her export trade to British India increased to Rs.l.17 million 

in 1920-21 and further to Rs.l.41 million in 1922-23. Falling trend is visible thereafter. 

During the Post-War period under study Bhutan could not therefore attained her pre-war 

peak of export, viz. Rs.2.17 million. 

Intra-period oscillations in the actual series are, however, removed in the series of 

moving averages presented in column 3 ofTable 5.1. This series points out that Bhutan's 

export rose steadfast from Rs.279 thousand in 1908-09 to Rs.l.95 million in 1914-15, and 

then decelerated again steadily toRs, 868 thousand in 1919-20. The series finally revived 

to Rs.l.04 million in 1923-24. This moving average series, which has iron out annual 
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fluctuations to a good extent, shows that about 18.31 per cent annual rate of growth was 

achieved in Bhutan's export during 1907-08 to 1924-25. This high rate of growth in 

export indicates that the King Wangchuk was able to introduce dynamism in Bhutan's 

external business. 

There is, however, poor goodness of fit for the time series ove1; the entire study 

periop 1907-25. We have, therefore, fitted one time trend for each sub-period. The 

following linear- trend modei has been tried to this end. 

Xt=a+ ~t+ut ......... (5.1) 

where Xtrepresents"Bhutan's merchandise export, t denotes year and Ut is the disturblllce 

term. While the above model is fitted well for the data of the pre~war period 1907-08 I 

1914-15 and war period 1914-15 I 1919-20, the goodness of fit is poor from the view 

point of R2 and F statistics when fitted on the data for the Post-War period. For this 

period we suppress the intercept to try the model 

Xt=~t+Ut·····~·······(5.2) 

a~d the observed trend is found significant from the viewpoint of relevant statistics. 

In fine, Model 5.1 is fitted for the pre-War and the War period and Model 5.2 for 

the post-War period. We present below the estimated models along with relevant 

statistics. 

A 

Xt= -592.901 + 

A 

Xt= 

(S.E.=120.655) 
(t =- 4.914 

Sig= 0.003) 

532.985 
(S.E.=176.364) 

(t = 3.022 
Sig = 0.039) 

0.311 t.. ......... (5.3) 
(S.E.= 0.063) R2 =0.801 

( t = 4.922 
Sig = 0.003) 

0.27Tt.. ......... 
(S.E.= 0.092) 

(t =- 3.014 
Sig= 0.039) 

(5.4) 

F = 24.224 (Sig = 0.003) 
DW=0.793 

R2 =0.694 
F = 9.085 (Sig = 0.039) 

DW=2.448 
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1\ 

Xt= 0.00049 t ............. (5.5) 
(S.E.= 0:000) R2 = 0.917 

(t = 7.410 F = 54.915 (Sig = 0.001) 
Sig = 0.001) DW = 2.192 

1\ 

Xt r~presents the estimated value of X in period t 

Equations 5.4 and 5.5 have been found not to suffer from the problem of auto-

correlation from the viewpoint of the Durbin-W~tson (DW) statistic. Since the observed 

DW value is here more than 2, we have tested negative autocorrelation for Estimations 

5.4 and 5.5. Their yalues of (4- DW) are 1.552 and 1.808 respectively as against the 

range of 0390-1.142 for dL-du. The Durbin-Watson Test is, however, inconclusive with 

regard to Estimation 5.3 as its observed value, viz. 0.793, falls within the inconclusive 

range of its tabulated value of 0.497-1.003. To settle the issue we opt for the von 

Neumann test of autocorrelation. This value is worked out at 0.91 as against the 

appropriate tabulated value of0.79. 

The values of R2 and F are, however, found highly significant for the estimated 

time trends of all sub-periods. While R2 is found at 0.801 for the trend of the pre-war 

period, 0.694 for that of the War period and 0.917 for that of the Post-War period, their 

respective observed .F statistics attain the level of significance at 0.003, 0.039, and 0.00 1. 

The estimated relationships are, therefore, highly reliable. 

The estimated slope coefficients, however, indicate that the export trade of 

Bhutan annually increased at a rate of 41.02 per cent during 1907-08 /1914-15 but 

decelerated at 19.63 per cent during World War I. A growth rate of 0.05 per cent per 
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annum prevailed during the Post-War period. This growth rates are calculated at the mean 

export values of the respective_periods. 

5.2. Destination of export 

Bhutan's exports were destined to -two regions, viz. i) Bengal, and ii) Assam and Eastern 

Bengal. Her destination-wise exports during 1907-08/ 1924-25 are presented in Table 5.2. 

Tal,le 5.2: Destinations ofBhutan's merchandise exports 

(inRs. 
Year Bengal Eastern Year Bengal Eastern 

Bengal and- Bengal and 
1 Assam Assam 

1907-08 9,738 331,714 1916-17 367,263 960,840 

1908-09 8,029 292,348 1917-18 568,985 1,369,265 

1909-10 7,266 186,835 1918-19 349,011 558,288 

1910-11 14,873 178,862 1919-20 308,535 214,930 

1911-12 28,030 662,881 1920-21 342,126 830,658 

1912-13 90,495 1,428,199 1921-22 545,458 308,102 

1913-14 . 301,342 1,766,636 1922-23 743,019 666,816 

1914-15 311,414 1,858,688 1923-24 807,889 158,457 

1915-16 379,617 1,222,613 1924-25 718,516 36,855 

Total 5,901,606 13,032,987 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India 
with Foreign Countries for twelve months, April 1907 to March 1925 
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In the period under study, Assam and Eastern Bengal predominated over Bengal 

in the export trade of Bhutan. In aggregate, the former absorbed her products worth ofRs. 

13.03 million in this duration as against an absorption of Rs.5.90 million by Bengal. This 

indicates an important aspeet of the export strategy during the tenure ofwar (1914-1919). 

We have narrated above that Bhutan's trade routes were historically developed with 

Assam ~nd Eastern Bengal. During the eighteenth-nineteenth c~nturies, the destinations 

of those routes were confined to Hajo in Assam and Rangpur in Eastern Bengal. Our 

findings indicate that the new administration of Bhutan sought to promote her export on 

the basis of traditional markets without much effort for market diversification. It should, 

however, be noted that changes began to take place from 1919-20 onwards. In that year, 

Bengal's intake was about Rs.94 thousand greater than that of its counter part. The gap 

rose rapidly in the years to follow. In 1924-25 Ben~al shared ab~ut 95 per cent of 

Bhutan's export to British India. It thus seems that Bhutan sought to diversify her export 

trade from the traditional markets during the post World War period. 

While Bhutan's aggregate series of export received a setback on account of World 

War I from 1915-16 onwards, this adverse effect was delayed in her export to Bengal. 

Column (2) of Table 5.2 shows that her export to Bengal increased almost steadily up to 

1917-18. Remaining depressed only for two consecutive years, viz. 1918-19 and 1919-

20, it bounced back in 1920-21, and attained the pre-war peak within a year thereafter. 

The story was different for Assam and Eastern Bengal. The relevant series got depressed 

from 1915-16 in conformity with the movement in the aggregate series. It was not able to 

revive any further. Initially it was the adverse effect of World War I; later on, Bengal 
' 

prevailed over it in the export map of Bhutan. 
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5.3. Composition of exports 

Commodity composition of Bhutan's export trade is shown in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: Commodity-wise Bhutan's exports to British India 

(in Rs.) 
Year Live animals Forest Manufactured Agricultural Miscellaneous** 

and allied products Goods products 
products 

1907-08 102,104 183,158 37,343 656 18,191 
(29.90)* (53.64) (10.94) (0.19) (5.03) 

1908-09 109,090 119,200 56,936 2,513 12,638 
(36.32) (36.68) (18.95) (0.84) (4.21) 

1909-10 69,774 91483 21,453 1,097 10,294 
(35.95) (47.13) (11.05) (0.57) (5.30) 

1910-11 77,252 82,054 13067 2391 18971 
(39.87) (42.35) (6.74) (1.23) (9.79) 

1911-12 206,942 83,910 268,672 32,037 99,350 
(29.95) (12.14) (38.89) (4.63) (14.38) 

1912-13 263,122 106,365 . 857,505 2?0,534 71,168 
(I 7.33) (7.00) (56.46) (14.52) (4.69) 

1913-14 486,833 205,243 951,648 320,997 103,257 
(23.54) (9.92) (46.02) (15.52) (4.99) 

1914-15 571,317 169,991 973,426 355,819 99,549 
(26.33) (7.83) (44.86) (16.40) (4.59) 

1915-16 482,653 157,924 658,687 168,735 134,231 
(30.12) (9.86) (41.11) (10.53) (8.38) 

1916-17 533,477 224,276 314,732 144,992 110,626 
(40.17) (16.89) (23.70) (10.92) (8.33) 

1917~18 842,681 292,308 423,269 183,836 196,156 
(43.48) (15.08) (2I.S4) (9.48) (10.12) 

1918-19 366,039 131,625 104,758 243,632 61,245 
(40.34) (14.51) (11.55) (26.85) (6.75) 

1919-20 207,368 162398 15,035 104,726 33,938 
(39.61) (31.02) (2.87) (20.01) (6.48) 

1920-21 351,403 335,378 296,088 143,467 46,448 
(29.96) (28.60) (25.25) (12.23) (3.96) 

1921-22 177,668 438,911 37,723 155,789 43,469 
(20.80) (51.37) (4.42) (18.23) (5.09) 

1922-23 408,464 652,017 128,129 144,103 77,122 
(28.97) (46.25) (9.09) (1022) (5.47) 

,1923-24 232,782 593,397 18,754 85,366 36,047 
(24.09) (61.41) (1.94) (8.83) (3.73) 

1924-25 152,427 468,912 5,752 64,433 63,847 
(20.18) (62.08) (0.76) (8.53) (8.45) 

Total 5,641,396 4,498,550 5,182,977 2,375,123 1,236,547 . 
(29.79) (23.76) (27.37) (12.54) (6.53) 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign Countries 
for twelve months, April 1907 to March 1925 
N.B. *The bracket terms represent the percentage share in aggregate. 

**It includes tea, precious stones etc. 
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In the aggregate export for the duration 1907-08/1924-25, the product groups live 

animals, forest products and manufactured goods predominated with their respective shares 

at 29.79 per cent, 23.76 per cent and 27.37 per cent. This export composition signifies a 

primitive profile of the Bhutanese economy in the period under study. Her export activities in 

the early twentieth century show that her people enjoyed comparative advantage in rearing 

domestic animals, and in the collection and gathering offorest products. 

Figure 5.2 exhibits relative importances of the above three products over the period 

1907-0811924-25. 
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Fig 5.2: Bhutan's export of live animals, forest products 

and manufactured goods 
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The above diagram shows that forest products occupied the most prominent 

position·in Bhutan's export during 1907-08/1909-10, and again during 1921-2211924-25. 

The product group, live animals and allied products, occupied the place of prominence 

during 1916-1711920-21, and the manufactured goods during 1911-12/1915-16. It should 

also be noted that in all periods when live animals failed to be the most prominent item of 

export, they occupied the ~econd position of prominence. Ill}portance of this product lines 

was thus clearly visible in the entire period of study. The nature of manufactured goods' 

export should also be emphasized here. They occupied the place of prominence only for 

five years after the Punakha Treaty, notably during 1911-12/1915-16. For the remaining 

years their export series Was very erratic. It was, for example, about Rs.423 thousand in 

1917-18, Rs.15 thousand in 1919-20, Rs.296 thousand in 1920-21 and Rs.38 thousand in 

1921-22. 

Table 5.3 also gives us insight into the nature of changes that took place in the 

composition of export during the study period. For the first three years of this period the 

annual average share was highest for the forest products, viz. 45.82 per cent, followed in 

order by the export of live animals (34.06 per cent), manufactured goods (13.65 per cent), 

miscellaneous products (4.85 per cent) and agricultural products (0.53 per cent). Similar 

average for the last three years of the study period confirms that forest products retained 

their place of prominence, and that their share in the country's aggregate export got up by 

about 11 per cent. Also, the export of live animals retained their second position in the 

latter period. These signify that Bhutan geared up her export promotion during the reign 

of Ugyen Wangc4uk on the basis of her age-old comparative advantage with British 

India. 
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We now tum to discuss product-wise importance in each classification. Among 

the live animals and allied products Bhutan exported horses, ponies, mules, cattles, sheep 

and goats, other animals, provisions, musk and hides and skins. Product-wise value and 

quantity of export in this classification are given in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4: Export values of live animals and allied products 
(inRs.) 

Year Horses, Cattle Other Sheeps Provisions Musk Hides and 
Ponies, animals and Skins 
Mules oats 

1907- 48,598 5,018 8,894 11626 25,172 2,796 
08 (596)* (286)* (3,003)* (-)* (291)** (582)*** (221)** 
1908- 46,908 4,561 8,654 16,342 27,624 5,001 
09 (525) (217) (2,871) (399) (692) (231) 
1909- 33,109 6,638 9,691 6,283 12,507 1,546 
10 (545) (233) (3,486) (202) (335) (142) 
1910- 39,258 3;748 14,942 6,809 11,847 64~ 
11 (618) (87) (4,301) (151) (318) . (154) 
1911- 62,153 4,735 33,374 56,370 47,714 2,596 
12 (891) (153) (10,435) (1,685) (992) (382) 
1912-, 102,765 9,583 20,968 48,264 77,223 4,319 
13 (1,372) (297) (8,096) (1,235) (1,440) (1,043) 
1913- 126,546 46,964 75,951 106,463 117,189 13,720 
14 (1,131) (2,284) (8,86~) (2,042) (1,955) (2,043) 
1914- 173,033 57,792 74,861 85,766 155,139 24,726 
15 (1,496) (3,110) (8,936) (2,057) (2,870) (1,126) 
1915- 87,574 84,267 112,496 78,715 88,612 30,989 

. 16 '(657) (3,394) (11,226) (1,804) (1,770) (1,045) 
1916- 151,777 71,755 94,644 65,922 103,773 45,606 
17 (1,239) (2,534) (9,454) (1,237) (1,924) (1,294) 
1917- 207,422 72,288 230,589 83,927 104,090 144,365 
18 (1,959) (2,995) (11,299) (1,535) (1919) (1,417) 
1918- 108,421 18,663 93,268 12,912 51,649 56,459 24,667 
19 (601) (660) (7,951) (2,177) (982) (845) (951) 
1919- 37,097 17,050 39,112 14,922 33,296 12,714 53,177 
20 (155) (321) (4,993) (1,312) (615) (238) (682) 
1920- 91,607 18,405 28,343 12,182 22,616 164,063 14,187 
21 . (584) (370) (4,601) (1, 173) (335) (2,255) (1,009) 
1921- 53,270 17,720 20,351 10,648 21,733 42,943 11,003 
22 (385) (457) 94,367) (1,242) (314) (685) (1,015) 
1922- 105,455 73,683 32,327 15,110 54,299 88,512 39,078 
23 (921) (1,395) (5,573) (1,746) (672) (1,339) (1,312) 
1923- 74,594 21,967 41,930 21,562 50,513 16,505 5,711 
24 (581) (6090 (7,058) (2,961) (716) (461) (1,726) 
1924- 46,625 22,270 27,656 12,510 32,885 5,727 4,754 
25 (254) (707) (4,574) (1,556~ (426) (103) (1,454) 

Total 1,596,212 557,107 968,051 99,846 833,478 1,157,813 428,889 
(14,510) (20,109) (121,086) (12, 167) (16,698) (20,723) (17,247) 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign Countries for twelve 
months, April 1907 to March 1925 
N.B. *The bracketed terms represent quantity in number 

** The bracketed terms represent quantity in cwt. 
*** The bracketed terms represent quantity in oz. 
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Horses, ponies and mules appear to be the most important item of export in this 

category. We have already mentioned that the Bhutia Tangun, a very high quality breed 

-of pony, was reared in Bhutan. Also crossbreeding the Bhutanese pony and the Tibetan 

ass, it obtained a variety of mules that was in great demand in the plain. During the War, 

these animals were extensively used for the transportation of matt(rials; which created an 

extensive export market for Bhutan. From Rs. 46 thousand during the pre-war period 

(1907-0811911-12), the annual average export value of this article increased to Rs.146 

)- . thousand during 1914-1511918-19. This repr¢sents a growth of as high as about 31 per 

cent per annum. The cessation of war, however, cast a depression in the series which 

rolled up-annually by about 9.68 per cent. 

The next in importance comes musk that grew in export rightly fro~ 1911-12 

onwards, anq got further acceleration during the war period. Compared to an annual 

average of Rs.46 thousand for 1907-0811913-14, its export rose to Rs.102 thousand per 

annum during the war period with an· annual growth rate of 20~ 15 per cent. In the post-

War period, the average export value was Rs.55 thousand which was still greater than the 

pre-War average level. 

The export of other animals, provisions and cattle came then m order of 

importance, and their export series behaved in a very similar way as the previous ones, 

namely a more-or-less steadfast growth from 1911-12 through the period of War and then 

a perpetual decline. Relative to their pre-war levels, their annual exports expanded 

respectively by 65.29 per cent, 17.20 per cent and 70.86 per cent during the War but 

retarded by 13.44 per cent, 9.27 per cent and 9.68 per cent after the War. Even after the 
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post-War debacles, however, all these series could retain their bottom lines above their 

respective pre~war levels. The importance of these articles in Bhutan's export trade may 

be rationalized by her comparative advantage in animal husbandry on the strength of her 

pastoral society. It also generated competitive edge to provisions such as butter, ghee, dry 

fish etc. as they were by and large the bye-products of this sector. Another bye-product of 

animaJ husbandry, viz. hides and skins, was not, however, ~ regular article of export 

during the study period. Prior to 1913-14, they wer~ not at all exported. The Great War 

created their market in British India, and once the War was concluded, their exports again 

went into oblivion. It should be noted that the export series of cattle excluded sheeps and 

goats, which are shown separately in Table 5.4 and their export was stable only during 

the seven year period of 1918-19/1924-25 (vide column 8 of Table 5.4). 

Among the forest products Bhutan exported fruits, vegetables, nuts, lac, firewood, 

wax, timber, and caoutchouc. Table 5.5 reports their values and quantities of exports. The 

exports of fruits, vegetables, nuts, lac, and firewood are seen to have increased in all three 

phases ofthe pre-War, the War, and the post-War. In the case of fruits, vegetables, and 

nuts, the annual average value of export rose from Rs.51 thousand in the pre-War period 

to Rs.1 01 thousand during the war period, and further to Rs.280 thousand during the 

Post-War period showing annual growth rates of 16.16 and 32.11 respectively. Similarly 

for lac, the growth rate is observed at about 0.63 per cent per annum during the War 

period and 17.29 per cent during post-War period, and for the firewood these were 87.90 

per cent and 64.81 per cent in the respective periods. 
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Table 5.5: Export values of forest products 
(in Rs.) 

Year Fruits, Lac Firewood Wax Timber Caoutchouc Bamboos 
vegetables 
and nuts 

1907-08 67,150 68,215 880 17,798 20,930 8,185 
(33,737)1 (2,850) 2 (163) 3 (369) 2 (18,832) 4 (60) 2 (·)I 

1908-09 46,211 25,229 1,220 24,112 22,250 178 
(22,715) (1,515) (224) (492) (18,317) (2) 

1909-10 46,716 20,824 670 I 1,264 11,509 500 
(19,996) (1,595) (86) (242) (17,774) (7) 

1910-11 26,996 19,236 2,254 15,197 10,752 7,619 
(12,926) (1,515) (363) (309) (11,791) . (65) 

19Ii-12 32,495 25,525 1,492 11,977 9,838 2,583 
(11,438) (1,907) (220) (257) (14,929) (45) 

1912-13 43,367 31,417 2,032 20,134 6,430 2,985 
(10,154) (1,589) (3,975) (318) (6,769) (32) 

1913-14 96,628 45,105 6,316 25,155 30,287 1,752 
(12,099) (2,461) (503) (409) (44,537) (15) 

1914-15 97,036 14,298 7,855 22,011 28,251 540 
(10,924) (722) (642) (407) (33,595) (5) 

1915-16 81,427 17,988 8,863 22,770 26,876 
(6,195) (957) (723) (474) (115,450) 

1916-17 92,217 69,790 14,962 26,833 . 20,474 
(11,120) (2,489) (1,156) (536) (32,086) 

1917-18. 192,094 35,248 8,030 13,040 43,896 
(10,750) (1,187) (725) (246) (85,061) 

1918-19 43,102 37,299 26,900 9,001 15,323 
(5,497) (1,116) (810) (185) (13,440) 

1919-20 111,830 613 36,200 4,930 8,825 
(4,214) (13) (1,330) (97) (6,915) 

1920-21 115,174 142,484 37,200 10,765 29,755 
(5,874) (3)72) (1,323) (303) (21,595) 

1921-22 304,921 72,661 36,075 14,705. 10,54Q 
(6,450) (1,566) (I ,741) (302) (12,125) 

1922-23 394,562 138,109 67,737 ~,778 27,556 15,275 
(10572) (1,427) (1,567) (160) (30962) (73,500) 

1923-24 421,101 49,453 88,250 6,618 13,960 14,015 
(5353) (872) (1,722) (205) (11,980) (76,150) 

1924-25 331,487 5,516 99,400 3,735 15,544 13,230 
~41142 ~3Q ~1,8262 ~lOll p2,6702 ~73,5002 

Total 2,544,514 819,010 446,336 268,823 353,005 24,342 42,520 
(204,128) (27,084) (19,099) (5,412) (508,828) (231) (2,231, 150) 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign Countries 
for twelve months, April 1907 to March 1925 
N.B. '-' indicates nil. 

1 The bracketed terms represent quantity in number 
2 The bracketed terms represent quantity in cwt. 
3 The bracketed terms represent quantity in tons 
4 The bracketed terms represent quantity in eft. 

An opposite direction of change, however, occurred in the series of wax. During 

the pre-war period, its expor:t value was Rs.18 thousand per annum on the average. It rose 

about 0.73 per cent per annum during the war period and fell about 10.17 per cent per 

annum during the Post-War period. Timber export, on the other hand, grew steadily 

during the War period, but it could not be sustained there~fter. As against a growth rate of 
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11.42 per cent per annum during 1907-08/1913-14, it decelerated annually by 6.25 per 

cent during the post-War period. There were also certain articles of irregular trading in 

this list. For example, caoutchouc was exported only during pre-War period (1907-

0811914-15), and the bamboos during the last three years of the study period. 

In so far as manufacturing goods were concerned, Bhutan's trade largely invdlved 

transit trade. Table 5.6 sho}Vs that Bhutan's export of manufactured goods concentrated 

mainly on cotton and woollen piece goods. 

Table 5.6: Export of manufactured goods 

Year Cotton Goods Woolen piece goods Arms and 
Ammunitions 

Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
~in Rs.} ~incwt} ~in Rs.} ~in cwt.} ~in Rs.} 

1907-08 18,212 134 19,131 5/iOO 

1908-09 30,346 185 26,590 7,235 

1909-10 4,444 29 17,009 5,294 

1910-11 13,067 3,777 

1911-12 6,792 54 261,880 55,974 

1912-13 1,111 16 856,394 191,905 

1913-14 8,309 71 943,339 190,871 

1914-15 9,645 78 963,781 198,008 

1915-16 6,155 53 652,532 151,188 

1916-17 1,082 8 313,650 45,432 

1917-18 206 2 423,063 29,259 

1918-19 1,884 9 101,314 9,679 1,560 

1919-20 3,120 13 10,705 347 1,210 

1920-21 61,015 112 223,084 18,869 11,989 

1921-22 141 2 34,767 2,815 

1922-23 21,258 53 97,641 9,230 

1923-24 344 18,350 60 

1924-25 18 5752 

Total 174,064 837 4,982,049 913,438 26,864 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of 
British India with Foreign Countries for twelve months, April1907 to 
March 1925 

N.B. '-' indicates nil. 
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The source confirms that most of the exported cotton piece goods were of Indian 

and foreign origins .. The woollen piece goods were, however, domestically produced. 

This industry got_ raw materials from. domestic sources since, as we have noted, animal 

rearing was the mainstay of livelihood in this country. There were also exports of arms 

and ammunitions during 1918-19 to 1923-24 up to an amount of about Rs.12 thousand 

per annum. 

Bhutan exported some agricultural products also to British India, but not. in a great 

significant way. Table 5.7 shows Bhutan's export of agricultural goods. Agricultural 

products shared only 12.54 per cent in the country's total export value. The central reason 

behind the poor state of agriculture was, indeed, her hostile physiographic and climatic 

conditions. Among various agricultural products, spices were the most important article, 

followed .by grain, pulse and seeds (vide Table 5. 7). This table shows that only spices 

could Bhutan export throughout the period of study. In the initial phase up to 1914-15 

there was a steady upward trend in its export peaking at Rs.355 thousand. But it gradually 

fell in importance thereafter. In later years, other commodities came into the fray; for 

example, seeds from 1918-19 onwards, wheat, gram and pulse from 1922-23, and rice 

since 1924-25. Bhutan's agricultural exports thus started diversifying at the fag-end of 

the study period. 
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Table 5.7: Export values of agricultural products 
(in Rs.) 

Year Spices Seeds Wheat Gram.and Rice Rice Other rain 
Eulse husked unhusked croEs 

1907-08 656 
(38)* 

1908-09 2,513 
(185) 

1909-10 1,097 
(86) 

1910-11 2,391 

1911-12 
~156) 

3 ,037 
(2;376) 

1912-13 220,534 
(16,903) 

1913-14 320,997 
(26,416) 

1914-15 355,819 
(23,427) 

1915-16 168,735 
(9,074) 

1916-17 144,992 .. 
(7,629) 

1917-18 183836 
(7,529) 

1918-19 217,827 25,805 
(5,915) (1,812) 

1919-20 84,516 20,210 
(3,523) (752) 

1920-21 107,915 35,552 
(4,590) (1,698) 

1921-22 103,822 51,967 
(3,424) (2,086) 

1922-23 117,094 22,269 140 1,117 3,483 
(3,324) (1,664) (10) (156) (362) 

1923-24 41,013 31,783 250 3,177 1,169 7,974 
(1,494) (1,803) (16) (367) (146) (778) 

1924-25 13,536 35,427 3,255 2,360 495 9,360 
. (450) (2,271) (358) (327) (121) (1,378) 

Total . 2,119,330 223,013 390 7,549 3,519 495 9,360 
(116,539) (12,086) (26) (881) (473) (121) (2,518) 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign Countries for twelve months, April 
1907 to March 1925 
N.B. '-'indicates nil, 

* The bracketed terms represent quantity in cwi. 

5.4. Conclusion 

We are thus inclined to conclude that during the reign of Ugyen Wangchuk, Bhutan's 

export expanded significantly attaining an annual growth rate of 77 per cent during 1907-
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08/1914-15. Although the growth was checked during World War I, it took again an 

upturn since 1920-21. 

There are three other major observations in this respect. Firstly, Bhutan promoted 

export during this period on the basis of her traditienal line of comparative advantages. 

This follows from the fact that her traditional item of export, viz. live animals, continued 

its place of prominence, and that its share improved by 11 pyr cent. Secondly, the 

direction of her export underwent changes during the study period. As against a clear 

predominance ofAssam and Eastern Bengal in her trade prior to 1920, Bengal became 

the most favourite direction th~reafter. Thirdly, exports of all articles did not move 

uniformly during the stUdy period. This was mainly due to the World War I which altered 

the demand pattern for those products in British· India. For the requirement of War, 

-
certain articles were in high demand, for example, horses, ponies, mules, and other 

animals. Certain other products such as cotton goods fell in demand in view of resource 

crunch during the emergency of War. 
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Chapter-6 

Trend of Trade during 1907-26: Import 

It is logical to expect that quantitative and qualitative changes in Bhutan's export during 

the period of Ugyen Wangchuk should be corresponded by similar changes in her 

imports. For one thing, when a country's export grows over a longer period, the 

accumulation of foreign exchange in that country enables her to import more. Indeed, 

since both exports and imports, especially their growth and diversification, depend on the 

changes in the domestic economy (along with changes in the rest-of-the-world), in most 

cases do we observe simultaneous changes in both these fronts. The present chapter seeks 

to assess to what extent Bhutan's import changed during the years of the First Monarch. 

We organize this chapter in four sections. While section 6.1 seeks to measure the 

I 

quantitative aspect of change in Bhutan's import during the study period, the following 

two sections discuss the changes in the ori~in and composition of her import respectively. 

Section 6.4 gives the summary. 

6.1. Trend analysis for 1907-25 

We present the import series for 1907-08/1924-25 in Table 6.1 along with their 3 yearly 

moving averages. 

If we consider the average annual import in Bhutan for the first and the last four 

years pf our study period, the growth rate comes to 1121 per cent per annum. This is, 

indeed, a high rate of growth especiaHy in view of longer framework of time, over which 

it persistent. 
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Table 6.1: Import trade ofBhutan during 1907-1925 

Year Value 3-yearly moving Year Value 3-yearly moving 
average average 

1907-08 254,171 1916-17 1,044,415 1,005,972.00 

1908-09 266,058 225,843.00 1917-18* 859,301 92,634.00 

1909-10 155,442 172,345.67 1918-19 674,186 623,231.33 

1910-11 93,679 1,492,694.00 1919-20 336,207 590,370.00 

1911-12 4,227,103 545,093.67 1920-21 760,717 505,562.67 

1912-13 1,119,499 2,370,726.00 1921-22 419,764 860,533.00 

1913-14 1,765,576 1,547,105.00 1922-23 860,530 563,083.00 

1914-15 1,756,240 1,545,338.33 1923-24 408,955 492,855.00 

1915-16 1,114,199 1,304,951.33 1924-25 209,080 

Total 16,325,122 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign Countries for twelve 
months, April1907 to March 1925. 
*We have estimated the average value on the basis of data for 1916-17 and 1918-19. 

To understand the movement of these series, we plot them in Fig 6.1. 
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Fig 6. 1: Bhutan's import trade during 1907-25 
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J 
Like the export series, three separate phases are discemable in this import series 

also, viz. i) the pre-War period of 1907-08/1914-15 (except 1911-12), ii) the War period 

of 1914-15/1919-20, and iii) the post-War period of 1919-20/1924-25. We have excluded 

the year 1911-12 from our analysis since import in that year is found abnormally high. 

The first sub-period, however, shows a steady expansion of Bhutan's import. In rupee 

terms, its annual rate of growth was 84.42 per cent for seven consecutive years. In this 

phase, her import touched at Rs.l.76 million in 1914-15 from Rs.254 thousand in 1907-

08. It is, thus, clear that Bhutan's import trade gained momentum during the pre-War 

period. 

During the_ War period, however, Bhutan's import from British India moved 

downwards with the rate of deceleration at 16.17 per cent per annum. These downward 

. . 

deviations were checked once the War had been over. From Rs.336 thousand in 1919-20 

her import trade increased to Rs.761 thousand in 1920-21 and further to Rs.861 thousand 

in 1922-23. Falling trend is visible in the last two years of the study period. 

The cyclical and random movements in the annual series are, however, removed 

in the series of 3-year moving averages presented in column 3 of Table 6.1. This series 

points out that Bhutan's import declined continuously from Rs.2.37 million in 1912-13 to 

Rs.506 thousand in 1920-21. The War effect is reflected here in 1913-14 itselfbecause of 

the feature of moving averages. The series, however, further declined to Rs.493 thousand 

in 1923-24. This moving average sedes shows that about 7.88 per cent annual rate of 

growth prevailed in Bhutan's imports during 1907-08/1924-25. 

We have fitted the time-trend of imports (in million of Rs.) for each sub-period 

during our study period. The following linear trend model has been tried .. 
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Mt=a+~t+ut ......... (6.1) 

where Mt represents Bhutan's merchandise import, t denotes year and Ut is the 

disturbance term. While the above model is fitted well for the import data of the pre-War 

period as well as the War period 1914-15/1919-20, the goodness of fit is poor from the 

viewpoint of R2 and F statistics when fitted on the data for the post-War period. 

Suppressing the intercept we have tried the following model for the post-War period: 

and the observed trend has been found significant on the basis of relevant statistics. 

Model 6.1 is, therefore, fitted for the pre-War and the War period and Model 6.2 

for the post-War period. The estimated models along with their relevant statistics are 

presented below. 

1\ 

Mt =- 493.467 

1\ 

(S.E.=106.581) 
( t =- 4.630 

Sig::::; 0.006) 

Mt = 472.167 
(S.E.= 67.902) 

(t= 6.954 
Sig = 0.002) 

+ 0.259 t ........... (6.3) 
(S.E.= 0.056) 

(t = 4.637 
Sig = 0.006) 

R2 =0.811 
F = 21.504 (Sig = 0.006) 

DW= 1.202 

0.246 t.. ......... (6.4) 
(S.E.= 0.035) 

(t =- 6.939 
Sig = 0.002) 

R2 = 0.923 
F = 48.157 (Sig = 0.002) 

DW=2.320 

1\ 

Mt = 0.00026 t ........... (6.5) 
(S.E.= 0.000) 

(t=4.800 
Sig = 0_005) 

1\ 

R2 = 0.822 
F = 23.037(Sig = 0.005) 

DW=2.264 

Mt represents the estimated value ofMt. 

The above estimations do not suffer from the problem of autocorrelation. In case 

of Equation (6.3), the Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic is found above the tabulated value of 
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du. Against the relevant tabulated value ofdu at 1.036 at 1 per cent level, its observed 

value is 1.202. Since, in the case of Eq4ations (6.4) and (6.5), the observed DW values 

are found to be more than 2, we have tested negative autocorrelation for these two 

estimations. The values of (4 -DW) are 1.680 and 1.736 for Estimation (6.4) and (6.5) 

respectively as against the tabulated range of 0.390-1.142. 

The values of R2 and F are, however, found highly signjficant for the estimatep 

time trend of all the sub periods. While R2 is found at 0.811 for the trend of the pre-War 

period, 0.923 for the War period and 0.822 for the post-War period, their respective 

observed F statistics attain the levels of significance at 0.006, 0.002 and 0.005. Tlie 

estimated relationships are, therefore, highly significant.· 

The estimated slope coefficients indicate that the import trade of Bhutan annually 

increased at a rate of21.58per cent during 1907-0811914-15, but decelerated at 25.52 per 

cent during World War I. A growth rate of 0.05 per cent per annum prevailed during the 

post-War period. The statistical test based on the Student's t-statistic shows that these 

estimates are highly reliable. 

6.2. Origin of import 

Bhutan imported merchandise from two regions, i) Bengal and ii) Assam and Eastern 

Bengal. Her origin-wise imports during 1907-08/1924-25 are presented in Table 6.2. This 

table underscores a slow but steady change in the direction of import trade in Bhutan. The 

study period starts with a clear predominance of Assam and Eastern Bengal in Bhutan's 

import trade, and it continued through 1914-15. During this period those regions 

accounted for 88-95 per cent (save the figure for 1911-12) of the aggregate leaving only 

5-12 per cent for Bengal. We have noted that it had been the traditional trend in Bhutan 
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(cf. Chapter 2). This trend began to change very rapidly in favour of Bengal since 1-915-

16. By the end- of the study period we find that Bengal overpowered its rivals in 

competition. In that year, Bhutan's intake was worth ofRs.l42 thousand from Bengal as 

against Rs. 68 thousand from Assam and Eastern Bengal. 

'I'his change in the direction of import trade was due to a steadily falling 

trend the absolute value of import from Assam and Eastern Bengal. Table 6.2 reveals that 

imports from those regions fell on the average from Rs.l.13 million in the pre-War period 

to Rs.631 thousand in the War period and further to Rs.352 thousand in the Post-War 

period. On the other hand, imports from Bengal exhibited upwardly trend both in the pre-

War and post-War period, punctuated by a depression in between. For the three years 

before the War, the average level of import from Bengal was Rs.l16 thousand per 

annum; and it increased to Rs.l71 thousand per annum during the War period. The post-

War period witnessed further increment to Rs.179 thousand per annum. 

Table 6.2:_Bhutan's merchandise imports from Bengal and Assam and Eastern Bengal 

(in Rs.) 
Year Bengal Eastern Bengal and - Year Bengal Eastern Bengal and 

Assam Assam 

1907-08 28,946(11.38)* 225,225 (88.62) 1916-17 169,511(16.23) 874,904(83.77) 

1908-09 15,244 (5.72) 250,814(94.28) 1917-18 177,674(20.67) 681,627(79.33) 

1909-10 8,339 (5.29) 148,961(94.71) 1918-19 185,837(27 .56) 488,349(72.44) 

1910-11 9,372 (10.00) 84,307(90.00) 1919-20 134,443(39.99) 201,764(60.01) 

1911-12 9,823(2.32) 4,217 ,280(97 .68) 1920-21 141,167(18.55) 619,550(81.45) 

1912-13 134,296(12.00) 985,203(88.00) 1921-22 194,004(46.22) 225,760(53.78) 

1913-14 202,632(11.48) 1 ,562,944(88.52) 1922-23 222,529(25.86) 638,001(74.14) 

1914-15 154,849 (8.82) 1,601,391(91.18) 1923-24 197,535(48.30) 211,420(51.70) 

1915-16 204,107(18.31) 91 0,092(81.69) 1924-25 141,282(67.57) 67,798(32.43) 

Total 2,331,590 13,995,390 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign Countries for twelve 
months, Apri11907 to March 1925. 
N.B. • The bracket terms represent the percentage share in aggregate. 
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6.3. Composition of imports 

Commodity composition of Bhutan's import trade during 1907-08/1924-25 is shown in 

Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3: Bhutan's imports from British India by commodity classification 
(in Rs.) 

Year Manufactured Agricultural Live Miscellaneous 2 

goods J2roducts Animals 
1907-08 157;446 73,624 23,101 

(6i.94) I (28.97) (9.09) 
1908-09 172,630 81,798 11,630 

((54.88) (30.74) (4.37) 
1909•10 99,438 48,189 7,815 

(63.97) (31.00) (5.03) 
1910-11 65,273 22,526 5,880 

(69.68) (24.05) (6.28) 
1911-12 2,741,055 718,727 480,711 286,610 

(64.~4) (17.00) (11.37) (6.78) 
1912-13 834,497 184,981 74,070 25,951 

(74.54) (16.52) (6.62) (2.32) 
1913-14 1,3~0,497 278,990 83,310 65,323 

(74.79) . (15.80) (4.72) (3.70) 
1914-15 1,362,704 256,172 67,631 69,733 

(77.59) (14.59) (3.85) (3.97) 
1915-16 827,212 170,809 53,951 62,227 

(74.24) (15.33) (4.84) (5.58) 
1916-17 776,924 162,237 41,828 63,426 

(74.39) (15.53) (4.00) (6.07) 
1917-18 598,936 148,186 64,798 47,381 

(69.70) (17.24) (7.54) (5.51) 
1918-19 420,948 134,135 87;768 31,335 

(62.44) (19.90) (13.02) (4.65) 
1919-20 190,992 111,402 16,559 17,254 

(56.81) (33.13) (4.93) (5.13) 
1920-21 528,236 143,185 67,629 21,667 

(69.44) (18.82) (8.89) (2.85) 
1921-22 223,763 153,586 30,110 12,305 

(53.31) (39.59) (7.17) (2.93) 
1922-23 515,592 166,325 50,593 128,020 

(59.92) (19.33) (5.88) (14.88) 
1923-24 242,720 129,363 17,431 19,441 

(59.35) (31.63) (4.26) (4.75) 
1924-25 94,535 72,558 18,297 23,690 

{45.21) {34.70) {8.75} {11.33) 
Total 11,173,398 3,056,793 1,154,686 922,789 

(68.52) (18.74) (7.08) (5.66) 
Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign Countries for twelve 
months, April1907 to March 1925. 
'-' indicates nil 
N.B. 1The bracket terms represent the perce~tage share in aggregate.2 Miscellaneous products include precious stones, 
raw jute etc. 
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In the aggregate, the manufactured goods are seen to predominate with a share of 

68.52 per cent, and the agricultural commodities followed suit. The former's percentage 

share in total import varied between 45-78 per cent. Across different sub-periods, this 

dominance structure continued. For the first six years the annual average share is seen to be 

66.64 per cent for the manufactured goods, followed in order by agricultural products (24. 71 

per cent), and miscellaneous products (5.65 per cent). For the last six years again, decline 

manufactured goods remained in its prime position, albeit a 9.30 per cent, and agricultural 

products survived at the second improving its share by about 4. 82 per cent. 

These relative positions ofBhutan's imported commodities are clear in the following 

diagram (vide Figure 6.2). 
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Fig 6.2: Bhutan's import of agricultural products, 

live animals and manufactured goods 
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This primary importance of manufactured articles in the import composition 

indicates a backward state of the Bhutanese economy devoid of any significant industrial 

activities. Its gradually declining share in the country's import since 1914-15 might, 

however, is taken as a signal for her improvement to this end. Only a further study over 

the subsequent years could confirm whether it was a secular trend of change in the 

economy. 

Product-wise imports of manufactured goods are presented in Tables 6.4, 6.5 and 

·6.6. While the first two tables accommodate respectively the values and quantities of 

those articles in this classification that were regularly imported during 1907-08/1924-25, 

the last one presents both values and quantities of irregularly imported manufactured 

goods. We note that certain semi-manufactured goods like raw silk and metals are also 

included in this category. 
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Table 6.4: Values of imported manufactured goods 

inRs.) 
Year* Raw silk Foreign Indian Foreign twist Indian Salt Iron Silk Brass Other 

piece piece and yarn twist Metals 
goods goods and 

am 
1907 11,319 71,396 9630 14003 1,065 2,875 30,406 15,859 427 

1908 17,519 68,042 18820 14,963 1,340 5,283 37,228 9,211 138 

1909 9,266 36,350 12755 5,264 5,092 2,168 11,762 16,242 196 

1910 7,560 38,042 444 4,884 630 8,433 5,150 43 

1911 837,004 308,387 136771 483,074 222980 257,691 243,588 182,876 440,567 
I 

1912 209,021 158,230 27624 46,754 40 50096 11,627 277,679 31,701 18,378 

1913 299,084 244,141 45124 80,632 406 90763 36,473 379,419 77,964 32,906 

1914 312,260 225,150 46655 81,940 295 52425 ' 35,942 441,764 100,445 35,764 

1915 125,346 226,850 41724 49,129 21437 28,054 272,544 37,500 13,540 

1916 136,281 131,976 36655 67,215 314 20210 26,746 258,779 60,809 18,660 

1917 118,574 92,290 23,620 50,697 517 18748 17,772 183,822 63,496 

1918 100,867 52,603 10585 34,178 720 17285 8,798 108,864 66,182 1,582 

1919 52,399 51,955 300 14,568 360 11675 '4,401 27,055 18,314 

1920 94,736 103,167 1404 90,690 380 21148 17,458 95,840 77,000 1,140 

1921 45,463 62,369 6375 16,450 10508 4,323 50,823 21,092 

1922. 104,825 108,562 12810 103,566 20595 16,353 52,397 78,114 200 

1923 11,658 111,890 10657 32,100 282 16477 1,552 18,184 24,730 6,o:h 

1924 2,200 44,766 8396 13,255 5216 135 5,120 7,080 200 

Total 2,495,382 2,136,166 450,349 1,203,362 10,811 579,563 478,281 2,503,707 893,765 569,774 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign Countries 
for twelve months, April1907 to March 1925 
N.B.'-' indicates nil.* 1907 represents 1907-08, etc. 
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Table 6.5: Quantities of import of manufactured goods 

(in cwt.) 
- Year Raw. Foreign India Foreign India Salt Iron Silk Brass Other-

silk piece n twist n Metals 
goods piece and twist 

goods yarn and 
yarn 

1907-08 40 812 43 257 18 373 87 172 2 

1908-09 62 915 152 293 23 586 106 107 2 

1909-10 50 462 169 98 89 254 45 252 6 

1910-11 25 488 4 83 60 37 66 2 

1911-12 3026 5905 650 8,871 65401 21,772 2284 2,297 

1912-13 805 2455 363 842 I 13907 1,293 747 397 87 

1913-14 921 3043 504 1,450 7 19411 2,393 867 1,049 161 

1914-15 956 2770 559 1,534 6 12991 2,494 973 973 170 

1915-16 380 1533 508 1,013 3937 1,743 596 283 63 

1916-17 454 1691 448 1,133 4 3380 1,459 887 557 70 

1917-18 353 969 247 696 7 2,580 857 543 387 37 

I918-19 252 246 46 259 9 23I9 243 I99 217 4 

I919-20 I25 264 2 108 1616 I40 62 82 

I920-2I 187 41I 6 680 I 3876 439 I24 474 20 

I921-22 I23 309 25 123 1312 132 77 175 

1922-23 244 513 54 862 3336 424 70 536 

I923-24 23 505 49 245 2 2035 I03 48 223 23 

I924-25 IO 240 4I I42 90I 6 38 59 I 

Total 8,036 23,53I 3,870 I8,689 168 137,002 34,771 7,790 8,306 6I2 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign Countries 
for twelve months, April 1907 to March 1925 
N.B. '-' indicates nil. 
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Table 6.6: Values and quantities of import of manufactured goods. 

Year Wool Paint and colours leather Chinese and Japanese Oils 
ware 

Rs. cwt. Rs. cwt. Rs. cwt. Rs. cwt. Rs. cwt. 

1907-08 466 2 

1908-09 86 

1909-10 343 2 

1910-11 87 1 

1911-12 68,684 1,779 

1912-13 604 5 2,603 10 140 

1913-14 333 13,295 104 19,957 

1914-15 70,603 1,791 8,860 227 21,204 

1915-16 6,305 42 4,783 

1916-17 4,240 24 15,039 

1917-18 5,700 14 36 8,812 

1918-19 7,160 4 1,431 2,585 8,108 396 

1919-20 512 800 8,653 269 

1920-21 11,200 4 ()52 7,786 5,635 264 

1921-22 384 1,042 4,934 238 

1922-23 4,165 9 2,954 4,140 6,911 330 

1923-24 899 115 8,143 415 

1924-25 361 7,806 373 

Total 141,206 3,582 63,528 438 7,229 86,403 50,190 2,285 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign Countries 
for twelve months, April 1907 to March 1925 
N.B. '-' indicates nil. 

These tables generate four conclusions. Firstly, Table 6.4 indicates that excepting 

three commodities, viz. silk goods, foreign piece goods and brass, all commodities in this 

group fell continuously over the War and the Post-War period. Their average rates of 

decline were 7.57 and 11.05 per cent during the successive periods (vide Table 6.7). 

Table 6. 7 also indicates that the declining rate was comparatively high for the 

commodities like Indian twist and yarn (10-12 percent), iron (8-12 per cent) and other 

metals (13-17 per cent). 
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Table 6.7: Average declining rates of import per annum during the War and the Post

War period 

Name of the 

commodity 

Raw silk 

Foreign twist and yam 

Indian piece goods 

Salt 

Indian twist & yam 

Iron 

Other metals 

Average declining rate 

During War 

3.36 

6.50 

1.87 

8.32 

11.53 

8.02 

13.37 

.7.57 

Source: computed from Table 6.4 

During Post-War 

12.24 

3.70 

14.38 

8.21 

9.79 

12.47 

16.53 

11.05 

Secondly, the import of silk products rose significantly during the period of War, 

viz. at 13.21 per cent per annum. But it could not be sustained during the post-War period 

when its annual average value decreased annually at 15.20 per cent per annum. Possibly, 

the trade blockade elsewhere during the War compelled British India to supply more of 

these articles to Bhutan. Thirdly, the import of foreign piece goods moved in the same 

direction during the pre-War and the War periods. It rose from Rs.132 thousand per 

annum during 1907-08/1913-14 to Rs.312 thousand per annum during 1914-15/1919-20 . 

. In the post-War period, its average value of import reached at Rs.80 thousand per annum. 

Fourthly, the import of brass rose by 5.94 per cent per annum during the War period but 

fell by 7.74 per cent per annum during the post-War period. Lastly, subsequent to 1912, 

some new products were introduced in the import list of the country. Those were paints 

and colours, leather, Chinese and Japanese wares, and oils. During 1918-19, these newly 
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introduced articles accounted for nearly three per ,cent in total import trade. This signifies 

diversification of Bhutan's import base during the study period. 

Agricultural commodities were also an important component of Bhutan's import 

trade from British India as the country was not in a position to develop arable land in the 

slopes of tHe hills. Item-wise the values and quantities of all these imported items are 

shown in the following table. 

Table 6.8: The values and quantities of import of agricultural products 

Year Spices Rice-husked Rice-unhusked Sugar Tobacco 

Rs. cwt. Rs. cwt. Rs. cwt. Rs. cwt. Rs. cwt. 

1907-08 18,929 1,295 12,571 1,705 13,750 3,771. 8,416 628 19,958 1,382 

1908-09 28,104 1,659 5,490 720 11,198 3,502 12,287 1052 24,719 1,323 

1909-10 19,689 1,381 3,241 688 5,475 2,304 4,134 390 15,650 802 

1910-11 ~,578 787 2,012 454 926 385 2,153 221 8,857 528 

1911-12 157,602 22,689 30,105 7,671 4,666 1,743 363,633 25305 162,721 8,693 

1912-13 88,546 8,854 45,404 11,311 21,624 8,709 3,188 332 26,219 1,156 

1913-14 131,309 12,071 80,259 14,005 31,504 9,559 1,761 166 34,157 1,689 

1914-15 113,419 12,354 83,668 14,061 26,339 8,332 5,839 430 26,907 1,204 

1915-16 69,885 5,719 48,236 7,356 18,362 5,234 10,965 640 23,361 1,039 

1916-17 66,759 5,210 45,101 6,919 15,416 4,864 7,713 419 27,248 1,090 

1917-18 56,504 4,232 42,468 6,017 12,612 4,429 8,733 535 27,870 1,148 

1918-19 46,248 3,253 39,835 5,115 9,807 3,993 9,753 651 28,492 1,205 

1919-20 37,457 2,825 34,967 4,564 13,339 3,707 5,917 374 19,772 852 

1920-21 59,963 3,421 44,306 5,586 13,444 3,711 5,048 306 20,424 811 

1921-22 78,419 4,555 36,032 4,198 12,492 3,890 7,914 533 18,729 842 

1922-23 71,708 4,023 40,587 5,307 15,025 4,829 8,265 515 30,740 1,132 

1923-24 40,370 2,764 28,129 4,021 19,506 5,746 11,556 612 29,802 952 

1924-25 21,413 1,509 18,265 2,128 3,141 962 10,597 673 19,142 709 

Total 1,114,902 98,601 640,676 101,826 248,626 79,670 487,872 33,782 564,768 .26,557 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with Foreign Countries 
for twelve months, Aprill907 to March 1925. 
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Table 6.8 reveals firstly that the spices were the most significant article of import 

in this category sharing about 36.47 per cent of total group import in value. They are 

followed by rice (husked and unhusked varieties taken together), with a share of 29 per 

cent. Tobacco and sugar shared respectively 18 and 16 per cent of aggregate agricultural 

import. Secondly, the import series of different commodities did not move in a given 

direction. It should be noted that in the initial years of the study period tobacco w~s a 

very important article. Its share in import bill of agricultural products was the highest in 

1907-08 and 1910-11, and the second highest in 1909-10 and 1911-12. It, however, 

gradually fell into insignific~nce subsequently. While the import value of spices rose by 

1.52 per cent per aj:mum during the War period, it decreased annually by 4.90 per cent 

during the post-War period. The import of rice increased in value in the former duration 

but decreased thereafter. However, the import of sugar and tobacco fell continuously 

during the War period and post-War period. 

The category of live animals and allied products was, however, insignificant in 

Bhutan's import composition sharing little over seven per cent of the aggregate. Here 

provisions are found to be the single largest item although the source has not classified 

the items that were included in provisions. It is gathered from other sources that it 

included dry fi~h in the main. Table 6.9 reveals that the import of these types of articles 

was started in Bhutan in 1911-12. Though their value of import was initially as much as 

Rs.480 thousand approximately, it gradually declined to about Rs.14 thousand in 1924-. . 

25. 
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Table 6.9: Import of live animals and allied products 

Year Provisions Living animals 

Rs. cwt. 'Rs. no. 

1907-08 

1908-09 

1909-10 

1910-11 

1911-12 480,711 44,081 

1912-13 74,070 3,125 

1913-14 83,310 3,270 

1914-15 67,631 4,014 

1915-16 53,951 2,627 

1916-17 41,828 2,381 

1917-18 43,836 580 

1918-19 45,844 1,780· 41,924 3,516 

1919-20 11,448 283 5,111 704 

1920-21 34,587 1,037 33,042 1,828 

1921-22 24,972 763 5,138 493 

1922-23 38,735 1,041 11,858 939 

1923-24 14,503 1,448 2,928 187 

1924-25 13,762 348 4,535 1,091 

Total 1,029,188 66,198 105,116 8,758 

Source: Various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by 
Land of British India with Foreign Countries for twelve months, 
April 1907 to March 1925 
N.B. '-' indicates nil. 

6.4. Conclusion 

This study indicates that Bhutan's import trade grew on an average at 11.21 per cent per 

annum during the study period. But the performance was not uniform all along. 

Achieving an annual growth rate of 21.58 per cent in the pre-War period, the import 

retarded at an annual rate of25.52 per cent during the War. The rate of growth was 0.05 

per cent per annum thereafter. 
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Among other important findings in this exercise we note firstly that Bhutan's direction of 

import trade was changed during this period, especially from 1915-16. While earlier 

Bhutan took the lion's share of her import requirements from Assam and Eastern Bengal, 

Bengal gradually came into prominence thereafter, and superseded its rival in this respect ,, 

in the closing year of our study period. Secondly, changes also started taking place in her 

composition of import that was predominated, owipg to the 'primitive' structure of the 

economy, by manufacturing products and agricultural goods. Our data source has 

indicated a 9.30 per cent decline in the share of manufacturing products in Bhutan's 

import during the last six years of the study period. Thirdly, there was also diversification 

of import base of Bhutan in this duration. A number of new products such as paint and 

colour,' leather, Chinese and Japanese wares, and oil were introduced in her import list in 

this period. Lastly, imports of all commodities did not move in a uniform direction during 

different phases of the study period. British India's War compulsions and constraints 

determined the courses of their movements. 
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Chapter-7 

Terms of Trade and Balance of Trade during 1907-26 

Though exports and imports are important constituents of the aggregate demand of an 

economy, and hence the determinants of growth, welfare implication of foreign trade 

follows to a good extent from the terms of trade. In the trade literature, the concept of 

terms of trade is defined in many ways such as the quantity definition, the price definition 

and the income definition. In this study we adopt its price definition, i.e. the terms of 

trade of a country equals the ratio of her export and import price indices. Since such price 

indices are not readily available, those are calculated from estimated prices of individual 

export-import commodities. Before analyzing the terms of trade, therefore, we review the 

movements of import and export prices. Also important for an economy is the balance of 

trade tha,t determines under the silver standard of currency (as practised in contemporary 

Bhutan) the flow of silver to and from the domestic economy, and hence the supply of 

money. This chapter, therefore, reviews also the balance of trade in Bhutan and along 

with it the change in the exchange value ofBhutan's currency in the contemporary period 

under the presumption that the balance of trade is functionally determined by 

devaluation/revaluation of domestic currency. 

The organization of the study is this. Section 7.1 reviews the price movement of 

import and export commodities. For gaining insights into the nature of the commodities, 

it also derives and interprets their price elasticities. Section 7.2 deals with the terms of 

trade for Bhutan during the study period. Sections 7.3 and 7.4 analyse her balance of 

trade and the exchange value of her currency, respectively. Major observations are 

summarized in Section 7.5. 
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7.1. Export and import prices 

For the analysis of individual price trends we consider only the important commodities 

with the threshold floor at four digit number in their value accounts. Price series of such 

commodities are presented in Table 7 .1. 

If we take into account the average prices during the pre-War, the W~r and the 

post-War periods from Table 7.1, it appears that the anqual average price for horses, 

musk, provisions, fruits, lac and spices increased continuously over the successive 

periods. Compared to the pre-War average, the price of fruits and vegetables increased 

annually by 37.44 per cent during the War period. It further increased by 60.28 per cent 

per annum during the post-War period. It was followed by the price of lac, which rose by 

9.03 and 36.53 per cent per annum in those respective phases. The annual price hike was 

moderate for horses, ponies and mules (viz. 10.96 and 4.69 per cent), and low for 

provisions (viz. 3.73 and 7.62 per cent) and musk (viz. 3.72 and 0.62 per cent). 

For other animals and timber, however, the export price rose in one period but fell 

in the other. For the War period the export prices were higher by 36.45 per cent for other 

animals but lower by 4.40 per cent for timber. They were reversed in the post-War 

period, viz. a rise of 40.71 per cent for timber and a fall of 9.07 per cent for other 

animals. For cattle, the export price fell by 1.72 per cent per annum during the War phase 

and rose by 13.80 per cent per annum during the post-War phase. The wax price, 

however, declined continuously over the years. It fell by 0.02 per cent during the War and 

2.68 per cent thereafter. 
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Table7.1: Price series for important export commodities in Bhutan 

(Rs./Unit *) 
Year Horses, Cattles, Other Musk Provision Fruits, Lac Wax Timber Spices 

ponies, animals vegetables 
mules 

1907-08 85.54 17.55 2.96 43.25 39.95 1.99 23.94 48.23 1.11 17.26 

1908-09 89.35 21.02 3.01 39.92 40.96 2.03 16.65 49.01 1.21 13.58 

1909-10 60.75 28.50 2.78 37.33 31.10 2.34 13.06 46.55 0.65 12.76 

1910-11 63.52 43.00 3.47 37.25 45.09 2.09 12.70 49.18 0.91 15.33 

1911-12 69.76 30.95 3.20 48.10 33.45 2.84 13.38 46.60 0.66 13.48 

1912-13 74.90 32.27 2.59 53.63 39.08 4.27 19.77 63.31 0,95 13.05 

1913-14 111.89 20.56 8.57 59.94 52.14 7.99 18.33 61.50 0.68 12.15 

1914-15 115.66 18.58 8.38 54.06 41.69 8.88 19.80 54.08 0.84 15.19 

1915-16 133.29 24.83 10.02 50.06 43.63 13.14 18.80 48.04 0.23 18.60 

1916-17 122.50 28.32 10:01 53.94 53.29 8.29 28.04 50.06 0.06 19.01 

1917-18 105,88 24.14 20.41 54.24 55.03 17.87 29.70 53.01 0.52 24.42 

1918-19 180.40 28.28 11.73 66.82 52.60 7.84 33.42 48.65 1.14 36.83 

1919-20 239.34 53.12 7.83 53.42 54.14 26.54 47.15 50.82 1.28 23.99 

1920-21 156.86 49.74 6.16 72.76 67.51 19.61 43.55 35.53 1.38 23.51 

1921-22 138.36 38.77 4.66 62.69 69.21 47.27 46.40 48.69 0.87 30.32 

1922-23 114.50 52.82 5.80 66.10 80.80 37.32 96.78 54.86 0.89 35.23 

1923-24 128.39 36.07 5.94 35.80 70.55 78.67 56.71 32.28 . 1.17 27.45 

1924-25 183.56 31.50 6.05 55.60 77.19 80.58 177.94 36.98 1.23 30.08 

Source: Computed from various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with 
Foreign Countries for twelve months, April 1907 to March 1925 
N.B. *Units for different commodities are same as those in Table 5.4, 5.5, and 5.7 

Table 7.2 presents the price series for eight imported commodities, viz. raw silk, 

foreign piece goods, foreign twist and yam, silk, rice (husked and unhusked), spices, and 

tobacco. Most of these imported articles were buoyant in price in the successive phases of 

our period. Calculating the annual average price in these successive phases, we find that 

the annual price hike was highest for foreign piece good (viz. 11.22 per cent during the 

War phase and 13.02 per cent after the War), and foreign twists and yam (viz. 5.59 and 

12.72 per cent respectively), moderate for silk (viz. 7.47 and 3.60 per cent respectively), 
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rice-husked (viz.4.26 and 3.00 per cent respectively), tobacco (viz.4.30 and 1.91 per cent 

respectively) and low for raw silk (viz. 4.02 and 3.76 per cent respectively), spices (viz. 

0.39 and 5.02 per cent respectively), unhusked rice (viz. 0.~3 and 2.04 per cent 

respectively), and spices (viz. 0.39 and 5.02 per cent respectively). 

Table 7.2: Price list of some important imported commodity 

(Rs./Unit *) 
Year Raw Foreign Indian Foreign Silk Brass Rice Rice Spices Tobacco 

silk piece piece twist husked unhusked 
goods goods and 

yarn 
1907-08 282.98 87.93 223.95 54.49 349:49 92.20 7.37 3.65 14.62 14.44 

1908-09· 282.56 74.36 123.82 51.07 351.21 86.08 7.63 3.20 16.94 18.68 

1909-10 185.32 78.68 75.47 53.71 261.38 64.45 4.71 2.38 14.26 19.51 

1910-11 302.40 77.95 111.00 58.84 227.92 78.03 4.43 2.41 10.90 16.77 

1911-12 272.11 52.22 210.42 54.46 106.65 79.62 3.92 2.68 6.95 18.72 

1912-13 259.65 64.45 76.10 55.53 371.73 79.85 4.01 2.48 10.00 22.68 

1913-14 324.74 80.23 89.53 55.61 437.62 74.32 5.73 3.30 10.88 20.22 

1914-15 326.63 81.28 83.46 53.42 454.02 103.23 5.95 3.16 9.18 22.35 

1915-16 329.86 147.98· 82.13 48.50 547.29 132.51 6.56 3.51 12.22 22.48 

1916-17 300.18 78.05 81.82 59.32 291.75 109.17 6.52 3.17 12.81 25.00 

1917-18 335.90 95.24 95.63 72.84 338.53 164.07 7.06 2.85 13.35 24.28 

1918-19 400.27 213.83 230.11 131.96 547.06 304.99 7.79 2.46 14.22 23.64 

1919-20 419.19 196.80 150.00 134.89 436.37 223.34 7.66 3.60 13.26 23.15 

1920-21 506.61, 251.01 234.00 133.37 772.90 162.45 7.91 3.62 17.53 25.18 

1921-22 369.62 201.84 255.00 133.74 660.04 120.53 8.58 3.21 F.22 22.24 

1922-23 429.61 211.62 237.22 120.15 748.53 145.73 7.65 3.11 17.82 27.16 

1923-24 506.87 221.56 217.49 131.02 378.83 110.90 7.00 3.39 14.61 31.30 

1924-25 220.00 186.53 204.78 93.35 134.74 120.00 8.58 3.27 14.19 27.00 

Source: Computed from various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India with 
Foreign Countries for twelve months,. April 1907 to March 1925 
N.B. * Units for different commodities are same as those in Table 6.5, and 6.8 

For Indian piece goods and brass, however, the import price rose in one period but 

fell in the other. For the War period the import price was lower by 1.98 per cent for 

Indian piece goods but higher by 17.5 8 per cent for brass. They were reversed during the 
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post-War period, a rise of 16.15 per cent for Indian piece goods and a fall of 1.75 per cent 

for brass. 

With the help ofthe price series we now estimate the export/ import elasticity for 

individual commodities. To do so, we first estimate on the basis of the least square 

method the following relationship between export of individual commodities and their 

prices in double lpgarithmic form. 

log Xi= log a1 + ~1log Pxi+UJi .......... (7.1) 

where U1i is the disturbance term. Since the estimated value of ~ 1 is 

1\ 

131 = d log Xi I d log Pxi= (d Xi I d Pxi). (Pxi I Xi) 

1\ 

it represents the price elasticity. We can not, however, suggest a-priori whether 131 is the 

price elasticity of demand or the price elasticity of supply for a given commodity. It 

depends whether Equation (7.1) represents demand function or the supply function. It 

1\ 1\ 

represents a demand function if 131 < 0 and a supply function if 131 > 0. Hence, in the case 

1\ 

of negative 131 it represents the price elasticity of demand; otherwise, it is the price 

1\ 

elasticity of supply. In other words, the negative value of 131 signifies that the volume of 

export is largely determined by demand factors in the-rest-of-the-world. Its positive 

value, on the other hand, implies that the export is largely determined by supply factors in 

the domestic economy. 

1\ 

Table 7.3 reports the values of 131 for the export commodities under study along 

with their relevant statistics 
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The price-quantity relationship appears to be insignificant for spices, fire wood, 

hides and skins, and provisions, their level of significance being in the order of 0.643, 

0.388, 0.663 and 0.764 percents. The commodities for which the relationship is the most 

significant ~re fruits, vegetables and nuts (0.000 per cent). Then came in rank other 

animals (0.(>06 per cent), followed by timber (0.020 per cent), l~c (0.024 per cent), 

horses, ponjes and mules (0.044 per cent), and musk (0.075 per cent). 

Table 7.3: Price elasticities of expprt commodities in Bhutan 

" R-Square F (Level of DW f31 (S.E.) 
Significance in per 

Name of commodity 

cent) 
Spices 0.622 (1.316) 0.014 0.223 (0.643) 0.303 

Musk 1.838 (0.964) 0.185 3.637 (0.075) 1.131 

Firewood 0.195 (0.220) 0.047 0.787 (0.388) 1.442 

Hides and skins 0.0917 (0.206) 0.012 0.198 (0.663) 0.314 

Lac - 1.079 (0.434) 0.278 6.165 (0.024) 2.184 

Timber -0.562 (0.218) 0.295 6.683 (0.020) 2.574 

Wax 0.869 (0.687) 0.091 1.601 (0.224) 1.536 

Horses, Ponies, Mules 0.784 (0.359) 0.230 4.767 (0.044) 1.098 

Cattle - 1.111 (0.780) 0.112 2.025 (0.174) 0.462 

Other animals 0.487 (0.152) 0.390 10.247 (0.006) 0.756 

Fruits, vegetables & nuts - 0.367 (0.071) 0.628 26.982 (0.000) 1.201 

Provisions - 0.225 (0.735) 0.006 0.094 (0.764) 0.764 

Cotton piece goods- 0.983 (0.579) 0.171 2.878 (0.112) 0.935 

Indian 

Wool -1.172(0.728) 0.156 2.591(0.130) 0.697 

Source: Computed from the export-price series 
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Among commodities of significant price-quantity relationship, the estimations for 

· fruits, timber, lac and musk do not suffer from the problem of autocorrelation. The 

Durbin-Watson.statistics for all these commodities are found above the tabulated value of 

du. Against the appropriate tabulated value of du at 1.118 at 1 per cent level, its observed 

values are 1.201 for fruits and 1.131 for musk. Since in the case of timber and lac the 

observed DW values are found more than 2, ':"e have tested qegative autocorrelatioq for 

them. The values of (4-DW) for timber and lac are 1.426 and 1.816 respectively as 

against the D W range of 0.902-1.118. However, in case of other animals and horses, the 

Durbin-Watson statistics are found below the tabulated value of du at 1.118. 

We analyse here the nature of different commodities from two viewpoints, i) the 

signs of the estimated elasticities, and ii) their absolute values. 

Table 7.3 indicates that among the commodities of significant price-quantity 

relationships, musk, other animals and horses have positive elasticities of export, 

signifying thereby that their exports were largely supply-dominated. Indeed, all these 

products were,· as we have already pointed out, in great demand in British India. But they 

had limited exportable surplus for inadequate domestic availability and/or extensive 

domestic use. While the former reason held good for the articles like musk, the latter was 

largely true for horses and other animals. In so far as the export of horse was concerned, 

we note that although Bhutan produced abundant horses, her common people had no right 

to sell them without the Deb Raja's permission. These, however, explain why the exports 

of these articles were largely supply-determined. 

Negative value of elasticity is obtained for the export articles like fruits, 

' 
vegetables, timber and lac. This finding is also in line with the production structure in 
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Bhutan, which we have already discussed elsewhere. Their abundant availability and 

export surplus made their volumes of export largely dependent on foreign demand. 

To study the nature of products on the basis of absolute value of elasticity, we 

note that among the export articles under scrutiny (as indicated by their respective F-

statisti_cs), only the value for musk is significantly above the unity while it is less than 

that for timber, horses, other animals and fruits. For lac, ~he value almost equals the unity. 

We may, therefore, conclude that the export items such as timber, fruits, horses and other 

animals had inelastic export whereas the export of musk was elastic. Hence, the higher 

prices of the former products that occurred during the study period must have given rise 

to gain in trade for Bhutan as their export values must have risen up. The elastic nature of 

musk export, on the other hand, led to falling trend in its value in the phase of rising price 

especially during the post-War period. 

We similarly estimate the price elasticity of import from the regression equations 

of different imported commodities on their respective prices, viz. 

log M i = log az + ~zlog PMi +Uzi· ......... (7 .2) [Uzi =disturbing term] 

and interpret its sign and absolute value as before. 

1\ 

Table 7.4 represents the values of 132 for the import commodities under study 

along with the relevant statistics. This table indicates that the price-quantity relations for 

raw silk, foreign twist and yam, iron, silk, brass, other metals, rice (husked and 

unhusked), sugar, living animals and oils are insignificant from the viewpoint of F-

statistics (vide column 4 of the table). These commodities have, therefore, been 

disregarded. We rank the other commodities (in descending order of their significance): 

1. salt (0.000 per cent), 2.foreign piece goods (0.000 per cent), 3. paints and colours 
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(0.001 per cent), 4.provisions. (0.002 per cent), 5.spices (0.008 per cent), 6.manufactured 

wool (0.019 per cent), 7.Indian piece goods (0.026 per cent), 8.Indian twist and yam 

(0.053 per cent). 

Table 7.4: Price elasticities of import commodities in Bhutan 

Name of commodity 1\ R-Square F (Level of Significance in DW J32 (S.E.) ercent) 
Raw silk 0.495 ( 1.430) 0.007 0.120 (0.734) 0.884 

Foreign piece goods 1.402 (0.304) 0.571 21.288 (0.000) 1.142 

Indian piece goods - 1.958 (0.800) 0.273 5.996 (0.026) 2.009 

Foreign twist and yarn - 1.070 (0.688) 0.131 2.421 (0.139) 1.825 

Indian twist and yarn - 1.074 (0.490) 0.325 4.810 (0.053) 2.218 

Iron - 0.794 (0.780) 0.061 1.036 (0.324) 1.312 

Silk - 0.263 (0.636) 0.011 0.171 (0.6~5) 0.689 

Brass - 0.424 (0.597) 0.038 0.630 (0.439) 1.869 

Other metals 0.701 (0.529) 0.128 1.759 (0.209) 1.548 

Spices -2.160 (0.716) 0.363 9.111 (0.008) 1.168 

Rice-husked - 0.0249 (1.004) 0.000 0.001 (0.981) 0.579 

Rice-unhusked · 1.820 (1.259) 0.116 2.092 (0.167) 1.344 

Sugar 1.022 (1.191) 0.044 0.735 (0.404) 2.170 

Tobacco -0.753 (0.749) 0.059 1.011 (0.330) 2.466 

Provisions - 2.034 (0.529) 0.552 14.756 (0.002) 1.314 

Living animals - 0.0973 (0.839) 0.003 0.013 (0.912) 2.151 

Manufactured wool - 3.332 (1.047) 0.566 10.124 (0.019) 2.291 

Paints and colours -0.976 (0.159) 0.863 37.809 (0.001) 2.103 

Oils - 0.563 (0.526) 0.186 1.145 (0.333) 1.038 

Salt - 3.311 (0.620) 0.704 28.500 (0.000) 1.806 

Source: Computed from the import-price series 
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Estimations for eight significant imported commodities do not suffer from the 

problem of autocorrelation. The observed Durbin-Watson values are 1.142, 1.168, and 

1.314 for foreign piece goods, spices and provisions respectively and all these values are 

found above the tabulated value of du at 1.118 at 1 per cent level. In case of paints and 

colours, salt, wooi, Indian piece goods and Indian twist and yam, the observed DW 

values are found greater than 2. We have tested the negative autocorrelation for these 

estimations. The values of (4-DW) are 1.897 and 1.709 for paints and colours and wool 

respectively as against the appropriate tabulated value of du at 1.036. The said values are 

-
1.991 and 1.782 for Indian piece goods and Indian twist and yam respective_ly as against 

the tabulated value 1.118. 

This table points out that for all these commodities, the value of elasticity are 

negative signifying statistically that their imports were largely determined by domestic 

levels of demand. These findings may be rationalized as a characteristic of trade between 

a large country and a small country. Always the import of small country from a large 

country is determined by the former country's domestic demand. 

We also gather from the table that among the eight import articles of significant 

price-quantity relations, the absolute value of price elasticity is found significantly greater 

than unity for as many as six articles. Those were foreign piece-goods (1.402), Indian 

piece-goods (1.958), spices (2.160), provisions (2.034), manufactured wool (3.332),' and 

salt (3.311). It is almost equal to one for Indian twist and yam (1.074), and paints and 

colours (0.976). The elastic values of the six significant items of import in Bhutan must 

have reduced their respective values of import in the phase of rising price, as occurred 

during the post-War period. 
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7.2. Terms of trade 

For the purpose of calculating the terms of trade, we first compute price indices for both 

exports and imports. The Fisher's index is adopted for the purpose. Table 7.5 reports the 

series of price along with the terms of trade. The table also incorporates quantity indices 

for exports and imports, which will be required in the following section. 

We note at the outset that while the price index ~nd quantity index for export 

moved in the same direction in most of the years, no regular relationship is found in 

Table 7.5 between the price and quantity indices for import. Certainly other economic 

factors and also various political factors must have played important role in the country's 

import activities. 

Table 7.5: Export, import indices and terms of trade 
(1907-08= 100) 

Year Export price Import price Export quantity Import quantity Terms oftrade1 

index index index index 
1907-08 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
1908-09 92.12 93.68 89.56 117.73 ° 98.33 
1909-10 71.60 84.67 73.80 79.99 84.56 
1910-11 69.15 79.23 65.58 44.92 87.28 
1911-12 45.49 74.60 196.44 1833.79 60.98 
1912-13 230.44 84.31 416.35 496.70 273.32 
1913-14 281.51 97.53 448.60. 655.85 288.64 
1914-15 297.99 100.34 446.22 663.95 296.98 
1915-16 245.33 121.42 289.22 344.79 202.05 
1916-17 254.66 95.63 229.37 407.93 266.30 
1917-18 353.74 110.43 218.52 274.47 320.33 
1918-19 240.59 170.05 123.23 132.22 141.48 
1919-20 201.45 \ 155.25 41.67 78.42 129.76 
1920-21 278.79 194.88 127.49 139.04 143.06 
1921-22 256.72 159.03 56.38 98.29 161.43 
1922-23 358.41 174.91 98.93 158.57 204.91 
1923-24 340.55 161.70 49.36 92.91 210.61 
1924-25 82.30 136.92 26.49 48.68 60.11 

Source: Computed from various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by Land of British India 
with Foreign Countries for twelve months, April1907 to March 1925 

The above table indicates that Price indices for export and import, however, 

moved mostly in similar directions during the study period. After initial setbacks, both 

the price series underwent secular upward trends during 1912/13 - 1923/24. Because of 

1 Terms of trade= (Unit value of exports/Unit value of imports) x 100 
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higher rate of increment in the export price series, however, Bhutan enjoyed a steady-

state improvement in her trade balance. From 100 in 1907-08, it increased to 273.32 in 

1912-13 and further to 320.33 in 1917-18. 

7.3. Balance of trade 

Bhutan's balance of trade with British India during 1907-08/1924-25 is shown in the 

following table. 

Table 7.6: Balance oftrade during 1907-08/1924-25 

(in Rs.) 

Year Balance of trade Year Balance of trade 

1907-08 87,281 1916-17 283,688 

1908-09 34,319 1917-18 1,078,949 

. 1909-10 38,659 1918-19 233,113 

1910-11 100,056 1919-20 187,258 

1911-12 -3,536,192 1920-21 412,067 

1912-13 399,195 1921-22 433,796 

1913-14 302,402 1922-23 549,305 

1914-15 413,862 1923-24 557,391 

1915-16 488,031 1924-25 546,291 

Total 2,609,471 

Source: Computed from Table 5.1 and 6.1 ' 

A favorable balance of trade is thus evident in Table 7.6 for all years excepting 

1911-12. Moreover, this balance went up through oscillation over the period of study. 

From Rs.87 thousand in 1907-08, it went up to Rs.546 thousand in 1924-25. A growth 

rate of 30.93 per cent thus prevailed in the series. 

As in other series, periodic rhythms were also present. Though both the series of 

exports and imports increased during the pre-War period, the former was consistently 

higher than the iatter. As a result, the balance of trade steadily shot up. The rate of 

improvement in this phase is calculated at 53.45 per cent per annum. During the War 

period, a decreasing trend prevailed over both series with a greater degree of decline in 
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exports. Consequently, the balance of trade deteriorated at 1 0.95 per cent per annum in 

this duration. The situation, however, reversed after the War. The balance of trade that 

stood at Rs.l87 thousand in 1919-20 became Rs.546 thousand in 1924-25. An annual 

improvement rate of 38.34 per cent took place in this sub-period. 

7.4. Exchange value ofBhutan's currency 

We have already obseryed that Bhutan experienced favourable balance oftrade. Bhutan's 

total trade balance during 1907-0811924-25 (excepting 1911-12) thus appears to be 

Rs.3,330,486 (vide Table 7.6). Comparing this with the trade balance in the previous 

period, viz. 1894-95/1906-07, we may resolve whether it was improved during our study 

period. To do so, we calculate Bhutan's balance oftrade during 1894-95/1906-07 in the 

following table. 

Table 7.7: Bhutan's Balance oftrade during 1894-95/1906-07 

(in Rs.) 
Year Export Import Balance of trade Year Export Import Balance of 

trade 
1894-95 21,456 20,237 1,219 1901-02 38,334 18,937 19,397 
1895-96 28,551 27,394 1,157 1902-03 31,785 12,742 19,043 
1896-97 14,385 16,787 -2,402 1903-04 58,863 13,391 45,472 
1897-98 14,667 15,883 -1,216 1904-05 * 650,018 102,570 547,448 
1898-99 10,791 ll,922 -1,131 1905-06 1,241,172 191,748 1,049,424 

1899-1900 13,035 12,744 291 1906-07 1,135,505 256,820 878,685 
1900-01 22,229 14,316 7,913 

Total 3,280,791 715,491 2,565,300 

Source: dsal.uchicago.edu/statistics/1894_ excel/1894.165.XLS, dsal.uchicago.edu/statistics/1894_excel/1894.166.XLS 
·and various issues of Accounts Relating to the Trade by land of British India with Foreign Countries for twelve months, 
April1907 to March 1925. 
N.B. *We have estimated the average value (export and import) on the basis of data for 1903-04 and 1905-06. 

Table 7.7 indicates that total export and import values were of the order of 

Rs.3,280,791 and Rs.715,491 during 1894-95/1906-07 so that the aggregate balance of 

trade comes to Rs.2,565,300 in the concerned period. Bhutan's trade balance thus, 
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improved by Rs.44,171 during 1907-08/1924-25, compared to what was during 1894-

95/1906-07. 

Now the question arises whether this improvement in the trade balance was due to 

the devaluation ofBhutan's currency, or for other factors such as greater preference of 

Bhutanese goods in the global market, Bhutan's trade promoting policies, and so on. To 

assess whether devaluation led to the favourable balance of trade in Bhutan, we assume 

i) market conditions for domestic· goods in the foreign market remained • 

unchanged; and 

ii) market conditions for foreign goods in the domestic market remained 

unchanged. 

Now, in the trade literature, the following Marshall-Learner Equati0n is usually 

adopted to verify whether a given rate of devaluation (k) results in favourable balance 

of trade: 

dB=k Xr(elM+ezx- 1) ............. (7.3) 

where dB is the change in the balance of trade, Xr is the value of exports expressed in 

foreign currency, e1M is the elasticity of home demand for imports and e2x is the elasticity 

of foreign demand for exports. 

If, for given values of e1M, e2x and Xr, the given rate of k leads dB > 0, the 

devaluation is said cause favourable balance of trade. This happens when 

Je1MI + Jezxl > 1. ............ (7 .4) 

This study uses the Marshall-Learner Equation differently. We know dB> 0 here. 

If we find that the condition 7.4 is satisfied in our case, then a positive value of k, which 
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can be derived from Equation 7.3, would confirm that it represents the rate of devaluation 

during the period of study. 

For the estimation of Bhutan's import elasticity (e1M), and export elasticity (e2x) 

we use the series of export and import indices from Table 7.5. To do so, we estimate on 

the basis of least square method the relationship between quantity and price indices for 

Bhutan's exports and imports in do4ble logarithmic form. 

log X qi= lpg a+ ~X log Pxqi+U!j ......... (7.5) 

log M qi= log a+ ~M log PMqi+U2i·········(7.6) 

where X qi is the quantity index for exports, Pxqi is the price index for exports, M qi is the 

quantity index for imports, PMqi is the price indices for imports and u u, u2i are the 

disturbance terms. Since the estimated values of ~x and ~Mare 

A 

I3X= d log X qi I d log Pxqi = (d X qi I d Pxqi). (Pxqi I X qi) 

A 

and 13M= d log M qi I d log PMqi =( d M qi I d PMqi ) . (PMqi I M qi) 

they represent the export elasticity (e2x) and import elasticity (elM) respectively. 

A A 

From Table 7.5 the values of I3X and 13M are estimated at 0.431 and- 1.321 

respectively. Since le1MI + le2xl= 1.752 is greater than unity, the elasticity values confirm 

that a positive value of k represents the rate of devaluation for the study period. 

Now, for the value of dB= 44,171, Xr = 18,934,593, e1M =- 1.321, and e2x = 

0.431 as derived above, the rate of devaluation, k, is estimated at 0.31 per cent. Since it is 

of positive value, we infer that Bhutan experienced devaluation at her exchange rate 

during the study period. Given the values of elasticities, this was the maximum value of k 

that could generate the given level of trade surplus. If other relevant factors, mentioned 
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above, exerted favourable impacts on the balance of trade, the value ofk might have been 

lower. We, therefore, infer that there was very insignificant level of devaluation in 

Bhutan during the study period. 

7 .5. Conclusion 

Our study in this chapter generates six observations. Firstly, prices of most of the 

import~nt export and import goods increased during the study period. Out of t~n 

important export-commodities, the price of only one commodity fell during both the War 

phase and the post-War phase while that of one each was lower in one of these phases. 

Again, out of ten important import items, price of seven went up in both these phases, 

and those of three alternated their directions of change. Secondly, the price-quantity 

relationships for six export commodities have been found statistically significant. Out of 

them, the exports of three commodities that were short in exportable surplus were supply-

determined, and those of other three commodities, mainly of forest origin, were demand-

' 
determined. Thirdly, the similar relationship for eight import articles have been 

statistically found significant, and imports of all of them were demand-determined. 

Certainly the trade relation between a large and a small country generates such a feature. 

Fourthly, six out of eight important import goods have been found to be elastic in their 

respective prices and four out of six important export goods to be inelastic. Since all the 

important import articles were demand-determined, elastic nature of those commodities 

reduced their values of import in the phase of rising price. Inelasticities of export 

products also exerted favourable impact in the phase of rising price on the value of export 

even for those commodities whose price were demand-determined. Note that the value of 

export for the commodities, whose prices were supply-determined, always increases due 
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to higher price. Thus, the price elasticities of import and export that Bhutan confronted 

during the period of study were very congenial for the economy. Fi-fthly, the balance of 

trade was· surplus for Bhutan throughout the study period, and it underwent steady 

improvement over years. Lastly, the devaluation of domestic currency has been worked 

out at 0.31 per cent during the study period. If other economic and political factors 

generated favourable impacts on the trade balance, the rate of devaluation might be less 

than that. 
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t-- Chapter-S 

Summary of Observations 

Major observations that the present stqdy has so far made on the basis of available data 

and information are summarized in this chapter. This summary follows the course of 

chapterisation. 

8.1. On political-economic scenario 

The central observation in Chapter 2 i& that prior to the regime of Ugyen Wangchuk, 

there was a two-:way causation between Bhutan's external and internal political 
_J:.,_ 

environment, on the one hand, and her prQspect of trade on the other. Various political 

events concerning Bhutan in the eighteenth-nineteenth centuries had far-reaching 

bearings on her foreign trade. When the Tibetan trade route via Nepal was closed to the 

British in the late eighteenth century, the East India Company sought for a route to Tibet 

and China through Bhutan. But since Bhutan was then stubborn not to allow any transit 
....... 

trade by the European, the Company's administration in Bengal sent several political 

missions to that country (and also to Tibet). Many trade concessions were also granted to 

the Bhutanese. At the end, the Company obtained permissions for transit trade, and also 

trade in that country by non-European traders, especially Indians. But the Duar War . 

{1865) that the British indulged in for tea and related industries in and around Assam, 

again vitiated the mutual trust between them. A series of trade-related concessions to 

Bhutan including an annual compensation followed by virtue of the Sinchula Treaty 

(1865). But the Treaty could not bring any significant break-through in her trading 

activities as the laissez fa ire philosophy that the Treaty enshrined was not appreciated at 

large in the Bhutanese society. Three successive civil wars in Bhutan during 1866-84 
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further vitiated the prosperity of her trade. Our trend analysis for 1878179-1899/1900 has 

shown that there was a secular decline in her exports during this period. 

The following period of 1900/01-1905/06 brought trade prosperity to this 

Himalayan kingdom based on the privileges that British India granted to her. The British 

sanctioned those concessions in this period with a view to checking the expansion of the 

Russian imperialism in the Eastern Himalayas, especially the kingdoms of Tibet, Bhutan 

and Nepal. The Chinese threat to Bhutan also induced British India to keep her under a 

tighter grip. Because ofbenevolent British policies, however, Bhutan's trade grew rapidly 

during this period, and this has been evident in our trend analysis of export for this 

period. 

8.2. On Bhutan's historical trade route 

Trade route of Bhutan with Tibet, Assam and Bengal that Chapter 3 elaborates were very 

active during the nineteenth century. The Bhutan-Tibet trade route that ran about 410 km 

from Paro to Lhasa belonged largely to the territory of Tibet with Bhutan accounting for 

only one eighth part of this stretch and three links out of26. It was thoroughly a mountain 

route posing various hazards and threats to travelling traders. That was why the speed of 

caravans there was as low as less than 16 km a day on the average. There were three 

other contemporary trade routes between Bhutan and Tibet, which originated from 

different places of Bhutan but were all destined to Lhasa. 

The Bhutan-Assam trade route ran around 170 km from Tashigang to Hajo with its 

intermediate stretch distributed almost equally between the hills and the plain. The route 

consisted of eleven links out of which six belonged to the hill terrain and five in the plain. 

Journey on the mountain links was tedious, and involved a good amount of risk. 

I 
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Obstacles in the plain were, however, created by the rivers which did not go dry even in 

winter. Most of the rivers in the hills, however, remained dry in that season so that 

travellers walked over their beds in caravans. There were two paths connecting Tibet with 

this route through the valley of the Manas. Those were: a) a path via Tashigang, and b) a 

path via Donkar through the Ging Ia. 

Ih contrast to the Bhutan-Tibet or the Bhutan-Assam trade routes, the Bhutan-Bengal 

trade route belonged mostly to the plain. Only a part of its 268-km long stretch from Paro 

to Rangpur had alternating inclinations of hilly terrain. Gently climbing down from the 

mountain, it passed amidst ce11tury-old human settlements in the plain. Expectedly, the 

average speed of caravans in this route was on a higher side, viz. about 21 km per day as 

against 14.5 km per day in the Bhutan-Assam route, and 16 km a day in the Bhutan-Tibet 

route. 

Caravans used to ply on these routes only during the winter because of favourable 

climate and also to take advantage of dry river courses. Pack animals that were mostly 

used were mules, ponies, yaks, sheep etc. Choice of pack animals, however, varied 

according to the nationality of caravans. These were definite preference to horses in the 

Tibetan caravans, ponies in the Bhutanese caravans to Bengal, and sheep among the 

nomads. Human beings were also employed for transportation of goods in the Bhutanese 

caravans. 

Bhutan's export list included rice, woolen cloths,. manjeets anq certain imported 

products from Bengal in the Bhutan-Tibet route, ponies, rock salt, blankets, spices and 

gold in the Bhutan-Assam route, and tangun, manjeets, blankets, cow-tails, wax, musk, 

walnuts, lac and certain Chinese products in the Bhutan-Bengal route. Imports from these 
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respective routes were raw'wool, musk, tea, silver, gold, rock salt and silk goods; paddy, 

rice, silk cloth and cotton cloths; and broad cloth, indigo, goat skins and copper. A 

number of imported items such as gold, silver, rock salt, musk etc. were meant for re

export indicating the transit nature of the Bhutanese trade. The nature of the commodities 

traded through these routes indicates that they gave rise to trans-ecological exchanges in 

~onformity with the hypothesis of Curtin. 

8.3. On the use of coiqs 

During the seventeenth-eighteenth centuries, foreign coins like Tibetan coins, Assamese 

coins and Narayani coins of Cooch Behar were in circulation in Bhutan. Those coins 

flowed in from various sources through trade and also from British subsidies. Within the 

country the circulation of currency took place between the government and the public, 

and also in wholesale trade where foreign traders participated. ·Petty retail transactions 

were, however, carried on barter. We have estimated that Bhutan's tax payment was 

monetized at a rate of 1.13 per cent per annum during 17 4 7-1831. 

From the first half of the nineteenth century Bhutan started striking her own silver 

com, the Deb Rupee, which was used side by side the foreign coins. Initially this 

currency had a consistent weight with 80 per cent fineness but due to the shortage of 

silver and also the dishonesty of minting authorities, the fineness deteriorated. The copper 

coins that also became current owing to the shortage of silver also deteriorated in weight 

and fineness during the nineteenth and the early twentieth century. A standard form of the 

Bhutanese coin emerged only after the enthronement of Bhutan's first monarch Ugyen 

Wangchuk. He regularized this system by various measures such as the confinement of 
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minting privileges to limited authorities, standardization of coins, and the use of dies 

manufactured at Calcutta mint. 

Bhutan's currencies in use, however, came from two sources, foreign sources 

(since foreign coins, especially Indians, were accepted in all transactions) and domestic 

mints which minted the imported treasure and the proceeds of trade balance. This study 

has estimated that during 1900-25 total accretion ofthe Bhutanese coin was ofthe order 

of Ma-tam 308,842, 188. Out of these, Ma-tam 64,392 were minted in the country, and 

Ma-tam 308,777,796 came from British India. 

8.4. On the trend of export 

There are four observations in Chapter 5. Firstly, during the reign of Ugyen Wangchuk, 

Bhutan's export expanded significantly through an annual growth rate of 75 per cent 

during 1907-08/1914-15. Although the growth was checked during World War I, it took 

again an upturn since 1920-21. Secondly, Bhutan promoted export during this period on 

the basis of her traditional line of comparative advantages. This follows from the fact that 

her traditional item of export, viz. live animals, continued its place of prominence, and 

that its share improved by 11 per cent. Thirdly, the direction of her export underwent 

changes during the study period. As against a clear predominance of Assam and Eastern 

Bengal in her trade prior to 1920, Bengal became the most favourite direction thereafter. 

Fourthly, exports of all articles did not move uniformly during the study period. This was 

mainly due to World War I which altered the demand pattern for those products in British 

India. For the requirement of War,- certain articles were in high demand, for example, 

horses, ponies, mules, and other animals, while certain other products such as wax fell in 

demand in view of emergent resource crunch. 
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8.5. On tlie trend of import 

€hapter 6 has indicated that Bhutan's import trade grew on an average at 11.29 per cent 

per annum during the study period. But the performance was not at all uniform; it grew at 

a rate of21.40 per cent per annum in the pre-War period but retarded at an annual rate of 

25.55 per cent during the War. The rate of growth was 0.05 per cent per annum 

thereafter. Among other important findings in this chapter we note firstly that Bhutan's 

direction of import trade was changed during this period, especially from 1915-16. While 

Bhutan earlier took the lion's share of her import requirements from Assam and Eastern 

Bengal, Bepgal gradually came into prominence thereafter, and superseded its rival in 

this respect in the closing year of our study period. Secondly, chang¢s also started taking 

place in her composition of import that was predominated by manufacturing products and 

agricultural goods. Our data source has indicated a 9.30 per cent decline in the share of 

manufacturing products in Bhutan's import during the last six years of the study period. 

Thirdly, there was also diversification of import base of Bhutan in this duration. A 

number of new products such as paint and colours, leather, Chinese and Japanese wares, 

and oil were introduced in her import list in this period. Lastly, imports of all 

commodities did not move in a uniform direction during different phases of the study 

period. British India's War compulsions and constraints determined the courses of their 

movements. 

8.6. On the terms of trade 

Our study in Chapter 7 has generated six major observations. Firstly, prices of most of 

the important export and impo.rt goods increased during the study period. Out of ten 

important export commodities, the price of only one commodity fell during both the War 
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phase and the post-War phase while that of one each was lower in one of these phases. 

Again, out of ten important import items, price of seven went up in both these phases, 

and those of three alternated their directions of change. Secondly, the price-quantity 

relationships for six export commodities have been found statistically significant. Out of 

them, the exports of three commodities were supply-determined, and those of other three 

commodities were demand-determined. Thirdly, the similar relationship for eight import 

articles have been statistically found significant, and imports of all of them were demand

determined. Certainly the trade relation between a large and a small country generates 

such a feature. Fourthly, six out of eight important import goods have been found to be 

elastic in their respective prices and four out of six important export goods were inelastic. 

Since all the important import articles were demand-determined, elastic nature of those 

commodities reduced their values of import in the phase of rising price. Inelasticities of 

export products also exerted favourable impact in the phase of rising price on the value of 

export even for those commodities whose prices were demand-determined. Note that the 

value of export for the commodities, whose prices were supply-determined, always 

increases due to higher price irrespective· of the value of elasticity. Thus, the price 

elasticities of import and export that Bhutan confronted during the period of study were 

very congenial for the economy. Fifthly, the balance of trade was surplus for Bhutan 

throughout the study period, and it underwent steady improvement over years. Last but 

not the least, the study has shown that the domestic currency in Bhutan was devaluated 

only insignificantly during the study period, and that the rate of devaluation was 0.31 per 

cent. 
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Appendix 1 

The Treaty of Punakha, 1910 

Whereas it is desirable to amend Article IV and VIII ofthe Treaty concluded ~t Sinchula 
on the 11th day ofNovember, 1865, corresponding with the Bhootea year Shing Lang, 
24th day of the 9th rponth, between the British Government and the Government of 
Bhutan, the undermentioned amendments are agreed to on the one part by Mr. C.A.Bell, 
Political Officer in Sikkim, in virtue of full powers to that effect vested in him by the 
Right Honourable Sir Gilbert John Elliot-Murray-Kynynmound, P.C., G.M.S.I., G.M.I.E., 
G.C.M.G., Earl of Minto, Viceroy and Governor-General oflndia-in-Council, and on the 
other part by His Highness Sir Ugyen Wangchuk, K.C.I.E., Maharaja of Bhutan. 

' 

The following addition has been made to Article IV of the Sinchula Treaty of 
1865: 

"The British Government has increased the annual allowance to the Government 
of Bhutan from fifty thousand rupees (Rs.50,000) to one hundred thousand rupees 
(Rs.l,OO,OOO) with effect from the lOth January, 1910." 

Article VIII of the Sinchula Treaty of 1865 has been revised and the revised 
Article runs as follows: 

"The British Government undertakes to exercise no interference in the internal 
administration of Bhutan. On its part, the Bhutanese Government agrees to be guided by 
the advice of the British Government in regard to its external relations. In the event of 
disputes with or causes of complaint against the Maharajas of Sikkim and Cooch Behar, 
such matters will be referred for arbitration to the British Government which will settled 
them in such manner as justice may require and insist upon the observance of its 
decisions by the Maharajas named." 
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Done in quadruplicate at Punakha, Bhutan, this eighth day of January in the year 
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and ten; corresponding with the Bhutia date, the 
27th day of the II th month of the Earth-Bird (Sa-ja) year. 

C.A.Bell, 
Political Officer 

In Sikkim 

Seal of Political Officer 
in Sikkim 

Seal of Dharma Raja 

Seal of His Highness the 
Maharaja of Bhutan 
Seal ofTatsang Lamas 
Seal ofTongsa Penlop 
Seal of Paro Penlop 
Seal of Zhung Dronyer 
Seal ofTimbu Jongpen 
SealofPunakhaJongpen 

Seal ofWangdu Potang Jongpen 
.Seal of Taka Penlop 
Seal ofDeb Zimpon 

Minto 
Viceroy and Governor-General of India 

This Treaty was ratified by the the Viceroy and Governor-General of India-in-Council at 
Fort William, on the twenty-forth day of March, A.D. one thousand nine hundred and ten. 
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Appendix 2 

The Treaty Concluded at Sinchula on the 11th Day of November, 1865 

Treaty between His Excellency the Right Honourable Sir John Lawrence, G.C.B., 
K.S.I., Viceroy and Governor-General of Her Britannic Majesty's possessions in the East 
Indies, and their Highness the Dhurm and Deb Rajahs ofBhootan concluded on the one 
part by Lieutenant-Colonel Herbert Bruce, C.B., by virtue of full powers to that effect 
vested in him by the Viceroy and Governor-General, and-on the other part by Samdojey 
Deb Jimpe and Themseyrensey Donai according to full powers conferred on them by the 
Dhurm and Deb Rajas. 

Article I 
There sha:ll henceforth be perpetual peace and friendship between the British 

Government and the Government ofBhootan. 

Article II 
Whereas in consequence of repeated aggressions of the Bhootan Government and 

of the refusal of that Government to afford satisfaction for those aggressions, and of their 
insulating treatment of the officers sent by His Excellency the Governor-General in 
Council for the purpose of procuring an amicable adjustment of differences existing 
between the two states the British Government has been compelled to seize by an armed 
force the whole of the Doars and certain Hill Posts protecting the passes into Bhootan, 
and whereas the Bhootan Government has now exPressed its regret for past misconduct 
and a desire for the establishment of friendly relations with the British Government, it is 
hereby agreed that the whole of the tract known as the Eighteen Doars, bordering on the 
districts of Rungpoor, Cooch Behar, and Assam, together with the Talook of Ambaree 
Fallacottah and the Hill territory on the left bank of the Teesta up to such points as may 
be laid down by the British Commissioner appointment for the purpose is ceded by the 
Bhutan Government to the British Government for ever. 

Article III 
The Bhootan Government hereby agree to surrender all British subjects, as well as 

subjects of the Chiefs of Sikkim and Cooch Behar who are now detained in Bhootan 
against their will, and to place no impediment in the way of the return of all or any of 
such persons into British territory. 

Article IV 
In consideration of the cession by the Bhootan Government of the territories 

-specified in Article II of this Treaty, and of the said Government having exPressed its 
regret for past misconduct and having hereby engaged for the future to restrain all evil 
disposed persons from committing crimes within British territory or the territories of the 
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Rajahs of Sikkim and Cooch Behar and to give prompt and full redress for all such 
crimes which may be committed in defiance of their commands, the British Government 
agree to make an annual allowance to the Government of Bhootan- of a sum not 
exceeding fifty thousand rupees (Rupees SQ,OOO) to be paid to officers not below the rank 
of Jungpen, who shall be deputed by the Government of Bhootan to receive the same. 
And it is further hereby agreed that the payments shall be made as specified below:-

On the fulfillment by the Bhootan Government of the con~itions of this Treaty 
twenty five thousand rupees (Rupees 25,000). 

On the lOth January following the 1st payment, thirty five thousand rupees 
(Rupees 35,000). 

On the lOth January following forty-five thousand rupees (Rupees 45,000). 

On every succeeding lOth Janu~ry fifty thousand rupees (Rupees 50,000). 

Article V 
The British Government will hold itself at liberty at any time to suspend the 

payment of this compensation money either in whole- or in part in the event of 
mi.sconduct on the part of the Bhootan Government r its failure to check the aggression of 
its subjects or to comply with the provisions of this Treaty. 

Article VI 
The British Government hereby agree on demand being duly made in writing by 

the Bhootan Government to surrender under the provisions of Act VII of 1854 of which a 
copy shall be f4rnished to the Bhootan Government, all Bhootanese subjects accused of 
any of the following crimes who may take refuge in British dominions. The crimes are 
murder, attempting to murder, rape, kidnapping, great personal violence, maiming, 
dacoity, thuggee, robbery or burglary, cattle stealing, breaking and entering a dwelling 
house and stealing therein, arson, setting fire to a village, house or town, forgery or 
uttering forged documents, counterfeiting current coin, knowingly uttering base or 
counterfeit coin, perjury, embezzlement by public officers or other persons and being an 
accessory to any of the above offences: 

Article VII 
The Bhootan Government hereby agree on requisition being duly made by, or by 

the authority of, the Lieutenant -Governor of Bengal to surrender any British subjects 
accused of any of the crimes specified in the above Article who may take refuge in the 
territory under the jurisdiction of the Bhootan Government, and also any Bhutanese . 
subjects who after committing any of the above crimes in British territory shall flee into 
Bhootan, on such evidence of their guilt being produced as shall satisfy the Local Court 
of the district in which the offence may have been committed. 
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Article VIII 
The Bhootan Government hereby agree to refer to the arbitration of the British 

Government all disputes with, or causes of complaint against the Rajahs of Sikkim and 
Cooch Behar, and to abide by the decision of the British Government, and the British 
Government hereby engage to enquir~ into and settle all such disputes and complaints in 
such manner as justice may require, and to insist on the observance of the decision by the 
Rajahs of Sikkim and Cooch Behar. 

Article IX 
There shall be free trade and commerce betw~en the two Governments. No duties 

shall be levied on Bhootanese goods imported into British Territories, nor shall the 
Bhootan Government levy any duties on British goods imported into, or transported 
through Bhootan territories. Bhootanese subjects residing in British territories shall have 
equal justice with British subjects and British subjects residing in Bhootan shall have 
equal justice with the subjects ofthe Bhootan Government. 

Article X 
The present Treaty of Ten Articles having been concluded at Sinchula on the 11th 

day ofNovember 1865, corresponding with Bhootea year Shim Lung 24th day of the 9th 
Month, and signed and sealed by Lieutenant-Colonel- Herbert Bruce, C.B., and Samdojey 
Deb Jimpey and Themseyrensey Donai, the ratifications of the same by His Excellency 
the Viceroy and Governor-General or His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-General 
in Council ana by their Highness the Dhurm and Deb Rajahs shall be mutually delivered 
within thirty days from this date. 

(Sd) H. Bruce, Lieut.-Col. 
Chief Civil and Poltl. Officer. 

(Sd) In Debnagri 
(Sd) In Bhootea Language 

This Treaty was ratified on the 29th November 1865 in Calcutta by me. 

25th January 1866. 

25th January 1866. 

(Sd) John Lawrence 
Governor-General 

(Sd) W. Muir. 
Secy. To the Govt. oflndia. 


